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The Garden Map

Wits End

Rideau Woodland Ramble

Grasses

In 2017, we were designated a Canada 150 Garden
Experience as part of the sesquicentennial celebrations marking Canada 150th Birthday. These awards
and the support of many friends and customers
over the years truly speaks to our vision of creating
a garden experience.

Conifers

Woodland Walk
Cathedral

was named
Canadian Garden Council Destination Garden
Centre of the Year in 2015.

The white area on the map is the garden centre.
The brown trails depict the garden areas you can
ramble. Check out the Art of David Dunn in the
Pavilion Gallery.

Labyrinth

Lake
Ramble

Barn
Portable Toilet
Chanticleer Lane

Art Gallery
Gazebo

Forsythia Way

Literary Garden

PRIVATE
Sachas Garden
Parking

Burritts Rapids Road

Entry

Haskins Road

Totem Trail

Hoop
Houses

General Planting Instructions
Until planting time water your plant daily. Always lift your plant by the container or ball.
It's better to plant a little high than too deep. Keep the root ball moist - do not let it dry out - for the first year or
so, until new roots are established.

Hole and soil preparation: Dig the planting hole a minimum of twice the width of the root ball but no deeper.
The depth of the hole should allow solid ground below the root mass resulting in the root flare at the top of the
root mass to be slightly higher than the finish grade of the planting. The soil must have good drainage. Amend the
soil that is removed from the hole with mulch, compost or good potting soil at a ratio of 1 shovel full of mulch to 3
of soil; blend well. This is especially important when it is clay soil.

Planting B&B (balled & burlap): After the hole has been prepared, place the tree in the planting hole. Feel the
top of the root ball and be sure the root flare is slightly aboveground. Begin backfilling with the amended soil.
Water well before completely filling the hole to remove air pockets then water again after the planting is
complete. Do not cover the root ball with more than 2" of mulch. Doing so could suffocate the plant. Keep mulch
away from the trunk. It is best to stake larger trees to keep them from tipping or blowing over. Do not pull the
plant over by its top when planting as it may tear loose the roots and plant from the ball. Six months after
establishment cut away the wire, burlap, and string from the top of the ball and trunk.

Container grown: Before planting, carefully loosen the roots all around the root ball. If the plant is root bound,
use a knife or shears to loosen up the root mass on sides and bottom. Place plant in the prepared hole being sure
the root flare is slightly above ground. Begin filling in around the plant with the amended soil. Water well before
the hole is filled to remove air pockets then water again when the planting is complete. Apply no more than 2" of
mulch on top of the root ball being sure it does not touch the bark of the plant.

Watering: Do not allow your plant to dry out. Adjust your watering to your specific climate. During summer/dry
weather, water deeply once or twice a week, slowly soaking the area around the plant to a depth of 4". Do not
overwater. If the soil is wet, do not add water. It can be beneficial to contain water by creating a slight "well"
around the plant so the water can't run off. Once the plant is established or prior to heavy rains return soil around
plant to natural grade so the plant does not drown in a mini pond.

Fertilizing: If you desire to fertilize, make sure to use a starter or slow release or organic product, insuring
protection for tender new root growth. In the spring of the following season a fertilizer for mature plants may be
used if your soil requires additional nutrition. Never allow fertilizer to contact plant foliage as it may burn the plant
and cause severe dieback.

Conditions of Sale
1. You must immediately seek our advice should your plant be
struggling, waiting more than 4 weeks will void warranty.
2. Stock is guaranteed for the current growing season only, at which time
all warranties expire.
3. We guarantee Rideau Woodland Ramble stock true to name.
4. No guarantee on any stock discounted by more than 10%, which is
considered on clearance sale.
5. Refund or credits are determined by staff horticulturists only and requires
presentation of the original receipt.
6. Any dead/compromised nursery stock must not be brought to the
nursery without instruction from the staff. Failure to follow this instruction
will void the warranty.
Know your Plants
Living plants have their likes and dislikes. We will recommend the best planting
procedure, location, and continued plant care. We will not be held responsible for
inappropriate location and soil type, inconsistent care or watering, rodent
damage, acts of nature, weather extremes, insect damage, transplanting,
chemical or fertilizer misuse.

Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc – 2022 Stock List
Item Description

Size

Height

Width

Azalea exbury 'Mandarin Lights'
An extremely hardy selection that
provides a massive display of
bright, mandarin orange blooms in
the spring before the foliage
emerges. The small mounding
form with lustrous green foliage is
excellent for use as an accent
plant, or for mass plantings and
shrub borders. Deciduous.

Globe Shaped

1.2m

1.25m

4

$51.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

Azalea 'Fireball'
It has mid-sized, fiery orange-red
flowers that have a pleasant sweet
scent. Blooms in May - June in
most climates. Deciduous leaves
emerge bronze-red, mature to mid
green, and turn burgundy red in
autumn.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$51.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Azalea 'Pink and Sweet'
A unique broadleaf evergreen
shrub with extremely fragrant light
pink flowers tinged yellow in late
spring and a compact habit, good
fall colour; absolutely must have
well-drained, highly acidic and
organic soil, use plenty of peat
moss when planting.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$51.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Azalea 'Red Demon'
Bright, shiny red flowers tinged
with orange last longer than other
deciduous azaleas. Compact
dense form.

Mounded

1.2m

1.5m

4

$51.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Item Description
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Azalea schlippenbachii
Royal azalea, as its common
name suggests, is top class. Its
branching structure is shapely and
well-balanced, creating a pleasing
winter form. Its leaves are held in
groups of five, appearing in spring
in whorls of pale green flushed
with pinkish bronze. As these
lovely leaves emerge, its branches
are decked with saucer-shaped
pink flowers - the exact shade
varies depending on the individual
plant - that are speckled with
reddish brown on their upper petal.
In autumn these rounded leaves
turn brilliant orange. Royal azalea
is truly a four-season plant. Its
elegance and distinctive beauty
earn it a spot in every shaded
garden.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$55.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Azalea yedoense poukhanense
A hardy semi-evergreen shrub
valued for its abundance of
charming lavender-pink flowers in
early spring. The handsome, deep
green foliage is held on dense
branches. A great choice for use
as a hedge, in borders or in a
massed planting. Loves the
dappled sunlight of a woodland
garden. Semi-evergreen.

Mounded

90cm

1.2m

4

$51.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Buxus 'Green Mountain'
A vigorous evergreen shrub with
bright green foliage that retains
good colour throughout winter. The
upright, naturally cone-shaped
habit makes it an excellent
candidate for topiary forms, and a
striking container or formal garden
accent.

Upright

1.5m

90cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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(M22)
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Size
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Buxus 'Green Velvet'
A full-bodied boxwood well-suited
for dense, low hedges. Foliage
retains its rich green colour
throughout winter. Develops a
vigorous, rounded form if not
pruned. A wonderful evergreen
that will provide year-round, coldhardy colour and structure in the
garden.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

4

$63.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

Buxus S. 'Mont Bruno'
A dwarf, extra-hardy, globeshaped boxwood. It has tiny, dark
green leaves that are smaller in
scale than other boxwoods.

Globe

60cm

60cm

3

$43.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

Euonymus 'Emerald Gaiety'
Deep, emerald green leaves
edged in sparkling white are tinged
with pink in winter. A mounding
evergreen shrub with a dense,
erect habit. Excellent for use in
small clipped hedges and
foundation plantings. Stems may
root where they touch the ground,
and if given support may be
trained to climb.

Groundcover

60cm

1m

4

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Euonymus f. 'Lemon Lime'
Medium growing evergreen with
citrus-like foliage of yellow and
green.

Groundcover

2m

1.5m

4

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Euonymus f. 'Moonshadow'
Lustrous, deep green leaves with
bright yellow centers provide bold
evergreen colour.

Low spreading

90cm

1.5m

4

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

Gaultheria procumbens
A native ground cover with
aromatic foliage and small red
fruit. Outstanding fall colour.
Needs acid soil.

Low Spreading

10cm

4

$17.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

$89.99
(I22)

Status

3 Gallon

$22.00 1 Gallon
(B22)
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Size
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Gaultheria procumbens 'Winter
Splash'
White, waxy, nodding, bell-shaped
flowers bloom above dense foliage
of variegated green, white, and
pink leaves followed by large,
bright red berries and forms an
attractive groundcover. Leaves
turn a shade of deep burgundy as
the seasons change.

Groundcover

12m

90cm

2

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Leucothoe f. 'Rainbow'
Gracefully arching, striking red
stems with colourful, creamy white
and green mottled foliage with
scarlet accents. Showy, drooping
clusters of white flowers add a nice
touch to cut arrangements.
Effective as hedge, or clip to
create an attractive groundcover.
A beautiful, natural woodland
companion to rhododendrons and
ferns. Evergreen.

Groundcover

1m

1m

5

$58.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

New

Rhododendron 'Haaga'
Large trusses of stunning pink
flowers provide a beautiful contrast
to the green foliage in spring,
appearing reliably even on young
plants. A very compact evergreen
shrub that is perfect for small
gardens.

Mounded

1m

1m

4

$68.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

New

Rhododendron 'Helsinki
University'
Extremely hardy selection displays
large trusses of lightly scented,
deep pink blooms with orange-red
specks. Dense, dark green glossy
foliage is tinged red upon
emerging in spring. Upright
rounded form makes a nice
background to finer textured
plants. Evergreen.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$53.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Rhododendron m. 'Cornell Pink'
Cornell Pink Rhododendron is
smothered in stunning clusters of
pink trumpet-shaped flowers at the
ends of the branches in early
spring before the leaves. It has
green foliage throughout the
season. The narrow leaves turn
yellow in fall.

Zone Price

Status

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

4

$55.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Rhododendron 'Olga Mezitt'
Stunning dome-shaped trusses of
wavy, vibrant pink, lightly scented
flowers blanket this cold hardy,
compact evergreen in spring.
Shiny, green, lobed, re-curved
foliage turns a rich mahogany
colour in late fall, holding through
winter.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$53.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Rhododendron 'Purple Gem'
A handsome dwarf evergreen
shrub with a dense habit and deep
blue-green foliage that develops a
bronze tint in winter. Prized for its
showy trusses of stunning purpleviolet flowers. Thrives in cooler
regions but benefits from
protection from winter winds. Very
useful in border plantings or as a
landscape accent.

Mounded

$68.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

60cm

1m

4

$53.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

New

Yucca 'Color Guard'
Sword-shaped, striped foliage of
creamy-white against dark green
provides great architectural
interest. Showy spires of fragrant
snow white blooms in summer.

1m

1.2m

4

$43.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Yucca f. 'Bright Edge'
Sword-like leaves, boldly edged in
bright gold topped by tall spikes of
fragrant, ivory white blooms.
Smaller than the species, perfect
for adding contrast and texture as
a garden accent or container plant.
Forms dramatic clumps with age.
Drought and heat tolerant.

90cm

1.2m

4

$43.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Item Description

Size

Abies koreana 'Aurea
Golden, lemon-yellow needles with
glowing, silver-white undersides
are displayed on the ascending
branches of Abies koreana ‘Aurea’
in spring. The yellow gradually
softens as the season progresses,
but complementary purple-blue
cones add to the dramatic effect.
Full sun produces the best colour,
but this golden fir will benefit from
some protection if grown in
scorching conditions. Over time.
A.k. ‘Aurea’ becomes a large,
pyramidal tree.

Upright Broad

10

6m

4

$169.99 6
Gallon (R22)

New

Abies koreana 'Cis'
Abies koreana ‘Cis’ has radiating,
dark green needles which lie flat
on the stems and are highlighted
by attractive, small, brown buds at
the branch tips. This slow-growing,
flattened, spherical plant has a
formal, tidy appearance and
glistening foliage that draws
attention in the garden. Selected in
Holland in 1989.

Mounded

45cm

45cm

4

$43.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

Abies koreana 'Silver Show'
The two-toned needles of Abies
koreana ‘Silver Show’ are so
tightly curled that the shoots are
almost cylindrical, exposing the
extremely white undersides
completely. The result is a silverwhite element in the garden. The
contrasting dark purple cones
stand out against the foliage.
Showy color and special texture
abound. Enjoys full sun and moist,
well-drained soil.

Upright Narrow

3.6m

2.4m

4

$167.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Abies lasiocarpa 'DuFlon'
Collectors of micro-mini conifers
will love Abies lasiocarpa ‘DuFlon’,
an extremely slow-growing fir
which puts on less than 1.5cm of
new growth per year. Medium
green needles densely cover the
tight globe. Discovered near Lake
Sushman, Washington, Abies
lasiocarpa ‘DuFlon’ is an
outstanding miniature plant.

Mounded

25cn

25cm

3

$49.99 1/2
Gallon (R22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Zone Price

Status

$96.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
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Chamaecyparis n. 'Strict
Weeping'
The foliage on the tall, extremely
narrow, Chamaecyparis
nootkatensis ‘Strict Weeping’
boasts an uncommonly pendulous
habit. The draping foliage hangs
down, clasped tightly against the
upright trunk. Mature trees develop
fascinating character with
secondary sub-leaders that reach
out and create a close-knit cluster
of trunks and gracefully arching
side branches.

Upright Narrow

7.5m

1.8m

5

$118.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Chamaecyparis obtusa
'Fernspray Gold'
Classy, arching sprays of golden,
fern-like foliage decorate
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Fernspray
Gold’. Each unique, flattened
branch tapers to a point, just as a
fern frond does. Give this
intermediate-sized Hinoki plenty of
sun and ample moisture to achieve
the brightest gold, but use caution
in hot climates, where scorching
afternoon sun may be too much.
Originally from Duncan and
Davies, New Zealand.

Upright Broad

3m

2.4m

5

$48.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

Chamaecyparis pisifera 'Golden
Mops'
The finely textured, sunny foliage
of this winning "threadbranch"
cypress develops vibrant new
spring growth that retains its
brilliance and shines in the garden
all year. Well-behaved, compact
and hardy, the low, mounding
conifer makes a versatile addition
to border, bank or foundation. It
produces best colour in full sun
and performs even in areas
challenged by heat and humidity.

Globose Dwarf

1m

1m

4

$29.99 1 Gallon
(I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

Status

New

$64.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
$98.00 6 Gallon
(I22)
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Junipers h. 'Goldstrike'
The spreading, vivid yellow foliage
of Juniperus horizontalis ‘Gold
Strike’ creates a bright, cheery
spot in the garden throughout the
year. In spring, brilliant new growth
freshens up the chartreuse interior
foliage and continues the sparkling
display through fall, when the look
gradually softens with coral tones.
The low, somewhat mounded,
seedling selection from J.h.
‘Mother Lode’ performs best grown
in moist, well-drained soil and
protected from scorching sun.

Low Spreading

Juniperus C. 'Shimpaku'
This versatile, vase-shaped
Juniperus chinensis ‘Shimpaku’
develops upright, fountain-like
branches that are covered in
robust, green, awl-shaped foliage.
Appreciated by bonsai enthusiasts
for an irregular form and exposed,
peeling bark, it also makes an
interesting addition to container
arrangements and garden beds.

spreading

Juniperus c. 'Trautman'
Juniperus chinensis ‘Trautman’ is
a hardy alternative to the
temperate Italian Cypress. This
narrow, coarse textured, bluish
gray-green spire has incredible
potential throughout the gardening
world. As a single specimen it will
make a majestic statement as it
towers above other garden plants
while maintaining a small footprint.
Planted in a row, ‘Trautman’ will
serve as a screen of unusual
beauty because of its unique
colour and texture. Will thrive in full
sun and well-drained soil. Selected
by the late Herbert Trautman, a
highly respected Wisconsin
nurseryman.

Upright Narrow

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

15cm

90cm

Zone Price

3

Status

$39.99 1 Gallon
(I22)
$82.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

90cm

1.8m

4

$37.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

$74.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

4.5m

1.2m

4

$112.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

$228.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Size
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Juniperus h. 'Pancake'
Juniperus horizontalis ‘Pancake’
has feathery, scale-like foliage
which covers the ground as it
grows flat as a pancake. Growing
not more than about 4” high, the
branches will root as they creep
along the ground. Gray-blue in
colour through the growing
season, it takes on light purple
hues in winter. Prefers full sun in
dry, sandy soils and is drought
tolerant when established. Stake
to attain additional height for
pleasing effect.

Groundcover

1.2cm

1.2m

3

$37.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

Juniperus horizontalis 'Icee
blue'
A sport of ‘Wiltonii’ it is a very
compact ground cover. Dense
tightly compressed foliage
resembles a thick carpet.

Low compact

10cm

1.5m

2b

$48.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

Juniperus horizontalis 'Mother
Lode'
A bright, golden yellow sport of
‘Wiltonii’, ‘Mother Lode’ holds
bright colour all Summer in full or
partial sun. Fall bring a deep
yellow-orange becoming tinged
with plum by Winter for all-season
attraction.

Low compact

10cm

1.5m

4

$37.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

Juniperus procumbens ‘Nana’
A ground hugging spreader with
delightful cushion form and
beautiful bluish-green foliage.

Prostrate

20cm

1m

2

$48.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

Juniperus squamata ‘Blue Star’
The name ‘Blue Star’ is
wonderfully descriptive of this
immensely popular plant. As
broad as high, the short branches
form a star-like appearance.

Spreading
Dwarf

50cm

60cm

4

$48.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

Larix decidua 'Horstmann's
Recurved'
An upright conifer with twisting,
turning branchlets. Needles are
green in summer and golden in
autumn before falling. Prefers full
sun in well-drained soil

Upright

2.4m

1.2m

3

$435.00 10
Gallon (I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Status
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Item Description

Size

Larix decidua 'Pendula'
Luminous, fresh, lime-green
foliage covers this weeping, midsize tree in the Spring. In the Fall,
there is a glow of yellow before the
needles drop to reveal tawny
twigs. With age, branching divides
and spreads, giving the plant an
almost animal-like character.
Prefers a moist soil in the
Summer.

Large Weeping

Variable

Larix decidua 'Varied Direction'
This name could be an
understatement! In fact, the
vigorous, spreading habit of this
Larix decidua ‘Varied Directions’
produces robust twigs that propel
the branches up and out, in—that’s
right—varied directions. Golden
tan branches, covered with thick
twigs, eventually arch down and
cover the ground in a unique
configuration for each plant. Bright
green spring foliage changes to
gold in autumn before needles fall.
Selected by Dr. Sydney Waxman,
University of Connecticut.

Weeping

Variable

Metasequoia g. 'Amber Glow'
Amber Glow has a feathery,
dense, pyramidal habit and foliage
that changes colour with the
season. Also called a Dawn
Redwood, Amber Glow has yellow
foliage touched with burgundy in
the spring. Unlike other goldenhued varieties, Amber Glow can
take the sun without burning or
turning brown. In the fall, this
deciduous tree turns a brilliant
orange. Its neat, uniform,
pyramidal habit means it seldom, if
ever, needs pruning. Amber Glow
will grow 9m. tall in about 35
years. It's an ideal tree for the yard
or along the property perimeter.
Grows best in full sun to partial
shade.

Upright Broad

9m

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

3m

6m

Zone Price

Status

4

$385.00 10
Gallon (I22)

2

$385.00 10
Gallon (I22)

New

5

$265.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New
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Item Description

Size

Metasequoia g. 'Gold Rush'
This fast-growing, pyramidal
conifer has soft fern-like gold
foliage that tends to not burn in full
sun. In spring, the needles emerge
nearly chartreuse-yellow, hold their
colour well into summer, then turn
orange brown in fall before
dropping. Deeply fissured bark
provides winter interest.

Large/Upright

15m

5m

5

$178.00 7 Gallon
(W22)

Metasequoia glyptostroboides
The exquisite Metasequoia
glyptostroboides, a deciduous,
slower-growing and hardier tree
than its Sequoia cousin, develops
a handsome, conical habit with
horizontal branching and redbrown bark. Its feathery foliage is
light green in spring and unusual
peach bronze in fall. Once thought
extinct, this plant was discovered
in a hidden valley in China in 1945.
This durable park-sized tree
prefers moist soils and is virtually
carefree.

Upright Broad

7.5m

4.5m

4

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Microbiota Decussata
A species from south-eastern
Siberia. Juniper-like flat spreader.
Good fast growing ground cover
with green foliage turning bronze
in Winter.

Low spreading

30cm

1.5m

3

$45.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Microbiota decussata 'Fuzzball'
A handsome evergreen shrub with
unique, fuzzy bright green summer
foliage that turns to a purplish
brown colour in the winter.
Extremely cold hardy once
established, with a vase-shaped
habit that is well-suited for rock
gardens, foundations, or borders.

Vase-Shaped

30cm

1m

2

$37.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Status

New
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Picea abies ‘Acrocona’
Aptly named, ‘acrocona’ means
‘with terminal cones on the ends of
branches’. Abundant cones, even
on young plants, with an added
Spring colour featuring purple-red,
immature cones. Can develop into
a tree form, but the unusual coning
habit tends to modify growth rate
and shape to a broad pyramid.
Known since about 1890, when it
was found near Uppsala, Sweden.

Upright Broad

5m

3m

3

$168.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Picea abies ‘Pumila’
Nest type. Short, dark green
foliage on a very uniformly
branched plant. Globose habit
when young, spreading with age.
Differs from the flatter nest types
with its rounded habit, all shoots
uniformly pointed out or up. New
growth appears later on ‘Pumila’
than other nest type spruce.

Globose Dwarf

1m

1.5m

3

$56.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

Picea abies 'Calvary Upright'
Has very dark and shining foliage
with distinctive uniform golden
buds.
Found in 1978 by Randy Dykstra
in the Calvary Cemetery, Rock
Island, IL. The parent broom was
very upright in growth habit but the
grafts have turned out to be bun
shaped. The excellent thick dark
green foliage makes this an
exceptional plant. The foliage
almost appears to like a Colorado
spruce since the ends of the
needles are sharp.

Globe

Picea abies 'Clanbrassiliana
Stricta'
Picea abies ‘Clanbrassiliana
Stricta’ is named for Lord
Clanbrassil of Ireland, who
introduced several Picea abies
cultivars during the late 18th
century, this selection matures
slowly into a beautifully compact,
broadly pyramidal plant—the ideal
shape for a dwarf Christmas tree.

Upright Broad

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

$135.00 6
Gallon (I22)

30cm

30cm

4

$31.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

$88.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

3.6m

2.4m

4

$72.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
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Picea abies 'Cobra'
Each example of Picea abies
‘Cobra’, a new seedling selection
from Iseli Nursery, has its own
wildly unique character that
combines the ground-covering
qualities of its parent, P.a.
‘Pendula’, with the bizarre, snakelike branching of Picea abies
‘Virgata’. When staked, trees have
a relatively tall, straight, sparsely
branched main trunk and a thick,
ground-hugging skirt that radiates
outward with dancing, cobra-like
leaders. Best in full sun.

Weeping

Picea abies 'Cupressina'
The narrow, fastigiate form of
'Cupressina' is in high demand for
urban and boundary plantings
where strong vertical accents are
required. This selection grows
quite quickly and withstands snow
loads better than other fastigiate
types.

Upright, narrow

Height

Width

Varies

Zone Price

3

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

New

$395.00 20
Gallon (R22)

10m

3m

2

$264.00 6
Gallon (I22)
$369.00 1.5m 20
Gallon (I22)
$405.00 1.8m 20
Gallon (I22)

Picea abies 'Cupressina'1

Picea abies 'Fat Cat'
Picea abies ‘Fat Cat’ has very
short, stiff needles and short
shoots that give it the appearance
of a rotund, green cat, curled up in
a ball for a snooze. Iseli Nursery
acquired the plant, a witch’s broom
from Picea abies ‘Graciosa’, in
1994 and officially named it for a
tubby, slumbering feline.
Extremely hardy, reliable and
slow-growing.

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Status

$228.00 5
Gallon (WB22)

Globe

1.2m

1.2m

3

$85.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

New
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Picea abies 'Formanek'
This radically prostrate, slowgrowing form of Norway Spruce
will become a densely matted,
spreading carpet over time. If
staked up, its strongly weeping
branches cascade down and
create a pendulous form.
Unstaked, it is the perfect plant to
creep over and around rocks.

Prostrate
Spreading

1m

1m

3

$96.00 6 Gallon
(R22)

Picea abies 'Frohburg'
Short, slender, medium-green
needles and a slower growth rate
compared with the more common
Picea abies ‘Pendula’. With
staking, ‘Frohburg’ exhibits a
narrow strict weeping habit, with a
full spreading skirt. An excellent
choice for limited spaces.

Pendulous

Variable

1.5m

3

$115.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

Picea abies 'Gold Drift'
Picea abies ‘Gold Drift’ adds
colour to the garden in whatever
shape and boundaries the
gardener allows it to have. Early
spring brings bright lime green
new growth. The foliage that is
fully exposed to the sun turns a
vibrant yellow in late spring and
summer. The brilliance continues
until winter when the colour
becomes more subdued. Can be
allowed to ramble as a groundcover, drape over rock walls, or
become a garden feature when
staked upright.

Weeping

Picea abies 'Hillside Upright'
Picea abies ‘Hillside Upright’ is a
rare and unique form of Norway
spruce, often considered a “natural
sculpture”. Distinct green foliage
over rust colored stems accent a
rugged yet elegant appearance
suitable for any type of garden
setting. A truly carefree plant for
the urban environment. Plant in full
sun whenever possible.

Upright Narrow

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

$219.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Variable

3

$119.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$267.00 6 Gallon
(I22)
$469.00 10
Gallon (I22)

3.6m

1.8m

3

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

$220.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Picea abies 'Lanham's Beehive'
The late Gary Lanham found this
unusual, boldly textured, compact
Norway Spruce in 1994 in
Kentucky, a witch’s broom nearly
10&#8242; up in a mature Picea
abies. Intrigued by the interesting
beehive form, Gary took it to
Klein’s Nursery in Louisville, and
from there, it made its way to Iseli
Nursery. The needles of Picea
abies ‘Lanham’s Beehive’ are
longer and thicker than other dwarf
cultivars and they have a slight
glaucous tint. These features,
combined with prominent,
cinnamon coloured stems and
buds, create a dramatic effect.

Mounded

Picea abies 'Little Gem'
Tufts of tiny green needles cover
the many short shoots of this
dense, tight bun. Originally a
witch’s broom on ‘Nidiformis’ and
more ball-like than its parent,
Picea abies ‘Little Gem’ was
discovered in 1958 and has been
an extremely popular plant ever
since. Its tough constitution and
restrained growth assure good
performance in a variety of garden
situations where it resembles a
lush, green pincushion.

Mounded

Picea abies 'Mucronata'
A dark green, compact selection,
the irregularly mounding Picea
abies ‘Mucronata’ produces thick,
stiff shoots with large, brown buds.
Plants grow slowly when young,
but as they mature, the rate of
growth accelerates and they
eventually develop leaders with
several sub-leaders.

Upright Broad

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

90cm

1.2m

Zone Price

3

Status

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$220.00 6
Gallon (I22)

30cm

60cm

3

$51.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$46.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

1.8m

1.2m

3

$33.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

$72.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
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Picea abies 'Pendula'
The dark green weeping Norway
spruce can be easily grown,
staked, and trained into an upright
specimen, or allowed to grow as
an undulating ground cover,
hanging over sloped and walls.

Large Weeping

Picea abies 'Pusch'
Named Collector's Conifer of the
Year in 2008, this small, slowgrowing Norway Spruce, a witch's
broom from 'Acrocona', produces
loads of bright red cones on many
short shoots in spring. The tiny
cones brown as they age, but
continue to decorate the irregular,
dwarf variety year-round. Globose
when young, the small spruce
develops an upright broad shape
with maturity. It is extremely hardy
and grows well in full sun or part
shade. From the former East
Germany.

Globe Dwarf

Picea abies 'Royal Splendor'
Striking evergreen landscape
specimen characterized by a
narrower, upsweeping branch
angle with brighter emerald-green
needle colour.

Upright Broad

12m

7.5m

3

$155.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Picea abies 'Rubra Spicata'
For about two weeks in spring,
deep red new growth gives this
uncommon cultivar a surprising
look for a spruce. Gradually, the
foliage changes to reddish-brown
and then to green. Although it
grows less quickly than the
species, Picea abies ‘Rubra
Spicata’ eventually becomes a
large tree with an open habit.
Found in Czechoslovakia in 1973,
propagated in England, and
introduced to the United States in
1981.

Upright Broad

7.5m

4.5m

3

$220.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Variable

Width

1m

Zone Price

3

Status

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$198.00 6
Gallon (I22)
$435.00 10
Gallon (I22)

1.5m

1.5m

3

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$220.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Width

Picea abies 'Sherwood
Compact'
Site this narrow, pyramidal tree
Picea abies ‘Sherwood Compact’
where its strongly ascending
branches can develop into a midsize, distinctly upright cone in the
landscape. In addition to size and
shape, the cultivar produces many
soft brown shoots and clean green
needles. Use it as a specimen in a
small space that deserves a big
impact or use it as part of a privacy
wall. Another great selection from
nurseryman Andy Sherwood of
Oregon.

Upright Narrow

4.5m

2.4m

4

$195.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Picea abies 'Tompa'
Fresh green needles and a
compact habit make the slowgrowing Picea abies ‘Tompa’ a
great choice for smaller
landscapes and rock gardens. Its
wide, conical shape resembles the
well-known Alberta Spruce for
which it is a superior alternative.

Dwarf/Upright

1m

1.2m

3

$98.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

Picea engelmanii 'Fritsche'
When young, this vigorous tree will
grow strongly upright with broadly
sweeping branches. Those
branches become adorned with
pendulous branchlets that fall
immediately downward, giving the
tree an appearance of being
draped in a flowing robe. As the
older branches mature, they too
begin to droop creating a
specimen of majestic, yet graceful
beauty. Long, thin, grayish blue
green needles give this tree a soft
texture and satisfying colour.

Broad/Upright

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

Status

New

$185.00 6
Gallon (I22)

10m

3m

3

$65.00 1 Gallon
(I22)
$121.00 3
Gallon (I22)
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Picea engelmannii 'Bush's Lace'
Picea engelmannii ‘Bush’s Lace’ is
a vigorous growing form of
Engelmann spruce. With a strong
central leader, its branches extend
out before drooping downward.
Unique in that, although the
branching is a bit irregular, it still
makes a stately presence in the
garden. Engelmann spruce is
native to the higher elevations of
the Rocky and Cascade Mountains
and is adapted to dealing with
extreme winds and cold.

Upright Narrow

Picea glauca 'North Star'
Selected for its resilience to harsh
winter conditions, this sturdy,
compact White Spruce produces a
densely branched, classic pyramid
that is covered with medium-green
needles. Its moderate growth rate
and ultimate, intermediate size,
together with superior hardiness
make this introduction from Iseli
Nursery ideal for use in larger,
more exposed spaces, mixed
borders and beds.

Narrow/Upright

Picea glauca 'Rainbow's End'
Superior seasonal colour makes
'Rainbow's End’® a brilliant
addition to the summer garden. A
second flush of growth transforms
the light-green, conical tree in midsummer into a beacon of bright
lemon-yellow. Although similar in
size and shape to 'Conica,' the
extraordinary color of this tree
offers a dramatic summer surprise.
Found as a mutation at Iseli
Nursery in 1978, it appreciates
consistent moisture, good nutrition
and an occasional blast from the
garden hose during summer to
increase pest resistance.

Narrow/Upright

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

7.5m

1.8m

Zone Price

3

$235.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Status

New

$326.00 10
Gallon (I22)

3.6m

1.8m

3

$195.00 6
Gallon (I22)
$347.00 10
Gallon (I22)

1.50

1.2m

4

$98.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
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Picea omorika 'de Ruyter'
Texture, colour and an irregular
sculptural habit give the adaptable,
slow-growing Picea omorika ‘de
Ruyter’ its unique character and
make it an excellent focal point for
the small garden. Individual shoots
display either blue needles for a
frosty look, or green needles for a
softer look, both on the same
plant. The interesting, rustic
appearance will accent many
garden styles.

Upright Broad

3m

2.4m

4

$148.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

Picea omorika 'Nana'
A beautiful, compact form of the
Serbian Spruce, Picea omorika
‘Nana’ has dark green needles
with white stomatal bands on the
undersides, which give the plant a
distinctive silvery aura. Its form is
dense and globose when young,
but it develops into a dramatic
broad pyramid with age.

Upright Broad

3m

2.4m

4

$167.00 3
Gallon (WB22)

New

Picea omorika 'Pendula Bruns'
Picea omorika ‘Pendula Bruns’ is a
spire-like focal point has the
narrowest silhouette of all the
large, upright Serbian Spruce
cultivars. Its strictly weeping
branches boast two-tone needles
that are deep, greenish blue on top
and silvery beneath. A selection
from Bruns Nursery in Germany.

Upright Narrow

4.5m

90cm

4

$258.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Picea omorika 'Silberblue'
Bright and bushy, this omorika has
classic two-tone needles that
display a bright silver-blue against
a green interior. A wide spreading
base supports a sweeping upright
peak. Very attractive when planted
in deep, rich, well-drained soil in
full sun.

Upright/Broad

9m

2.5m

4

$246.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Picea pungens 'Procumbens'
Similar to ‘Pendula’ in colour, but
used as a spreading, undulating
groundcover. ‘Procumbens’ is
very effective when draped over a
rock wall or slope.

Low Compact

Variable

1.5m

3

$278.00 6
Gallon (I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status
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Picea pungens 'The Blues'
Picea pungens ‘The Blues’ was
discovered as a unique growth
sport on a Weeping Colorado
Spruce and has become a favorite
in gardens everywhere. Lush blue
spring foliage drapes off of
downward flowing branches
creating a pleasing waterfall of
year-round color. Plants may be
trained to flow along a fence, deck
railing, or stone wall and then
allowed to spill across the ground,
splashing against well-placed
rocks in the garden. Enjoys a
moist, well-drained location.

Weeping

Pinus cembra 'Algonquin Pillar'
Pinus cembra ‘Algonquin Pillar’ is
a narrow, upright gorgeous tree
with long, two-toned needles that
twist and weave together to form
lustrous, bushy branches. It is
extremely hardy and needs little
pruning to maintain a large, but
slender stature. As yet underused,
it makes a vastly superior
alternative for P. flexilis
‘Vanderwolf’s Pyramid’, especially
in suburban landscapes. With
slower growth, it fits in many
positions and stays in scale. Trees
develop large trunks and retain
foliage to the base, unlike other
pines that lose needles on shaded
lower branches.

Upright Narrow

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Variable

Zone Price

2

Status

$157.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$265.00 6
Gallon (I22))

6m

3m

3

$340.00 1.2m
B&B (I22)

New
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Pinus cembra 'Prairie
Statesman'
Super hardy with a super form,
Prairie Statesman® will make an
elegant statement under some of
the harshest conditions. Soft,
emerald green foliage, with a hint
of silvery blue, adorns this
perfectly symmetrical tree. Its
columnar habit provides a narrow
footprint making it suitable for the
home garden as well as large
landscapes. Drought tolerant and
extremely cold hardy, it is an
excellent selection by Dr. Dale
Herman, North Dakota State
University. Pinus cembra Prairie
Statesman® (‘Herman’)

Upright, Broad

3.6m

1.80m

2

$259.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Pinus koraiensis 'Blue Ball'
Pinus koraiensis ‘Blue Ball’ is a
dwarf selection of Korean Pine
with blue green needles that
emphasize the blue. Short stiff
branches and long needles form a
globe shaped plant that has a bit
of irregularity to it. Hardy and
adaptable, with minimal disease or
insect problems, ‘Blue Ball’ has
great potential for a variety of
settings.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$185.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

Pinus koraiensis 'Silveray'
Bright silvery-blue long needles on
a semi-dwarf, narrow tree make
this a tidy landscape specimen for
residential as well as commercial
use. Forms a tall, dense screen
when planted in a row or shines as
an individual specimen.

Upright, Broad

9m

3m

3

$314.00 1.5m
B&B (I22)

New

Pinus peuce 'Pacific Blue'
Beautiful blue needles are long
and thin, and densely cover Pinus
peuce ‘Pacific Blue’. Selected from
a group of P.p. ‘Glauca’ seedlings
for its pleasing colour. Multi-year
needle persistence makes for a
thick and full specimen with good
form. Native to SE Europe, it is
very cold and wind tolerant.

Upright Broad

6m

4.5m

4

$138.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

Status

$347.00 6
Gallon (I22)

$259.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Pinus pumila 'Blue Dwarf'
Pinus pumila ‘Blue Dwarf’ was
selected for a spring display of
brightly coloured cones that
contrast with the superior colour of
the needles. It produces a dense
load of twisted needles and a
horizontal, spreading habit that is
unique among Pinus pumila
cultivars. Native to extremely cold,
exposed regions of northeastern
Asia, the tough constitution of this
pine stands up to harsh conditions.

Spreading

Pinus schwerinii 'Wiethorst'
Loads of long, super-fine, twocolour needles produce an airy,
delicate quality, while a profusion
of handsome, resinous cones adds
to the presence of this large,
graceful pine. Discovered in
Germany as a witch's broom on
Pinus x schwerinii, a pine hybrid
combining strobus and wallichiana,
it gets hardiness from the Eastern
White Pine and grace and
extremely long needles from the
Himalayan White Pine. The
outstanding, hardy tree will form a
dramatic background or add an
outstanding accent to the large
landscape.

Broad/Upright

Pinus strobus 'Angel Falls'
Pinus strobus ‘Angel Falls’
originated as a slow-growing
seedling of P.s. ‘Pendula’ in 1981
at Iseli Nursery. ‘Angel Falls’ has
very long, very narrow, light green
needles and a strong weeping
habit. Its closely held branches
develop graceful draping forms
that combine a tall, narrow stature
with a broad, flowing skirt. After 20
years of evaluation, the unique
tree offers elegance and style and
was named after the renowned
Venezuelan waterfall.

Weeping

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

1m

Width

2m

Zone Price

4

Status

$157.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$289.00 6
Gallon (I22)

1.5m

1m

4

$78.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

$149.99 3
Gallon (I22)
$287.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Varies

3

$149.99 3
Gallon (I22)
$289.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Pinus strobus 'Blue Clovers'
Pinus strobus 'Blue Clovers' is an
upright, tree form of eastern white
pine with open branching and
amazingly blue, fluffy needles, with
a slight twist, held in speciestypical fascicles of five. After 10
years of growth, a mature
specimen will measure 7m tall or
more with a 5m spread, an annual
growth rate of 60cm or more.

Upright Broad

7m

5m

3

$318.00 1.5m
B&B (I22)

Pinus strobus 'Blue Shag'
Fast becoming a popular selection
of the dwarf eastern white pine.
This Waxman introduction is an
outstanding, compact, reliably
rounded form. Excellent for a
variety of landscape uses.

Globose, Dwarf

1m

1.2m

3

$134.00 3
Gallon (I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Width

Zone Price

Status

New

$258.00 6
Gallon (122)

Pinus strobus 'Louie'
A new evergreen conifer with a
rounded form when young,
eventually growing into a broad
pyramid. Long soft needles are
colored in bright gold. A Greg
Williams introduction from
Vermont. Prefers sun/partial shade
in well-drained soil.
Pinus strobus 'Mini Twists'
'Mini Twist' stands up to its name
and has shot, green soft needles
that curve and twist. Compact and
round when young, 'Mini Twist' can
develop a broadly pyramidal shape
with age. Prefers full sun in a welldrained soil.

Height

3m

2.1m

3

$149.99 3
Gallon (I22)
$287.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Mounding

1.2m

1.2m

3

$149.99 3
Gallon (I22)
$287.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Pinus strobus 'Niagara Falls'
This handsome, cascading White
Pine, chosen 2009 Collector's
Conifer of the Year, was found as
a sport of 'Pendula' and
demonstrates a distinct
improvement over that familiar
landscape tree. The compact,
weeping form boasts many
draping branches and long, twotone needles. Every dense, wide
specimen develops a unique
character and flowing habit that
mimicks the action of a roaring
Niagara Falls. Found by Mike and
Ken Yeager of Hickory Hollow
Nursery in New York in 1998 while
working on a landscape job, this is
a distinctive specimen for the
discerning client.

Weeping

Pinus strobus 'Stowe Pillar'
Pinus strobus 'Stowe Pillar' is a
very narrow columnar form of
eastern white pine — purportedly
even narrower 'Fastigata'. It's tight
branching makes it more resistant
than the species to breaking under
heavy, wet snow load. Ideal for
tight spaces or as a vertical
element.

Upright Narrow

3m

1m

3

$287.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Pinus sylvestris 'Hillside
Creeper'
Pinus sylvestris ‘Hillside Creeper’
is a classy creeper that spreads
out and forms a flat mesa of
layered branches that are covered
with thick, green needles. The
vigorous, hardy pine, lighter green
in winter, makes an excellent
ground-covering option for banks
or walls or tucked in and around
boulders. Found as a seedling by
Layne Ziegenfus of Hillside
Gardens, Lehighton,
Pennsylvania.

Prostrate

60cm

3m

3

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Variable

Width

3m

Zone Price

2

Status

$149.99 3
Gallon (I22)
$269.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New
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Sciadopitys verticillata 'Picola'
Dense and compact, the slow
growing Sciadopitys verticillata
‘Picola’ is perfect for the patio
garden. Shorter, thinner needles
on short shoots account for an
overall bushy habit. Of all the
dwarf types we’ve trialed it
maintains the darkest green,
resulting in a very rich look. Full
sun to partial shade and well
drained soil is preferred.

Upright Broad

1.2m

90cm

5

$66.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

Taxodium distichum 'Shawnee
Brave'
A tall, narrowly pyramidal
deciduous conifer characteristic of
the South but actually quite hardy;
narrow bright green leaves turn
golden brown in fall, a broad trunk
and odd knee-like protrusions at
the base when grown in standing
water; adaptable.

Upright Narrow

21m

6m

4

$95.00
(W22)

New

Taxus cuspidata 'Dwarf Bright
Gold'
Each soft yellow needle has a
bright green striation along its
length; has an upright branching
habit. Can be used as a splash of
colour for partially shaded area.

Spreading

Taxus cuspidata 'Nana
Aurescens'
We have chosen to grow this
cultivar because it is such an
outstanding sunny-yellow, lowspreading plant. Eye-catching
brilliant foliage. A conifer we are
proud to offer.

Spreading,
Dwarf

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

Status

7 Gallon

$193.00 7 Gallon
(WO22)

40cm

60cm

4

$55.00 1 Gallon
(I22)
$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$195.00 6
Gallon (I22)

60cm

1m

4

$56.00 1 Gallon
(I22)
$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$195.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Taxus cuspidata 'Nova'
Nova Japanese Yew has dark
green foliage which emerges
buttery yellow in spring. The ferny
leaves remain dark green
throughout the winter. The flowers
are not ornamentally significant.
Nova Japanese Yew is a dense
multi-stemmed evergreen shrub
with a narrowly upright and
columnar growth habit.

Upright Narrow

Thuja o. 'Anna's Magic Ball'
Versatile, compact, globe shaped
evergreen displaying bright
chartreuse foliage that persists
through winter. Excellent burn
resistance. A perfect choice for a
container, small space garden, or
plant on mass to add a colour
accent to the landscape.

Mounded

60cm

60cm

3

$45.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Thuja o. 'Filiformis'
A very interesting and yet rare
evergreen which features arching
sprays of fine, thread-like bright
green foliage on a mounding,
haystack form; unquestionably
distinctive, use as a solitary for
effect or in the garden; needs
shelter from drying winds

Weeping

2.4m

1.8m

3

$61.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

New

Thuja o. 'Filips Magic Moment'
'Filips Magic Moment' arborvitae
naturally grows as a dense little
cone, making it the perfect choice
for planting near entryways or
anywhere you want a formal but
not stuffy living accent. The outer
growth emerges a cheerful yellow,
which persists all year-round. No
pruning is needed to keep this
handsome shape.

Upright Narrow

2.4m

1m

3

$46.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Thuja o. 'Skybound'
An exceptionally hardy evergreen
shrub or small tree with a rigidly
columnar habit of growth and rich
dark green scale-like foliage; the
ultimate pillar in the landscape,
use for screening, allees, as a tall
hedge or to accent a building.

Upright Narrow

5.4m

1.5m

2

$168.00 10
Gallon (WB22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

1.8m

Width

1m

Zone Price

4

$61.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

Status

New

$88.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)
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Thuja occidentalis 'Degroot's
Spire'
This narrow columnar is unique
both for its form and refined
texture. It can be planted as a
singular specimen or used in a
narrow situation.

Upright, Narrow

Height

Width

2.5m

90cm

Zone Price

3

$278.00 20
Gallon 1.8m (I22)
$86.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)

Thuja occidentalis 'Hetz Midget'
Dense, rounded plant, this slowgrowing selection boasts vertical
sprays of tight, green, lacy foliage
with bronze tones in winter. Thuja
occidentalis ‘Hetz Midget’ stays
small enough and grows slowly
enough to be useful even in little
gardens. From a seedling raised
by Frank R. Hetz around 1930;
introduced in 1942. Hardy, durable
and adaptable to many conditions.

Mounded

Thuja occidentalis 'Holmstrup'
This well-known, compact
arborvitae is popular for dark
green, vertical sprays of foliage
that stay green all year. Thuja
occidentalis ‘Holmstrup’ has a
rugged, conical form, and since
plants grow relatively slowly and
stay mid-size, they are great for
places with limited space and a
need for green. The extremely
hardy Danish selection that was
introduced in 1951 is durable and
adaptable.

Upright Narrow

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

$169.99 1.2m 10
Gallon (I22)
$215.00 20
Gallon (I22)

Thuja occidentalis 'Degroot's
Spire' 1

Thuja occidentalis 'Holmstrup'1

Status

1m

1m

3

$27.00 1 Gallon
(I22)
$62.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

7.5m

3.6m

3

$62.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

New

$86.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)
$118.00 6
Gallon (I22)

$168.00 10
Gallon (WB22)
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Thuja occidentalis 'Jantar'
'Jantar' is an exciting new brilliant
yellow beacon from Poland that
Iseli Nursery is proud to offer as
part of our plant line. The eye
popping yellow on this version of
Emerald Arborvitae becomes a
warmer amber tone during winter,
hence the name 'Jantar', Polish for
amber. With the same narrow
upright habit as its popular green
parent this selection will add
dramatic colour to the landscape
as a focal plant or privacy screen.
Selected by Jakub Jablonski of
Poland and introduced to the U.S.
by Breeder plants.

Upright/Narrow

Thuja occidentalis 'Mr. Bowling
Ball'
This dwarf arborvitae has the
perfect spherical habit that lends
form and structure to the garden.
The foliage is a soft silver green
with a fine, almost lacy, texture.

Globe Shaped

Thuja occidentalis 'Primo'
Rich, deep green summer colour
combines with the compact
textural foliage and naturally
sculpted spire-like shape making
this new selection an unexpected
breakthrough for the hardy
common Arborvitae. With a muted
green winter colour, a very young
tree has proportions perfect for
mini-scapes or container
gardening. As it ages, an elegant
small tree develops. The natural
character as a specimen is the
finest quality a conifer can offer the
landscape in either cold or
moderate climates. Primo!

Upright Narrow

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

1.8m

Width

1m

Zone Price

4

Status

$85.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
$147.00 6
Gallon (I22)
$209.00 10
Gallon (I22)

1m

1m

3

$65.00 3 Gallon
(I22)
$118.00 6
Gallon (I22)

1.2m

30cm

3

$98.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

New
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Thuja occidentalis 'Tater Tot'
Its neat, rounded shape is ideal for
sprucing up any space in your
yard! It naturally grows as a tidy
little globe of fragrant, fan-like
evergreen foliage. It's quite
tolerant of shade, too, so you can
plant it just about anywhere and
enjoy year-round beauty from this
easy care native shrub.

Mounded

60cm

60cm

3

$39.99 2 Gallon
(M21)

Thuja occidentalis 'Yellow
Ribbon'
An improved form, Thuja
occidentalis ‘Yellow Ribbon’
provides dense, showy, golden
yellow foliage throughout the year.
Line up a row of these distinctive
plants to create a tall, durable
hedge that brightens any site, or
use one or more as exclamation
points in the garden. Hardy and
adaptable to many conditions.

Upright Narrow

7.5m

1.5m

3

$62.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

Thuja occidentalis 'Zmatlik'
'Zmatlik' is a hardy, adaptable
American Arborvitae with a
comfortable columnar habit, good
color and fine texture. Its foliage
resembles the thick, ruffled foliage
of 'Degroot's Spire,' but it has a
smaller scale and a darker color.
Its upright form develops slowly to
make a great focal point or privacy
screen. Found as a seedling by
Mr. Zmatlik in the Czech Republic
in 1984.

Upright, Narrow

2.5m

1m

3

$62.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

Tsuga c. 'Aurea Compacta'
This dwarf cultivar is pyramid-like
in shape and has green to golden
foliage. Cones and buds are
typically small and the bark is
usually brown and furrowed.

Upright Broad

1.5m

90cm

4

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

Tsuga c. 'Forest Fountain'
A beautiful upright tree that has
upswept branches which arch
outward like a fountain; makes a
wonderful garden accent or
landscape focal point.

Upright Broad

4.5m

3m

4

$207.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

Status

New

$118.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Tsuga c. 'Jeddeloh'
Tsuga canadensis ‘Jeddeloh’ is a
dwarf, spreading mound,
sometimes referred to as Bird’s
Nest Hemlock, this seedling
cultivar has a unique, depressed,
funnel shape at its center. The
slow-growing plant has bright
green foliage with feathery,
arching tips. Discovered by
Jeddeloh Nursery in 1950, growing
in a German cemetery.

Spreading

60cm

1.2m

4

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Tsuga canadensis 'Coles
Prostrate'
Stiffly weeping main branches
make a truly prostrate growing
plant. Useful to highlight contours
of stone in the rock garden.
Prefers partial shade.

Prostrate Dwarf

30cm

1m

4

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Tsuga canadensis 'Gentsch
White'
Tsuga canadensis ‘Gentsch White’
is a variegated, globose shrub that
will brighten most any shady spot.
Its creamy white branch tips are
especially intense in fall and
winter, and an annual shearing will
maintain a compact habit and
encourage new white growth. A
vigorous grower, Tsuga
canadensis ‘Gentsch White’
responds very well to shearing for
a pleasing and manageable form.
From Otto Gentsch, Long Island,
New York.

Globe Shaped

3m

3m

3

$115.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Tsuga canadensis 'Moon Frost'
Bright white new growth,
reminiscent of the glow of frost on
a moonlit night. Older green inner
foliage retains light tones giving
the plant an overall whitish
appearance. In winter, the white
foliage is blushed with pink. A
reliable small dwarf conifer.

Globe

1m

1m

3

$53.00 1 Gallon
(I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

Status

New

$207.00 6
Gallon (I22)

$135.00 3
Gallon (I22)
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Tsuga canadensis 'Pendula'
This weeping form of Canadian
hemlock is a widely known and
used plant, staked and trained to
develop height and character.
Branches are pendulous, forming
a thick exterior ‘shell’ of foliage.

Weeping
Upright

Variable

3.5m

4

$259.99 6
Gallon (I22)

Tsuga diversifolia 'Loowit'
Small, blunt needles look like
green grains of rice interspersed
with tiny brown buds. Diminutive
branches crowded with branchlets
form a tight, congested bun. This
dwarf hemlock was selected from
seed collected in the high alpine
region of Fukushima prefecture,
Japan. It was given the Native
American name for Mt. St. Helens,
Iseli Nursery's famous volcanic
neighbor.

Globe Shaped

1.5m

1.5m

4

$128.00 3
Gallon (I22)

Acer 'Crimson Sunset'
Crimson Sunset® Maple is a
hybrid cross between A. truncatum
x A. platanoides with showy
crimson-purple leaves and
increased heat tolerance thriving
where other purple-leaved plants
suffer. The purple colour holds
throughout the summer and
matures to maroon in the fall.

Upright Broad

9m

6m

4

$230.00 10
Gallon (WO22)

Acer ginnala 'Ruby Slippers'
Unusual for this species, this
cultivar has a single, straight trunk.
Abundant red fruits in June
resemble little red slippers and are
long lasting. Red, orange and gold
fall foliage. Hardy and adaptable.
Moderate growing.

Rounded

6m

6m

3

$215.00 7
Gallon (WO22)

Acer platanoides 'Princeton
Gold'
A smaller tree with bright yellow
new growth. Oval growth habit,
very hardy.

Broad/ Oval

11m

10m

4

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Acer platanoides 'Royal Red'
Densely branched with glossy
maroon foliage all season. Redbronze fall colour. Faster growing
than Crimson King.

Broad/ Oval

12m

10m

4

$149.99 7
Gallon (WB22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

New
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Acer rubrum
Small to medium-sized broadleaved hardwood
Crown is small, dense and narrow
with spreading or ascending
branches. Flowers appear in bright
red clusters. Summer foliage is
green in the summer, turning red
in autumn.

Upright Broad

Acer rubrum 'Armstong'
Armstrong is a fast growing
columnar selection. It produces a
very tall, narrow tree with
ascending branches. It is widely
used for street planting where
space demands a tree which will
not spread.

Upright Narrow

13m

4.5m

4

$148.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Acer rubrum 'Armstrong Gold'
Selected from an evaluation of
hundreds of seedlings of
'Armstrong', this cultivar improves
greatly on the parent, with brighter
foliage colour, greater foliage
density and compact, less leggy
growth habit. Improved columnar
form recommends it for narrow
street planting sites.

Upright Narrow

12m

3.6m

4

$165.00 10
Gallon (W22)

Acer rubrum 'Autumn Blaze'
An improved hybrid with brilliant,
long lasting, orange-red fall colour,
an upright, uniform branching habit
and a rapid growth rate. Will
tolerate wet soils with good
drainage.

Upright Oval

15m

12m

4

$149.99 7
Gallon (WB22)

Acer saccharum
The Sugar Maple is a landscape
standout. Medium to dark-green
leaves turn yellow, burnt orange or
red in fall. Tolerates shade, likes a
well-drained, moderately moist,
fertile soil.

Upright Broad

22m

15m

3

$59.99 3 Gallon
(W22)

Acer saccharum 'Green
Mountain'
Green Mountain Sugar Maple has
green foliage throughout the
season. The lobed leaves turn
outstanding shades of gold,
orange and scarlet in the fall.

Upright Broad

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

15m

12m

Zone Price

3

$59.99 3 Gallon
(W22)

Status

New

$149.99 7
Gallon (WB22)

New

New

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

18m

15m

3

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)
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Acer x freemanii 'Sienna'
One of the very hardiest red fallcolouring shade trees available,
this Silver/Red hybrid maple
features a uniform branching habit
and attractive pyramidal-oval
shape; tolerant of alkaline, acidic
soil conditions

Upright Broad

12m

9m

3

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

New

Amur maackia
Amur maackia is a compact,
rounded tree suitable for smaller
landscapes. The compound leaves
emerge silvery-green in spring,
changing to medium green in
summer. White, spiky flowers
appear in midsummer when little
else is flowering. Mottled olivegreen bark adds to its winter
interest.

Rounded

7.5m

7.5m

4

$139.99 7
Gallon (W22)

New

Betula n.'Dura Heat Clump'
This variety is valued for its
stunning bark, with white, brown
and tan colours all peeling from
mature trunks, multi-trunked form;
more heat tolerant than the
species; good fall colour; requires
acidic soil, susceptible to chlorosis
in alkaline soils.

Upright Broad

15m

13m

4

$275.00 20
Gallon (R22)

New

Betula 'Cinnamon Curls'
A distinctive dwarf selection of
Korean birch, which grows in a
diminutive, compact, single
stemmed form. Attractive creamy
white exfoliating bark with
cinnamon coloured undersides
curling in strips. Cold hardy and
tolerant of higher pH soils.

Rounded

2.7m

2.7m

3

$245.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Betula nigra 'Cully' Heritage
A River Birch chosen for its lighter
colored bark and large, glossy,
light green leaves. The peeling
bark exposes mottled patches of
cream, orange and pinkish tan
colors.

Upright, Broad

12m

9m

3

$149.99 7
Gallon (WB22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status
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Betula nigra 'Shiloh Splash'
Shiloh Splash River Birch features
variegated leaves that appear to
have been dunked in creamy-white
paint. This uncommon and much
sought-after new ornamental tree
will lighten up your entryway
garden, patio area, or any of the
beds around your home.

Upright Narrow

10m

5m

4

$178.00 7
Gallon WB22)

Caragana arborescens ‘Pendula’
Graceful tree with weeping
branches. Attractive in beds
where some height is needed.
Suitable near entrances.

Weeping

1.8m

1.8m

2

$129.99 7
Gallon (W22)

Caragana Arborescens ‘Walker’
Very finely cut leaves with
branches almost reaching the
ground.

Weeping

Cercidiphyllum japonicum
Beautiful heart-shaped leaves with
a delicate texture makes this an
excellent landscape tree. Has
beautiful fall colour, and is trouble
free from most insects and
disease.

Round

15m

4m

4

$149.99 7
Gallon (W22)

Cercidiphyllum japonicum
'Claim Jumper'
Distinctively unusual, this katsura
has golden summer foliage. The
leaves emerge with a pink blush
and unfurl to soft yellow.
Throughout summer the more
shaded leaves turn green, while
those in sun remain yellow or turn
almost white. Autumn yields the
characteristic sweet fragrance and
buttery golden colour of the
species. Best for a site with some
late afternoon sun protection to
avoid foliage burn, as is typical for
many yellow-leaved plants.

Upright Broad

6m

4.5m

5

$258.00 6
Gallon (I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

New

$155.00 10
Gallon (R22)

1.8m

1.8m

2

$129.99 7
Gallon (W22)
$135.00 10
Gallon (R22)

New
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Cercidiphyllum japonicum
'Pendula'
An eye-catching specimen; its
weeping branches form an
attractive dense crown. Beautiful
blue-green foliage turns bright
yellow in fall. Grafted at 1.5m. to
display pendulous branches

Upright/
Weeping

6m

3.6m

4

$198.00 7
Gallon (W22)

Cercidiphyllum japonicum 'Red
Fox'
A medium, upright, columnar
deciduous tree. Early spring
leaves emerge a warm, dusky redpurple maturing to green-purple in
summer. Fall colour is in shades of
gold to pink to orange. Fall leaves
smell of burnt sugar or caramel
when they drop. Prefers sun/partial
shade in well-drained soil.

Upright/Narrow

3.6m

1.50m

4

$98.00 3 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Cornus kousa 'Satomi'
A truly beautiful specimen tree for
the home landscape, with large,
showy deep pink flowers in spring
and a strongly horizontal habit of
growth; very particular as to siting,
requires rich, well-drained acidic
soil and adequate precipitation

Mounded

7.5m

7.5m

5

$185.00 7
Gallon (W22)

New

Cornus 'Stellar Pink'
Profuse, large, overlapping, blush
pink, flower-like bracts cover this
small but vigorous tree in early
spring. The fully branched habit
provides layers of lush green
foliage from bottom to top. A
magnificent landscape specimen
for small gardens or woodland
settings. A sterile cultivar that
produces no fruit.

Mounded

6m

4.5m

5

$241.00
1.6mB&B (WO22)

New

Fagus grandifolia
The formal and stately American
beech holds a special place in
many hearts. The wide-spreading
canopy provides great shade in
the summer and beautiful bronze
colouring in the fall. It is a versatile
tree, often used in parks, golf
courses, acreages, and the
forestry industry.

Upright Broad

15m

21m

4

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Width
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Status
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Fagus sylvatica 'Dawyck Purple'
A tall, extremely columnar tree
with rich purple foliage all season
long, excellent for colour,
articulation or as a tall screen;
quite particular about growing
conditions, requires rich soil and
significant moisture.

Upright Narrow

18m

6m

5

$285.00 20
Gallon (R22)

Fagus sylvatica 'Purple
Fountain'
Purple Fountain Beech is a
deciduous tree with a columnar
and cascading shape. At maturity
it can reach a height of 7m but still
only spread to 4m. It bears
alternate, simple leaves which are
10cm long, with wavy margins.
The leaves start out the summer
with a nice purple colour, though
the intensity fades as the summer
progresses. It is slow to leaf out in
the spring.

Upright
Weeping

6m

4m

5

$285.00 20
Gallon (R22)

Fagus sylvatica 'Red Obelisk'
A narrowly columnar tree with
deep purple crinkled foliage all
season long, excellent for colour,
articulation or as a tall screen;
quite particular about growing
conditions, requires rich soil and
significant moisture; a good size
for the home landscape.

Upright Narrow

12m

3m

5

$265.00 6
Gallon (I22)

Ginkgo biloba
Unique fan-shaped leaves start out
green but change to a goldenyellow fall foliage. Before the
whole leaf turns golden,

Upright Broad

15m

12m

4

$149.99 7
Gallon (WB22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

New

$215.00 12
Gallon (W22)
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Ginkgo biloba 'Mariken'
Standard
The compact, bushy Ginkgo biloba
‘Mariken’ was discovered in 1995
as a witch’s broom growing in a
Ginkgo tree in the Netherlands. It
has proven an excellent find,
descended with the unique history
of the species, with the same fanshaped green leaves that turn
bright yellow in fall. But ‘Mariken’
stays very small, its thick,
spreading branches loaded with a
dense arrangement of foliage. The
slow-growing, deciduous conifer
makes a high-interest architectural
feature, a flat, rounded, form, for
either small garden.

Globe Shaped

Ginkgo biloba 'Menhir'
The 'Menhir' is a more compact
and slender version of the everpopular Ginkgo biloba and it grows
to have a columnar shape when
mature. The fan-shaped foliage is
blue-green colour in summer,
deeply cut through the middle,
then turning buttery yellow in the
autumn.

Upright Narrow

15m

1.5m

4

$180.00 7
Gallon (W22)

New

Ginkgo biloba 'Troll'
Small, compact size, 'Troll' is an
excellent specimen to grow in a
patio container or a small, rock
garden. Ginkgo have no serious
insect or disease problems,
making it a low maintenance plant.

Globe/Standard

80cm

80cm

3

$216.00 1.2m 7
Gallon (W22)

New

Gleditsia triacanthos var.
inermis 'Sunburst'
Sunburst Honeylocust. The
foliage keeps its beautiful
appearance all Summer. Stately
in form with broad pyramidal head.
Very hardy and does well in nearly
all locations. Thornless and
seedless.

Upright/
Spreading
Large

12m

10m

4

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

1.8m

1.8m

Zone Price

4

$155.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Status

New

$245.00 1.2m 7
Gallon (W22)

$215.00 16
Gallon (W22)
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Hydrangea paniculata 'Phantom'
This Hydrangea is named
'Phantom' for the white colour of
the blooms, but they are anything
but insubstantial! The massive,
37cm flower clusters are
overflowing with big, starry florets,
giving 'Phantom' the biggest flower
heads of the species!

Height

Width

2.4m

2.4m

Zone Price

4

$139.99 7
Gallon (W22)

New

$186.00 7
Gallon (M22)

Hydrangea 'Pinky Winky' Tree
Form
The large white panicles open in
mid to late summer, and as
summer turns to fall the florets at
the base of the panicles turn pink.
The flower panicles continue to
grow, producing new white florets
at the tip. The result is spectacular
two-toned flower panicles that can
reach up to 40cm in length!

Upright Broad

Juglans cinerea
White walnut or butternut reaches
18m in height with a spread of
15m. It can grow to 30m. The tree
is usually short-trunked with stiff
branches forming a widespreading crown. Tree with short
straight trunk, stout branches,
broad open crown, and butternut
fruit with sticky husk. Longstemmed, pinnately-compound
leaves turn yellow in fall. Fruit is
tan in colour and football-shaped.

Upright Broad

18m

15m

4

$69.99 5 Gallon
(W22)

Liriodendron tulipifera
A native tree with distinct bright
green leaves turning to goldenyellow in the fall. Tulip-shaped
flowers of green/yellow/orange in
May. Plant in moist well-drained
loose soils.

Pyramidal

25m

15m

5

$59.99 5 Gallon
(W22)

Malus 'Indian Magic'
Crab apple with dark red buds
opening to showy large deep pink
flowers. Small glossy red fruit
changing to orange are produced
in abundance and persist until well
into the new year. Foliage is a
prominent purple into mid summer.

Rounded

4.5m

4.5m

3

$115.00 7
Gallon (WB22)
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Status

1.8m

1.5m

3

$148.00 7
Gallon (WB22)
$176.00 7
Gallon (M22)

New
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Malus 'Louisa'
A very fine Crabapple, Malus
'Louisa' is a dense deciduous tree
of rounded form with gracefully
weeping branches over a long
season of interest. Opening from
red buds, masses of fragrant, soft
pink, single flowers appear in mid
spring, just as the foliage is
unfolding.

Weeping

3.6m

3.6m

3

$115.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

New

Nyssa sylvatica 'Tupelo Tower'
Tupelo Tower’ has a very tight,
upright habit unlike the species.
The lustrous dark green summer
foliage turns shades of orange in
early fall. The upright narrow habit
is ideal for smaller spaces and as
an urban tree.

Upright Narrow

12m

6m

4

$125.00 6
Gallon (R22)

New

Platanus occidentalis
A common riverbank tree in
eastern North America, with a
large, spreading habit of growth,
interesting leaves and beautiful
creamy white mottled bark; large
and imposing, a great shade tree
for larger landscapes; somewhat
susceptible to disease. Sycamore
has green foliage throughout the
season. The large serrated lobed
leaves turn coppery-bronze in fall.
Neither the flowers nor the fruit are
ornamentally significant. The
mottled silver bark is extremely
showy and adds significant winter
interest.

Rounded

30m

25m

4

$49.99 3 Gallon
(W22)

Pyrus calleryana 'Chanticleer'
A tall and narrowly upright accent
tree covered in attractive white
flowers in spring followed by small
inedible fruit, good fall colour, very
ornamental, symmetrical form
makes for a prominent vertical
accent; resistant to fireblight

Upright Narrow

12m

7.5m

4

$148.00 7
Gallon (WB22)
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Zone Price

Status

$198.00 20
Gallon (R22)

New
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Quercus palustris
Pyramidal through early maturity,
its form turns more oval in older
age. Fast-growing, tolerates wet
soils, likes full sun. Glossy dark
green leaves turn russet, bronze or
red.

Upright Broad

15m

12m

4

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Quercus palustris 'Green Pillar'
This tightly columnar tree is
changing landscapes with its
fastigiate form and maroon-red fall
color; use in groups as a formal
screen or allee or as a solitary to
punctuate the skyline of your
landscape.

Upright
Columnar

15m

4.5m

4

$178.00 7
Gallon (RWB22)

Quercus rubra
Rounded, broad-spreading, often
irregular crown
Leaves with, sharply pointed
lobes, are dark green in summer.
Insignificant flowers (catkins) are
followed by acorns with flat shaped
cups. Foliage turns a red-brown in
the fall.

Upright/Broad

12m

15m

3

$165.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Quercus 'Skinny Genes'
Columnar and fastigiate in form, it
is the narrowest yet of the English
x White Oak hybrids. The glossy,
very dark green summer foliage is
mildew resistant and gives a clean
summer appearance, then turns
yellow in autumn.

Upright Narrow

13.5m

3m

4

$198.00 10
Gallon (W22)

New

Quercus x warei 'Kindred Spirit'
mong the tightest of columnar
trees, its growth habit, mildew and
drought resistance, and tolerance
of urban soils make this hybrid of
English and swamp white oak
ideal for narrow city streets. A
sister seedling of Regal Prince®,
the foliage is less glossy but the
form is significantly tighter.

Upright Narrow

12m

2.1m

4

$178.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

New

Salix alba 'Tristis'
One of the most popular of the
weeping willows available, its
value lies in its golden, weeping
form. Grows well in wet locations,
and has a very large, mature size.

Rounded
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Zone Price

Status

New

$260.00 20
Gallon (R22)

20m

20m

3

$148.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

New
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Salix 'Hakuro Nishiki' (Tree
Form)
Striking ornamental shrub. New
foliage is variegated pink, white
and green.

Height

Width

Zone Price

2m

2m

3

$118.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

4.5m

6m

5

$67.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

Stewartia pseudocamellia
Lovely, Camellia-like blooms with
white petals and orange centers
highlight fresh green leaves.
Foliage turns bronzy-purple in fall.
This is an all season performer.

Upright Broad

Syringa Bloomerang 'Dark
Purple' Standard
Big, bold, and beautiful - that's
Bloomerang® Dark Purple lilac.
Naturally growing as a handsome,
rounded shrub, very large dark
purple buds emerge in mid to late
spring. These open to a classic
deep purple-lilac colour and
perfume the air for weeks. The
plant then takes a brief rest to
create new growth before it starts
to bloom again in mid to late
summer, continuing through frost.

Rounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$125.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Syringa meyeri 'Palibin'
Fragrant pale lilac blooms.
Foliage is green then changes to
brilliant Fall colour.

Compact
Standard

1.5m

1.5m

3

$118.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Syringa reticulata ‘Ivory Silk’
Ivory Silk Tree Lilac. Sturdy
compact tree. Large creamy white
flowers cluster, early July.

Upright Oval

8m

5m

2

$148.00 7
Gallon (WB22)

Acer ginnala
Amur Maple is primarily grown for
its highly ornamental fruit. It
features abundant showy red
samaras in late summer. It has
dark green foliage throughout the
season. The lobed leaves turn
outstanding shades of orange,
scarlet and burgundy in the fall.

Upright Broad

5m

3m

2

$191.00 10
Gallon (WO22)
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Status

New

$268.00 1.65m
B&B (WO22)

New
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Acer ginnala 'Flame'
A deciduous hedge with lush,
green foliage in summer and
blazing orange fall colour, a
naturally multi-stemmed and grows
quickly into an effective privacy
screen.

Rounded

6m

6m

3

$29.99 2 Gallon
(WB22)

Acer palmatum 'Bloodgood'
A deservedly popular Japanese
Maple, this robust, upright tree has
large, deep red leaves that push
bright red in spring. Leaves mature
to deep, rich purple and retain their
colour well, even during the heat of
summer. Crimson fall colour and
scarlet, winged seeds add extra
interest to this sturdy garden
standard.

Upright

3m

2m

5

$216.00 5
Gallon (WB22)

Acer palmatum 'Crimson Prince'
Crimson Prince is an improved
version of Bloodgood Japanese
Maple offering deeper red foliage
and a slightly faster growth rate.
Leaves are small and deeply
lobed, giving the tree a fine texture
in the landscape. Leaf colour is
retained well through the summer
and becomes even more intense
in fall. Dark red stems stand out in
the winter landscape. Plant in
average to moist soil. This tree is
not drought tolerant. A bit of
protection from winter winds and
hot, afternoon sun is beneficial.

Upright Broad
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Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

New

$285.00 7
Gallon (WB22)
$185.00 10
Gallon (R22)

4.5m

3m

5

$216.00 5
Gallon (WB22)

New
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Acer palmatum dissectum
'Crimson Queen'
Sculptural, cascading branches
and finely dissected, colourful
leaves make the classic Acer
palmatum dissectum ‘Crimson
Queen’ one of the finest of the
deep red laceleafs. Foliage
emerges bright crimson, deepens
to burgundy in summer and
finishes with brilliant scarlet in fall,
maintaining its color despite
summer heat and humidity. The
elegant, mounding plant produces
a dense, broadly spreading
structure that makes a dramatic
impact near water, on a bank or in
a courtyard scene.

Weeping

Acer palmatum dissectum
'Inaba Shidare'
One of the most vigorous lace
leaves with large rich purple-red
colour held well through the
Summer. Fall colour is bright red.
Grows in the familiar dense,
cascading shape.

Cascading

Acer palmatum dissectum
'Tamukeyama'
A graceful, mounding, dwarf tree
with waxy, deep red bark and
beautiful cascading branches.
Deeply lobed foliage is a beautiful
purple-red throughout the summer
and turns bright red in the fall.

Globe Shaped

Acer palmatum dissectum
'Waterfall'
It displays beautifully cascading
branches with large, finely cut
green leaves and golden fall
colour. A choice small tree for
garden accents and containers in
full to part sun in cool climates,
dappled or afternoon shade in
extremely hot areas.

Weeping

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

2.1m

Width

3m

Zone Price

5

$205.00 70cm 5
Gallon (WO22)

Status

New

$278.00 100cm
7 Gallon (WO22)

2.3m

2.3m

5

$155.00 7 Gallon
80cm (W22)

New

$185.00 7 Gallon
120cm(W22)

1.8m

3m

5

$205.00 5
Gallon (WO22)

New

$268.00 7
Gallon (WO22)

3m

3m

5

$93.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New
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Acer palmatum Mini Maple
Dwarf Japanese maple seedlings,
no specific cultivars.
Our bonsai specialist goes through
the seedlings and picks the
ones that have the best shape and
potential.

Bonsai

Acer palmatum 'Rhode Island
Red'
A dwarf deciduous tree with a
bushy, round form. Leaves are rich
purple-red which turn to fiery red in
fall. A very attractive new
introduction. Prefers sun/partial
shade in well-drained soil.

Mounded

Acer palmatum 'Seiryu'
Acer palmatum dissectum ‘Seiryu’
is a vigorous tree with finely
dissected leaves that are tolerant
of heat. In fall, the foliage turns to
a wonderful display of strong gold,
light yellow, and crimson. Although
upright, the tree maintains a
compact stature, and its feathery
leaves, which hold up well to heat,
bring about dappled sunlight.

Upright Broad

Acer palmatum 'Sharp's Pygmy'
An outstanding miniature
selection, Acer palmatum ‘Sharp’s
Pygmy’ was originally discovered
as a naturally compact seedling.
The dense, rounded shrub is
covered with small, green, palmate
leaves with coarse margins from
spring through summer; in fall,
dramatic red leaves give way to a
great branch structure for winter.
Site this beauty where it can be
seen up-close and personal in the
container, courtyard, patio bed or
in bonsai culture.

Mounded

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

1.8m

Width

1.50m

Zone Price

Status

5

$127.00 Ceramic
pot (I22)

New

5

$69.99 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

$138.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$215.00 6
Gallon (I22)
4.5m

3.6m

5

$69.99 1 Gallon
(I22)

New

$198.00 6
Gallon (I22)

1.2m

1.2m

5

$167.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New
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Acer palmatum 'Twombly's Red
Sentinel'
Acer palmatum ‘Twombly’s Red
Sentinel’ is a vigorous, upright, red
tree that develops an unusually
columnar habit allowing it to fit into
a smaller space than forms with
broad canopies. Leaves maintain
their dramatic red colour all
season long, and after they drop,
the branches continue the colorful
display. They darken to a deep,
warm red that stands out against
the grays and whites of winter.
Found by Ken Twombly, Twombly
Nursery, Monroe, Connecticut.

Upright Broad

6m

4m

5

$215.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Acer shirasawanum 'Aureum'
Acer shirasawanum ‘Aureum’ is
highly regarded for its beautifully
shaped, colourful leaves.
Especially in spring, the small,
slow-growing, garden tree displays
outstanding, glowing colour.
Yellow-green leaves brighten
shadier spots through summer,
before putting on orange and red
hues in fall. Protect this maple
from intense sunlight.

Upright Broad

3m

2.1m

5

$387.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Acer shirasawanum 'Autumn
Moon'
Acer shirasawanum ‘Autumn
Moon’ is a beautiful, small tree
with leaves of unique colour and
firm texture. The unusual burnt
orange to bronzy gold shade is
strongest with lots of sun, more
yellow-green where shaded.
Outstanding orange and red fall
color creates a spectacular show.
Use the multi-branched tree with
angular branching and a striking
winter form as a specimen or focal
point. In areas of intense sun,
protect it from scorching summer
exposure.

Upright Broad

4.5m

3.6m

5

$82.00
(I22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

1 Gallon

$387.00 6
Gallon (I22)
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Acer triflourm
Acer triflorum, a rare species
native to Manchuria and Korea, is
a small, hardy tree with subtle
beauty reminiscent of the
Paperbark Maple. Its foliage
changes from green to an
outstanding combination of yellows
and reds in fall. In winter, its
beautiful, exfoliating bark shows
off colours ranging from tan to
cinnamon-brown. The tree also
displays good drought tolerance
when established.

Upright/ Broad

6m

4.5m

4

$569.00 15
Gallon (I22)

New

Acer x pseudosieboldianum 'Ice
Dragon'
Ice Dragon™ is a welcome
addition to the Jack Frost® series.
An all-season, small garden
maple, bred and selected to
tolerate Zone 4 winters, while
retaining the refined qualities of
the less hardy Japanese maples.
Spring begins as leaves unfurl
blushed orange-red, quickly
maturing to green. In summer, the
finely divided, delicate appearing
green leaves are durable and
tolerant of sun and heat. Autumn
brings foliage of a kaleidoscope of
yellow, orange and red. After leaf
drop, the sinuous undulating
branch structure is a visual treat
during the long cold winter months.

Weeping

2.4m

3m

4

$386.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New

Acer x pseudosieboldianum
'North Wind'
This Korean Maple is an excellent
substitute for the Japanese Maple
in gardens in Zone 4. Plant is
slightly larger with a more upright
branching habit than the Japanese
Maple. Leaves are green during
spring and summer turning every
beautiful shade of red to orange
imaginable in the fall. This is an
excellent tree to plant off the
corner of the house to soften
corners and other hard features.
Native to Korea. Prefers welldrained soil.

Upright

3m

4

$252.00 6
Gallon (I22)

New
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Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

$658.00 15
Gallon (I22)
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Aesculus parviflora
Bottlebrush Buckeye features
showy spikes of white flowers with
red anthers rising above the
foliage in early summer. It has
dark green foliage throughout the
season. The large palmate leaves
turn yellow in fall.

Mounded

Amelanchier 'Autumn Brilliance'
Clump
The Autumn Brilliance
Serviceberry is an excellent,
smaller tree with multi-season
interest. It has very showy white
flowers that precede a purplish
edible fruit in June. This clump
form can also be grown as an
informal hedge or screen. A
wonderful plant for bird watchers,
birds flock to these delicious
berries!

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

2.4m

3.6m

4

$63.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

New

6m

6m

3

$168.00 7
Gallon (WO22)

New

Amelanchier 'Standing Ovation'
Standing Ovation™ is covered in
white flowers each spring, which
sometimes turn into edible berries
in June. As the seasons continue,
dark green, almost circular leaves
change to red and orange in
autumn. Its upright, perfectly oval
form adds height in small gardens
and provides nice structure during
winter.

Upright Narrow

4.5m

1.2m

2

$167.00 7
Gallon (WO22)

New

Amorpha canescens
Leadplant is a small, deciduous
shrub, 90cm tall, with tiny, purple
flowers grouped together in
colourful, terminal spikes.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

2

$31.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Aronia melanocarpa 'Autumn
Magic''
Masses of fragrant white flowers
are followed by clusters of glossy
purple-black fruit that persist into
winter. Lustrous green foliage
turns vibrant red to dusky purple in
fall. Useful for bank stabilization
and erosion control.

Mounded

1.5m

1.8m

3

$31.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Aronia melanocarpa 'Low Scape
Mound'
Low Scape Mound aronia is a
tough, tolerant, tidy little mound of
glossy green foliage. In spring, it's
covered in hundreds of dainty
white flowers, and in autumn, the
leaves turn brilliant red to contrast
with dark purple-black fruit. The
unique low-growing, moundshaped habit of this new variety
makes it perfect for mass planting
as a ground cover or edging plant.
Best of all, it thrives almost
anywhere: cold climates and hot
ones, wet soils and dry ones, sun
and part shade. This native shrub
will gracefully handle just about
any landscape challenge you can
throw at it!

Groundcover

Berberis 'Aurea Nana'
A dwarf shrub, which features
golden foliage throughout the
season. Provide full sun for best
leaf colouration. A fine choice for
the landscape, offering pale yellow
flowers and red fruit.

Height

Width

Zone Price

30cm

30cm

4

$36.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

1m

1m

4

$39.99 2 Gallon
(WB22)

Status

New

Berberis 'Rose Glow'
Richly coloured foliage on graceful
branching makes this a wonderful
hedge, barrier planting or single
accent. Deep rose-red foliage is
mottled with white and green in
spring, bringing wonderful, warm
colour into the landscape. Bright
red berries in fall and winter.

Vase-Shaped

1.5m

1.2m

4

$38.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Berberis 'Royal Burgundy'
Rich burgundy foliage colour and
small velvety leaves that hold their
colour through summer, changing
to a reddish black in the fall. This
variety produces little to no viable
seed, making it a great alternative
over other barberries.

Mounded

60cm

90cm

4

$45.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Berberis thunbergii 'Concorde'
Slow-growing compact habit, with
small deep-red to purple leaves.

Mounding

80cm

80cm

4

$39.00 2 Gallon
(MR22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Betula 'Cesky Gold'
esky Gold® dwarf birch is an
exceptionally cold-tolerant dwarf
birch. New growth appears in
sunset hues of yellow, red, and
orange, and cheerful chartreuse
foliage carries the plant through
the entire season. Allow to grow
naturally, where its attractive, fanlike habit can be enjoyed, or prune
it into a shape, like a low hedge.

Upright

1.2m

1m

1

$48.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Blueberry Blue Crop
A great blueberry plant for colder
climates. Produces big clusters of
large, all-purpose berries —
perfect in salads or pies, or served
with cream. Developed in 1934,
introduced in 1941. Cold-hardy.
Ripens in July. Self-pollinating.

Mounded

1.8m

1.2m

4

$27.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Blueberry Duke
It is known both for its early
season fruit, which is large with a
firm, crisp texture, and its high
yield of berries. The fruit has a
tangy, sweet, delicate flavor.
Blueberries are a top fruit source
of antioxidants, and they are high
in fiber and vitamin C.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$27.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

$127.00 Ceramic
pot (I22)

New

This blueberry bush is an attractive
plant with white, pink-tinged
flowers in the spring; large, light
blue berries in the summer; and
vibrant yellow and orange fall
foliage. It is a great plant to use for
landscape design, as well as in the
garden or berry patch. This bush
can grow up to 1.8m tall at
maturity.
Bonsai Selection
Cotoneaster d. 'Strieb's Findling',
Juniperus c. 'Shimpaku, Pinus
mugo 'Twisty'.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Calycanthus 'Hartlage Wine'
Carolina allspice is an extremely
attractive, hardy shrub, bearing
cinnamon-scented leaves,
attractive flowers and glorious
autumn foliage. The flowers of
‘Hartlage Wine’ are burgundy red
with a hint of cream towards the
centre, and are borne from late
spring to early autumn.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

3m

4m

5

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

For best results grow Calycanthus
raulstonii ‘Hartlage Wine’ in moist
but well-drained soil, in a
sheltered, sunny part of the
garden. Lightly prune in late winter
or early spring.
Calycanthus 'Simply
Scentsational'
The nicest smelling native on the
market! Simply Scentsational®
calycanthus is the result of
thousands of sniffs and we're
proud to say this is the most
intriguing scent you'll find in any
garden. Debate amongst your
friends and relatives whether it's
melon, banana, strawberry, or
even Juicy Fruit gum that your
nose is picking up. And while
you're at it, you can admire its
gorgeous velvety magnolia-like
flowers.

Mounded

1.8m

1.5m

4

$48.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Cephalanthus o. 'Magical
Moonlight'
Magical Moonlight' is a compact,
upright to rounded, deciduous
shrub with glossy, ovate, midgreen leaves and spherical
clusters of fragrant, tubular,
creamy-white flowers in mid- to
late summer.

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

4

$37.00 3 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Cercis canadensis
Rosy pink flowers that cloak the
bare branches to bridge the gap
between winter and spring! Heartshaped foliage emerges as the
blooms fade and turns yellow in
autumn before dropping.

Rounded

9m

7.5m

4

$112.00 7
Gallon (W22)
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Chionanthus virginicus
One of the finest small native trees
for spring bloom; plant is
absolutely covered in frilly white
flowers; generally a good,
attractive plant the rest of the year,
makes a great accent for smaller
home landscapes.

Mounded

4.5m

4.5m

4

$75.00 3 Gallon
(W22)

Clethra a. 'Ruby Spice'
Fragrant spikes of small rich rosepink flowers stand above glossy
green foliage in the summer.
Compact habit makes this a good
choice for small gardens in shrub
borders and mixed into perennial
borders.

1.2m

1.2m

4

$28.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

Clethra Sugartina 'Crystalina'
Fragrant white flowers in midsummer. Yellow fall colour. Native.
Attracts butterflies. Dwarf.

75cm

70cm

4

$41.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

1.8m

1.8m

3

$35.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Cornus a. 'Ivory Halo'
The same light green and white
foliage and brilliant red winter
stems of the regular form, but only
two-thirds the size. Plant in shrub
borders, in mass or as a low
hedge.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Cornus p. 'Golden Shadows'
Golden Shadows® dogwood is the
ideal candidate to grace a spot of
honor in your landscape. This
pagoda dogwood naturally grows
with a distinctive horizontal
branching habit, which gives it a
strong but not overwhelming
presence. Its elegant structure is
complemented by a cloak of
gloriously variegated leaves bright yellow with a splotch of
emerald green in the center, taking
on pink tones on the new growth in
cool weather. Spring sees the
plant graced with lacy white
blooms. Beneath all this beauty
lies a tough North American native
that can grow in many difficult
conditions; Golden Shadows
pagoda dogwood is especially
noteworthy for its ability to thrive in
light shade, its bright foliage
bringing colour and beauty to
otherwise dim sites.

Upright Broad

3.6m

3.6m

4

$43.00 1 Gallon
(WO22)

Cornus s. 'Arctic Fire'
This compact selection of Red
Twig Dogwood has dark red stems
that provide a spectacular show in
the winter sunlight.

Globe

1.2m

1.2m

3

$37.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

Cornus s. 'Cardinal'
A beautiful, adaptable and hardy
shrub offering four-seasons of
interest. Vibrant red twigs are
stunning in the winter garden.
Spring flowers yield small
ornamental fruit that is attractive to
birds. Colourful fall foliage.
Spreading habit is helpful in
controlling erosion. Tolerates clay,
wet soil.

Mounded

1.8m

2.4m

2

$35.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Cotinus c. 'Royal Purple'
Dramatic, long-lasting, pinkish
purple, smoke-like airy seed
clusters backed by reddish purple
foliage create a prized small tree
or large accent shrub. Foliage
holds its colour all summer, then
turns scarlet red in autumn.

Oval

4.5m

3.6m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Cotinus c. 'Velveteeny'
'Velveteeny' offers the same silky
smooth, deep burgundy foliage
with large feathery plumes of dove
gray to pink blooms as it's big
brother 'Royal Purple', but in a
petit, dwarf form. Maturing at a
mere 1.2m, 'Velveteeny' is as
versatile as it is exquisite, with its
compact, rounded shape and
brilliant colour a dazzling addition
to any sunny landscape.
Cotinus c. 'Winecraft Black'
In spring, round leaves emerge
rich purple but as summer's heat
comes on, they turn a deep nearblack tone and finally light up in an
array of reds and oranges in fall. In
early summer, large, soft panicles
of bloom appear that become the
misty "smoke" that makes this
such a popular landscape plant.
Unlike other smokebush, it
naturally has a rounded, dwarf
habit which means that finally,
every landscape has room for this
unique plant.
Cotinus c. 'Winecraft Gold'
Bold, bright, and beautiful: that's
Winecraft Gold™ smokebush.
Round, waxy leaves emerge a
sunny orange, soon take on a
golden hue, then mature to a
cheerful chartreuse for the season.
In early summer, cloud-like green
flower clusters cover the plant, and
these turn into the pink "smoke"
plumes that earn the plant its
name. Naturally grows with a
dense, oval shape that's ideal for
adding a spot of bright colour to
partially shaded or sunny areas.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Width

Zone Price

Status

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

5

$45.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

1.2m

1.2m

4

$45.00 2 Gallon
(MR22)

New
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Cotinus 'Golden Spirit'
Spectacular foliage emerges lime
green, matures to brilliant gold in
summer, then turns coral, orange
and red in fall. Showy smoke-like
plumes of airy, pale pink flowers
provide stunning summer interest.
Foliage is sun tolerant and scorchresistant unless conditions are
extremely dry. Wonderful for use
as a small specimen tree.

Mounded

Daphne Carol Mackie
Small, fragrant, pale pink
blossoms cloak this small shrub in
spring. The small leaves have a
yellow margin that matures to
creamy white. Popular and very
easy to grow in marginally fertile
soils. Ideal for beds, borders and
foundation plantings.

Height

Width

Zone Price

2.4m

1.8m

4

$41.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

90cm

1.2m

4

$128.00 40cm
(WO22)

New

New

Deutzia g. 'Chardonnay Pearls'
Fragrant white spring flowers.
Season long colour. Deer
resistant. Great for perennial
gardens.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

5

$37.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Diervilla 'Kodiak Black'
Durable and dramatic dark purple
foliage. This tough, easy growing
shrub is a standout with its dark
burgundy-black foliage that is
especially intense in spring and
autumn. The bright yellow flower
panicles add contrast in early
summer. A durable native that
thrives in sun or shade. It's
drought-tolerant, deer-resistant,
and supports pollinator
populations, too.

Rounded

90cm

90cm

4

$38.00 5 Gallon
(R22)

1.2m

1.2m

3

$43.00 2 Gallon
(MWB22)

Diervilla 'Kodiak Red'
Rich red spring foliage on upright
burgundy stems becomes green
with hints of red in summer, and
transforms into a vivid red in fall.
Clusters of small yellow flowers
throughout summer and into fall
are followed by distinctive red
seed pods.
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Diervilla splendens Firefly
'Nightglow'
Small, bright yellow flowers add
contrast to dark red foliage and
burgundy stems during summer,
while the foliage itself is the focal
point of this shrub during spring
and fall, when the leaves turn a
deeper, more intense deep red.
Mounded habit.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Enkianthus c. 'Jan Iseli Red'
Enkianthus campanulatus ‘Jan
Iseli Red’ offers bright red flowers
in late spring and dramatic red
foliage in fall. This deciduous
shrub has a narrow, upright habit
that fits easily into mixed borders
or serves as a vertical accent in a
small garden.

Mounded

1.8m

1.2m

4

$82.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

New

Euonymus alatus 'Compactus'
A spectacular and compact garden
shrub which turns a luminous
florescent pink color in fall, very
showy; a shapely mounded growth
habit and interesting corky wings
on the branches; a very popular
and adaptable landscape plant.

Mounded

2.5m

2.5m

4

$45.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Euonymus alatus 'Fire Ball'
Fire Ball® Burning Bush has green
foliage throughout the season. The
pointy leaves turn an outstanding
cherry red in the fall. The flowers
are not ornamentally significant. It
produces red capsules from early
to late fall. Fire Ball® Burning Bush
is a multi-stemmed deciduous
shrub with a more or less rounded
form.

Mounded

2.1m

2.1m

4

$39.99 4 Gallon
(R22)

New

Exochorda 'Snow Day Blizzard'
Extra large pure white flowers
cover this plant in Spring
resembling a winter blizzard of
white. White flowers contrast
nicely against the mounded green
foliage. Easy to grow. Prune to
shape immediately after flowering
as this plant flowers on the
previous season's growth.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$48.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Exochorda 'Snow Day Surprise'
Large white blooms cover this
plant in a flood of spring flowers.
This is a stronger grower than old
fashioned Pearl Bush, with a
neater, more compact habit. An
excellent plant for the spring
landscape.

Mounded

Forsythia ovata 'Northern Gold'
Northern Gold Forsythia An upright
growing shrub with gray-yellow
branches. Flowers are goldenyellow. A hardy strain that has
flowered in Morden, Manitoba.

Upright
Spreading

2m

1.5m

3

$36.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Forsythia 'Show Off Starlet'
Show Off Starlet forsythia is a
bright ball of yellow flowers in
spring!
If your older forsythia takes up too
much room and has a weak flower
display, try this new, improved
variety. It has the same fabulous
flower display you get with Show
Off forsythia, but in a smaller
package. This new dwarf forsythia
is a mass of bright yellow spring
flowers from base to tip.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

5

$35.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Fothergilla g. 'Mount Airy'
A deciduous shrub with deep bluegreen leaves that have spectacular
range of fall colour. Showy, honeyscented, bottlebrush-like, white
flowers appear before foliage
emerges in spring. A beautiful
addition to the landscape in semishaded mixed shrub borders, or as
a background shrub, or hedge
plant.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$39.99 3 Gallon
(WO22)

New
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1.2m

1.2m
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4

$48.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

Status

New

$67.00 5 Gallon
(B22)
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Ginkgo biloba 'Mariken'
This compact, bushy selection was
discovered in 1995, a witch’s
broom growing in a Ginkgo tree in
the Netherlands. It has proven an
excellent find, descended with the
unique history of the species, with
the same fan-shaped green leaves
that turn bright yellow in fall. But
‘Mariken’ stays very small, its
thick, spreading branches loaded
with a dense arrangement of
foliage. The slow-growing,
deciduous conifer makes a highinterest architectural feature, a flat,
rounded, form, for either small
garden or container.

Dwarf

60cm

60cm

Hamamelis virginiana
Known as common witch hazel, is
a fall-blooming, deciduous shrub
or small tree that is native to
woodlands, forest margins and
stream banks in eastern North
America. It typically grows 4.5m
tall with a similar spread in
cultivation, but can reach 9m tall in
its native habitat. Stem-hugging
clusters of fragrant bright yellow
flowers, each with four crinkly,
ribbon-shaped petals, appear
along the branches from October
to December, usually after leaf
drop but sometimes at the time of
fall colour.

Upright

4.5m

4.5

3

$47.00 3 Gallon
(W22)

New

Heptacodium m. 'Temple of
Bloom'
Glossy spring foliage with deep
veins develops long twisting tips.
Fragrant white flower clusters in
August, loved by hummingbirds
and other pollinators, drop to
reveal vivid red bracts. Handsome
peeling bark in winter makes this
multi-stemmed beauty even more
desirable.

Upright Broad

3m

3m

4

$69.99 3 Gallon
(BR22)

New

4

Status

$56.00 1 Gallon
(I22)
$118.00 3
Gallon (I22)
$236.00 6
Gallon (I22)

The elegant frame of H. Temple of
Bloom™ is more compact and
blooms earlier so the cherry-red
bracts show up sooner for a longer
display before winter.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Hydrangea p. 'Quick Fire Fab'
Quick Fire Fab® panicle
hydrangea shares the same superearly bloom time, rock-solid
reliability, and easy-going nature of
the original Quick Fire hydrangea,
but adds big, full, showy mophead
blooms to the mix. How fabulous is
that? It's the best way to get the
earliest possible panicle
hydrangea flowers, expanding the
seasonal display by two weeks or
more every year.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hydrangea a. 'Haas Halo'
This plant out of the batch
because it has strong, sturdy,
erect stems, deep bluish-green,
glossy foliage, and huge white
lace-cap flowers. Each bloom is up
to 35cm in diameter. These are
some of the loveliest dried flowers
I’ve seen in a long time. Haas Halo
is one smooth hydrangea that will
not wilt on the first dry day of
summer. It can handle massive
droughts and a long, hot summer
full of heat and humidity. It is
beautiful planted as a specimen
and just as lovely en masse along
a woodland edge.

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

3

$41.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hydrangea a. 'Incrediball'
Massive flowers bloom in summer,
and are held up by very sturdy
stems. Very hardy and reliable.
Good for cut flowers.

Mounding

1.2m

1.2m

3

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea a. 'Invincibelle Lace'
The first ever smooth hydrangea
with gorgeous plum-purple lacecap
flowers and dark ruby hued stems.
Its elegant colouring and graceful
habit fit in perfectly with gardens
where the style is loose and
informal. Everyone wins - you get
a reliably blooming plant and
pollinators get a great meal!

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

3

$51.00 3 Gallon
(M22)
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Hydrangea a. 'Invincibelle Mini
Mauvette'
The flowers are a deep pinkmauve, and they're held up on
strong, sturdy stems that don't flop.
The show begins in early summer
and because Invincibelle Mini
Mauvette is a rebloomer, it
continues clear through frost for an
endless supply of flowers for the
landscape or vase.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$56.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

Hydrangea a. 'Invincibelle Wee
White'
it's the first dwarf 'Annabelle' type
hydrangea in the world! This cute
little landscape plant ensures that
any landscape can enjoy the
reliability, low-maintenance, and
season-long beauty of
hydrangeas. It reaches just 30cm
tall and naturally grows as a tidy,
rounded mound. Each pure-white
flower is held up on a strong,
supportive stem for a display that
looks more like a bouquet of
flowers than a landscape plant.

Rounded

30cm

30cm

3

$45.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea a. 'Pinkerella'
Glorious pink! Large clusters
appear mid July to late summer
and retain their colour straight
through the season – and beyond;
dry flowers long past the growing
season remain just as pink. Easy
to grow and maintain. Requires
moist, well-draining, moderately
fertile soil. Wonderful landscape
accent plants, beautiful as a low
hedge, and marvelous as cut
flowers.

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

4

$35.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)
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Hydrangea a.'Limetta'
Reliable as the classic 'Annabelle,'
but offers big-time improvements,
like strong stems that hold the
blooms upright all season, and a
dwarf, rounded habit that makes it
perfect to plant anywhere, from
foundations to flower gardens. In
early summer, spheres of lime
green flowers appear. They lighten
to a soft green-white before turning
jade green for the rest of the
season.

Rounded

90cm

90cm

3

$45.00 4 Gallon
(R22)

Hydrangea arborescens
'Annabelle'
Large globular white flowers from
July to frost. Blooms on new wood
so cutting back in the spring is
beneficial.

Rounded

1.5m

1.5m

3

$41.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

Hydrangea 'Berry White'
This variety has abundant, long
lasting, rounded flower heads that
start white and progress to pink,
intense raspberry red and finally
wine red. Flowers start blooming in
July and take on red coloration
early in the season.

Mounded

1.8m

1.5m

4

$41.00 3 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Hydrangea 'Fire and Ice''
A compact, early blooming, heat
tolerant selection with attractive
season-long greenish red foliage.
Stunning flower clusters first open
to a creamy white in early summer,
turn pink in midsummer, then
develop a deep red colouring in
fall.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$46.00 3 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Hydrangea 'Fire Light Tidbit'
This innovative new development
is the tiniest, tidiest panicle
hydrangea yet: it reaches just 1m
tall and wide, yet it packs in tons of
easy-care beauty into its small
size. Big, lush panicles of white
mophead flowers appear in earlymid summer, nearly obscuring the
textured green foliage. As the
summer progresses, they begin to
develop bright pink and red tones,
which keep it colorful right on up to
the first frost, especially combined
with its colourful autumn foliage,
an unusual trait in panicle
hydrangeas. Thick, sturdy stems
help to create a neat, mounded
plant that's fantastic in landscapes,
flower gardens.

Mounded

Hydrangea lavalamp
'Candelabra'
Known for their large flower heads,
these shrubs and their abundant
blooms bring a touch of charm and
whimsy to any backyard or garden.
This variety produces pointed
flower clusters of creamy white
blooms that turn blush pink as the
season progresses.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

3

$37.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Hydrangea Lavalamp 'Flare'
Hydrangea paniculata Lava Lamp
Flare is an incredibly compact
cultivar growing to only 90cm tall
and wide covered all summer and
fall by conical inflorescences that
emerge creamy white and quickly
turn from pink to red starting with
the lower flowers and moving
upwards creating a study in white,
pink and red.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New
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Hydrangea Lavalamp
'Moonrock'
Known for their large flower heads,
these shrubs and their abundant
blooms bring a touch of charm and
whimsy to any backyard or garden.
This variety produces pointed
flower clusters of creamy white
blooms that emerge bright limegreen and turn light blush pink as
the season progresses.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

3

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Hydrangea 'Limelight Prime'
Blooms much earlier, creating a
longer display. This is especially
valuable in colder climates, where
'Limelight' might not bloom until
late August.
Bolder, brighter colour. As the
green blooms age, they develop
pink and red tones that are far
more vivid and showy than
conventional panicle hydrangeas.
Stronger stems. Though strong
stems is a crucially important
factor in the panicle hydrangeas
we select for Proven Winners
ColorChoice Shrubs, you can
count on Limelight Prime to hold
its big blooms up all summer long.

Mounded

1.8m

1.5m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hydrangea 'Little Lime Punch'
Similar to Little Lime®, its blooms
emerge lime green, but they
mature a little differently. Flowers
change progressively from the
bottom up in a gorgeous array of
white, light pink, and rich Hawaiian
Punch red! As it reblooms
throughout the summer you'll see
these four colours mix to create a
truly memorable show. With a
compact habit and strong stems,
you'll find that it's as useful in the
landscape as it is beautiful.

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Hydrangea 'Magical Candle'
Magical Candle’s almost porcelain
looking, pure white blooms, dazzle
all summer long from July to
September. Thick, sturdy stems
hold up these cone shaped
blooms. A vigorous grower,
Magical® Candle has denser, lacy
panicles more than other varieties
in its class. Can tolerate full sun.
Soil should be average, kept
moist, but well drained.
Landscape uses are cutting
gardens, wildlife gardens, mixed
borders, hedges, foundations,
small urban gardens, containers.

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

4

$35.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Hydrangea 'Magical Flame'
Fiery, flame coloured blooms on a
tough and sturdy plant! Abundant
torch-shaped flower clusters flash
summer white blooms briefly
before turning red as cooler
weather starts to set in. This
strong, sun-loving Hydrangea
turns heads with stunning colour
until frost.

Mounded

1.2m

1.5m

4

$35.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Hydrangea p. 'Bombshell'
A petite form that is well branched
producing an abundance of
flowers that are just about nonstop from Summer to Fall. The tidy
habit is covered with white flowers
and backed by green foliage. Little
if any pruning is required to
maintain its elegant shape.

Mounded

1m

1.2m

4

$37.00 3 Gallon
(WO22)

New

1.2m

1.2m

4

$41.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Hydrangea p. 'Diamond Rouge'
shrub
Has abundant, long lasting flowers
on strong stems that start out
white and progress to pink,
raspberry red and finally wine red.
Flowers start blooming in July and
take on red coloration earlier in the
season than other pink
paniculatas.
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Hydrangea p. 'Fire Light'
Upright panicles are packed with
florets which transform from pure
white in summer to rich
pomegranate-pink in late summer
to fall. Its thick, sturdy stems hold
up the beautiful flowers so they are
prominently displayed in the
garden.

Rounded

1.5m

1.5m

4

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

Hydrangea p. 'Phantom'
A remarkable panicle hydrangea
with the largest flower heads of
any of its species - up to 37cm
long. The conical colour-changing
blooms unfold midsummer as a
creamy white, then graduate to a
blushing, soft pink as the summer
progresses. A heavy bloomer with
sturdy-stemmed flowers that do
not flop.

Rounded

1.8m

2.4m

4

$31.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

Hydrangea paniculata
‘Limelight’
An extraordinary new Hydrangea
with exquisite bright lime-green
flowers.

Rounded

Hydrangea paniculata 'Bobo'
This delightful dwarf hydrangea is
covered in large white flowers in
summer.

Mounded

90cm

1.2m

4

$41.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea paniculata 'Little
Lime'
A new dwarf form of the ever
popular 'Limelight' hydrangea,
Little Lime sports the same great
flowers and coloration as
'Limelight' but in a smaller
package. At one third the size of
traditional hardy hydrangeas, this
new variety fits well into any
landscape.
Summer flowers open soft green
and turn pink and burgundy in fall.

Upright
Mounded

1m

1m

3

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)
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$58.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)

2.5m

2.5m

4

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)
$58.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)
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Hydrangea paniculata 'Little
Quick Fire'
Early blooming, flowering about a
month before other hydrangeas.
White flowers transform to pink-red
as summer progresses. This dwarf
plant fits easily into any landscape,
including container gardens.

Mounding

1m

1m

3

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea paniculata 'Pinky
Winky'
Pinky Winky Hydrangea.
Remarkable, extra large blooms
change from creamy shades of
pink to deep rose as season
progresses.

Rounded

1.5m

1m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea paniculata 'Quick
Fire'
An early bloomer. Rich, deep pink
flowers are produced more than a
month before other varieties.

Globose

2m

2.5m

4

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea quercifolia
'Munchkin'
An exceptional U.S. National
Arboretum introduction. Enjoy a
profusion of large flower clusters,
held against dark green, deeply
lobed oak-like leaves. Robust
blooms open white and age to
pink, remaining upright even after
heavy rain. Foliage turns brilliant
mahogany in fall. Compact, dense
habit is suited for smaller
landscapes.

Mounded

1m

1.2m

5

$47.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea s. 'Tiny Tuff Stuff'
This is a real beauty, with flowers
so delicate and refined that it
seems strange to call them tough but they are. Extremely bud-hardy,
each year it produces abundant
lacecap flowers comprised of
doubled sepals. It is a rebloomer.
While this plant leans to blue, the
flower colour may range from blue
to pink to white, all soft, delicate
shades perfect for refined gardens.

Mounded

60cm

60cm

5

$49.99 3 Gallon
(M22)
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Hydrangea 'Tuff Stuff'
Very hardy reblooming hydrangea.
Lacy pink flowers. Flower colour
may be affected by soil pH.

Rounded

90cm

90cm

5

$49.99 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea 'Tuff Stuff Ah-Ha'
All summer long, it devotes its
energies to creating flower buds
on its new growth so that you have
a constant supply of fabulous
blooms from early summer through
frost. Tuff Stuff Ah-Ha® hydrangea
will bloom pink or blue, depending
on soil chemistry.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

4

$49.99 3 Gallon
(M22)

Hydrangea 'Tuff Stuff Red'
These unique hydrangeas fare
better in cold weather than their
cousins, big-leaf hydrangeas,
making them the perfect choice for
landscapes and gardens. Large,
lacecap flowers are a deep pinkred colour which is set off by
lustrous, deep green foliage. This
reblooming hydrangea begins
blooming in early summer on old
wood and continues to produce
flowers on new wood through
autumn.

Rounded

90cm

90cm

4

$49.99 3 Gallon
(M22)

Ilex Verticillata 'Berry Nice'
Handsome Holly that produces
copious amounts of dark red
berries when a male is planted
nearby. Offering superior fruit set
and retention, this native shrub
performs in wet areas, with good
mildew resistance. Berries add
colour to the fall and winter
landscape and in floral
arrangements.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$49.99 3 Gallon
(WO21)

Ilex Verticillata 'Jim Dandy'
An extremely hardy male holly with
rich, deep green foliage on a
dense, twiggy, oval to rounded
form. An excellent pollinizer for
berry production on early-flowering
female varieties such as Red
Sprite. A superb choice for the
shrub border, particularly in cooler
northern regions.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$36.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)
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Philadelphus 'Illuminati Arch'
Elegant, arching habit, sweetly
fragrant flowers, and handsome,
clean foliage that looks great all
season. Imagine a fragrant hedge,
or a striking specimen - or plant in
your perennial garden and bring
back those memories of
Grandma's garden!

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$35.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Philadelphus 'Illuminati Tower'
Illuminati Tower® mockorange
stands to breathe new life into this
classic favorite, though, combining
a landscape-friendly size with a
totally unique space-saving habit.
It naturally grows in a very narrow,
upright way, each sturdy stem a
stack of rugged, deep green
leaves that looks like a four-sided
tower. In late spring/early summer,
hundreds of fragrant white flowers
emerge from between the leaves
for striking show that truly
celebrates the season.

Upright Narrow

1.2m

60cm

4

$43.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Philadelphus 'Snow Dwarf'
This new Dwarf Mock Orange was
selected for its dwarf habit and
abundance of fragrant flowers.
Flowers are pure white, up to
2.5cm across.

Mounded

1m

1m

4

$33.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Philadelphus 'Snowbelle'
A compact mounded flowering
shrub covered in sweetly scented
double white blooms in early
summer; spectacular in flower,
fades to the background the rest of
the year, use in conjunction with
other plants; very adaptable, good
compact form for a mockorange.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$33.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Physocarpus o. Summer Wine
Black'
Ninebark, that is - because
Summer Wine® Black has the
darkest, most dramatic foliage yet.
With its rich, saturated colour and
versatile habit, it's the ideal choice
for accentuating your home's
exterior.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

3

$45.00 3 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Physocarpus o. 'Tiny Wine Gold'
Tiny Wine® Gold offers brilliant
yellow new growth, small, refined
foliage, and dozens of clusters of
white-pink flowers in late spring. A
bit smaller than your average
ninebark, it's a colourful, easy-care
choice for perennial gardens,
foundation plantings, and other
landscape features. Disease
resistant and native to North
America.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

3

$38.00 4 Gallon
(R22)

New

Potentilla 'Gold Star'
A densely branched deciduous
shrub valued for its beautiful
display of golden yellow blooms
that cover the finely textured green
foliage profusely throughout
summer. Excellent as a colourful
border planting, landscape accent
or massed as a groundcover. Very
tolerant to poor soils.

Mounded

60cm

90cm

3

$26.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Potentilla 'Mango Tango'
Rich orange-red radiates from the
center of deep yellow flowers
creating a striking bicolor effect,
backed by fine green foliage.
Masses of blooms provide vibrant
colour for an extensive period,
from late spring until fall. A
compact shrub that works well as
a low border or hedge, along
walkways, or for mass or
foundation plantings.

Mounded

30cm

30cm

4

$26.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Potentilla 'Pink Beauty'
Prolific bloomer with clear pink
flowers that cover the dense,
bright green foliage; flower colour
will soften when nights are
extremely hot. A versatile shrub for
borders, along walks, low hedges.

Mounded

1m

1m

4

$26.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Rhus 'Tiger Eyes'
Chartreuse new foliage quickly
develops into lacy yellow leaves
which contrast nicely with the rosypink stems. A dramatic specimen
or focal point.

Upright
Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$73.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Salix c. 'Black Cat'
This fabulously unique pussywillow
disappeared for a few years as we
worked out some quirks that made
its extra large, deep black catkins
sometimes go silver - but we've
straightened all that out and are
delighted to bring Black Cat®
pussywillow back to the garden.
This is a very large plant, perfect
for planting as a screen or barrier.
It tolerates wet soil and is very
hardy. Each spring brings
hundreds of fuzzy catkins that start
out bright pink and silver, soon
maturing to deep black.

Mounded

3m

3m

4

$39.99 5 Gallon
(R22)

New

Salix candida 'Iceberg Alley'
A native plant discovered by the
Memorial University of
Newfoundland and Labrador
Botanical Garden. The powdery,
silver foliage of this small shrub
will be a great addition to the
landscape, adding texture and
contrast when combined with other
colourful shrubs. It forms a
rounded shrub and does not
overtake the landscape, reaching
a height and spread of about 1.5m.

Mounded

1.5m

1.5m

3

$39.99 5 Gallon
(R22)

New

Salix Golden Curls Corkscrew
Oval rounded crown, golden
stems, contorted and somewhat
pendulous, "corkscrew" effect
most evident after leaf fall.

Oval

9m

4.5m

4

$38.00 3 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Salix integra 'Hakura Nishiki'
A lovely small shrub with pink
stems and buds that open to
dappled green, pink and white
foliage. Some leaves will be all
white. The stems are graceful and
spreading.

Upright/Vase

3m

3m

4

$36.00 3 Gallon
(M22)
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Sambucus 'Lemon Lace'
This spectacular Sambucus offers
deeply cut, lacy leaves of gold and
green that keep their colour right
through summer's heat, and even
produces deep red berries that
attract songbirds in autumn.
Lemon Lace™ an enchanting, nofuss addition to a foundation,
hedge, or border planting.

Mounding

1m

1.5m

3

$39.99 2 Gallon
(M22

Spiraea 'Double Play Big Bang'
With its dazzling display of
colourful foliage and flowers, this
fantastic selection provides beauty
in the landscape from spring
through fall! Emerging spring
foliage glows orange, transitions to
deep yellow all summer long,
returning to rich golden orange in
autumn. Massive pink flowers are
the largest we've ever seen on a
Spiraea. Easy care shrub for
borders, perennial beds, or
massed to provide outstanding
colour.

Mounded

1m

1m

4

$39.99 2 Gallon
(BM22)

New

Spiraea 'Double Play Red'
A low maintenance, deciduous
shrub that is sure to become a
landscape favorite with its thrilling
season of colour, in both foliage
and flower. The double play of
colour takes place as rich
burgundy foliage emerges in
spring, followed by a stunning
explosion of crimson-red blooms.
Perfect for mass plantings or
mixed shrub borders.

Mounded

1m

1m

4

$39.99 2 Gallon
(BM22)

New

Spirea 'Double Play Candy Corn'
Bright candy apple red foliage
emerges in spring and matures to
a bold yellow, with a continuous
topping of blazing orange all
season long. It delivers an
additional burst of colour with its
vibrant, red-violet blooms.

Mounded

60cm

75cm

4

$39.99 2 Gallon
(BM22)
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Spirea 'Double Play Doozie'
The foliage emerges in blazing
brilliant colour in this case, deep
red. By late spring, the flowers
begin to emerge, a bright, glowing
purple-red that truly sings in the
landscape. And as summer comes
on, the show doesn't stop: it just
keeps flowering, and flowering,
and flowering. Because it
produces no seeds.

Mounded

90cm

90cm

4

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Spirea 'Double Play Pink'
Double Play Pink is an improved
variety of spirea whose foliage
emerges dark red in spring and
then turn rich green in time for the
pure pink spring flowers. The
flower colour on this variety is
quite intense - much deeper than
that of other varieties. It has a
dense, mounded habit that is
perfect for landscapes.

Rounded

90cm

90cm

3

$42.00 3 Gallon
(M21)

New

Syringa 'Bloomerang Dark
Purple'
Bloomerang lilacs are two-timers and that's a wonderful thing! They
bloom in spring like traditional
lilacs, then rebloom from midsummer through fall. Dark Purple
is bigger than the original
Bloomerang Purple lilac, and has
larger, more rounded
inflorescenses. This is a strong
grower, and will add beauty and
fragrance to gardens from spring
to fall.

Rounded

1.8m

1.8m

3

$50.00 6 Gallon
(R22)

New

Syringa h. 'Scentra Double Blue'
The most fragrant Proven Winners
lilac yet! The cool purple blooms
take on a blue tone in the spring
sunshine, each one full of petals
for a delicate seashell-like effect.
This very heavy bloomer exhibits
excellent disease resistant.

Mounded

2.4m

2.4m

3

$49.99 3 Gallon
(M22)

New

Syringa meyeri 'Palibin' shrub
Dainty leaves emerge purplish,
mature dark green. Red-purple
buds and lavender-pink flowers in
late spring. Dense compact habit.

Compact
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Syringa 'Monge'
This large deciduous shrub
features clusters of panicles
covered in small, dark purple
flower buds that open to reveal
sweetly fragrant, magnificent deep
reddish-purple flowers, and foliage
of bright green, ovate-elliptic
leaves.

Upright Broad

3m

2.4m

3

$135.00 12
Gallon (W22)

New

Syringa Patula 'Miss Kim'
This upright, compact lilac blooms
later than others, extending the
season with deep purple buds that
reveal clusters of highly fragrant,
lavender-blue flowers. Foliage is
burgundy-tinged in fall. Hardy, yet
performs in southern regions, with
excellent powdery mildew
resistance. Great for border accent
or mass planting.

Mounded

2.4m

2.4m

3

$38.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Ulmus 'Jacqueline Hilli'
A broadly domed shrubby tree with
small green elm leaves on dense
and twiggy branches.

Mounded

1.8m

1.8m

4

$72.00 3 Gallon
(I22)

New

Viburnum carlessi
Large clusters of spicy-scented,
waxy pink flowers fade to white.
Bright red berries fade to black in
fall. Foliage becomes red and
burgundy in autumn. Plant in the
shrub border, back of perennial
beds and foundation plantings.

Mounded

1.8m

2.4m

4

$58.00 3 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Weigela 'Crimson Kisses'
Crimson Kisses® blooms an
abundance of bright red bellshaped flowers, and has a
compact form that keeps it well
behaved in your landscape.

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$37.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Weigela 'Electric Love'
Spark up your outdoor space with
shockingly vibrant red bell-flowers
covering dark foliage for a one-ofa-kind look.
Because it’s compact and showy,
plant it along a walkway, in mixed
garden beds or as the star of a
decorative patio container.

Mounded

60cm

90cm

4

$41.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Weigela 'Maroon Swoon'
One look at the extravagant red
bloom and your heart will start to
beat faster. Maroon Swoon® offers
beautiful, pollinator-friendly flowers
contrasted by rich green foliage for
a classy look.
Weigela 'Stunner'
Vibrant pink blooms pop against
sleek dark purple foliage creating a
showy, elegant look. Stunner® is
compact, so you’re free to tap into
your inner designer and plant it
along a walkway, in a mixed bed
or on the patio in a decorative
container.

Zone Price

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$37.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

New

Mounded

1.2m

1.2m

4

$41.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Clematis 'Arabella'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis 'Bees' Jubilee'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis 'Cardinal Wyszynski'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Clematis combo 'Dr. Ruppel' &
'Perrin's Pride'

$49.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Clematis 'Daniel Deronda'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
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Clematis 'Diamond Ball'
The cool white-blue flowers are
round or semi-spherical in shape,
and reach 12cm in diameter. This
prolific bloomer flowers on both old
and new wood, and blooms from
June through August.

Climbing

Height

1.8m

Width

Zone Price

4

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Clematis 'First Lady'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis 'Gillian Blades'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis 'Horn of Plenty'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis 'Killian Donahue'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis paniculata

$33.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

Clematis 'Perrin's Pride'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Clematis 'Pilu'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(P22)
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Clematis 'Pink Champagne'

Clematis terniflora
Flowers are fragrant white, 1cm in
diameter. Blooming time; August
to September.

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Climbing
Twining

10m

4

$25.00 1 Gallon
(P22)
$29.99 1 Gallon
(MWB22)

Clematis 'The President'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

Clematis Vancouver 'Cotton
Candy'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis Vancouver 'Danielle'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis Vancouver 'Daybreak'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis Vancouver 'Morning
Mist'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis Vancouver 'Mystic
Gem'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
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Clematis Vancouver 'Plum
Gorgeous'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis Vancouver 'Starry
Nights'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Clematis 'Viva Polonia'
Red flowers with a white star
through the center; Long bloom
time; Low maintenance and
disease resistant.

1.8m

Hedera helix 'Baltica'
This very hardy variety has
medium-sized dark green leaves.
Winter colour is bronzy-red.
Excellent in containers or mixed
tubs. Stems will root into the
ground as they creep, and new
plants can be easily moved in
early spring.

Groundcover

15cm

Hydrangea anomala petiolaris
Climbing Hydrangea. Glossy
green leaves with clusters of lacy
white flowers, very showy, tolerant
of heavy shade, trails on a tree,
brick wall, or fence.

Self clinging
vine

10m

60cm

Status

4

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

4

$5.99 (WB22)

New

4

$35.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)
$54.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)
$175.00 10
Gallon (R22)

Hydrangea anomala petiolaris 1

$85.00 90cm
5gallon (WO22)
$155.00 110cm
5 Gallon (WO22)

Parthenocissus q. 'Engelmanii
A moderately vigorous vine with
medium-sized glossy green
leaves. Spectacular fall colour
when planted in sunny locations.
Cover fences, walls or trellises.
Self clinging.
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Parthenocissus t. 'Veitchii'
A popular clinging vine with lush
foliage and purplish new growth.
Large, lobed leaves mature to
green before turning a brilliant dark
red-purple in fall. A vigorous
climber that easily adheres to
surfaces, valued as quick cover of
fences, and brick or stone walls. A
useful groundcover for blanketing
unsightly areas.

Climbing

9m

4

$29.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Wisteria 'Blue Moon'
Kentucky Wisteria. Large showy
lilac-blue flowers held in foot-long
racemes like clusters of grapes.
Sweet, intense fragrance. Blooms
3 times every year.

Climbing
Twining

8m

4

$37.00 2 Gallon
(WO22)

Status

New

$117.00 3
Gallon (W22)
$195.00
140cmB&B
(WO22)

Wisteria 'Blue Moon'1

$23.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

Iron-Clad hardy Selection
Gaultheria Procumbens, Juniperus
communis ‘Green Carpet’,
Juniperus horizontalis ‘Limeglow’,
Picea glauca ‘Rainbow’s End’,
Pinus mugo ‘Slowmound’

4

$16.99 per plant
(I22)

Railroad Garden Conifer
Collection
Chamaecyparis obtusa ‘Nana’,
Chamaecyparis pisifera
‘Squarrosa Intermedia’,
Chamaecyparis pisifera
‘Tsukumo’, Cotoneaster apiculata
‘Tom Thumb’, Juniperus chinensis
‘Shimpaku’, Juniper communis
‘Compressa,’ Picea abies ‘Little
Gem’, Picea glauca ‘Echiniformis’,
Picea glauca ‘Jean Dilly’, Pinus
mugo ‘Paul’s Dwarf’.

4

$16.99 per plant
(I22)
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Andropogon G. 'Blackhawks'
Big Bluestem are perfect for
providing height and colour to the
garden, coming into prime a little
earlier than other ornamental
grasses. The foliage of
'Blackhawks' emerges deep green
to dark purple in spring and
deepens to near black by fall.
Calamagrostis brachytricha
This grass forms an upright and
fairly narrow clump of feathery
plumes, beginning in early fall.
Flower heads start out silvery-pink,
fading to more of a creamy-white
tone and remaining attractive for
most of the winter.

Clumping

Calamagrostis 'Karl Foerster'
Karl Foerster Reed Grass. Dark
green foliage, pinkish spring
flowers maturing to gold.

Clumping
Upright

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

1.5m

60cm

4

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

90cm

45cm

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

1.2m

1m

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

Carex amphibola
A highly adaptable sedge with an
ornamental, fountain-shaped form.
Flowering stems rise above the
bright green foliage in late spring.
Creek Sedge is a good ground
cover choice for shaded sites.

Vase-Shaped

25cm

45cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Carex pensylvanica
Forms a nice ground cover of soft
clumps, making it suitable for use
as a drought tolerant lawn in shady
areas. It greens up early in the
spring and grows very well in open
woods and woodland margins.

Groundcover

25cm

30cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Chasmanthium latifolium
Bamboo-like foliage and showy,
drooping large oats-shaped seed
heads. Performs best in part
shade.

Clumping

75cm

45cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)
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Deschampsia c. 'Goldtau'
Deep, dark-green foliage, late
blooming period, clump-forming
habit and airy, golden-yellow
flowers that emerge in June and
last through to September.
Attractive seed heads persist
through winter. An eye catching
cool season, semi-evergreen
ornamental grass perfectly suited
for part sun to shade.

Mounding

Deschampsia Cespitosa
Clump forming perennial grass.
The tufted foliage is narrow, fine
textured and usually evergreen.
Airy panicles of purplish green
florets with hair like awns form in
summer. They mature into a buff
colour and remain until frost. This
cool season grass thrives in
shaded or partly sunny moist or
wet sites.
Fargesia 'Green Panda'
Attractive rusty reddish sheaths
and a non-invasive root system. A
perfect specimen for smaller
gardens and courtyards. Leaves
do not curl in the sun as with some
bamboos.

Upright
clumping

Height

Width

60cm

75cm

4

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

90cm

60cm

2

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

5

$98.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

3m

Zone Price

Status

Festuca g. 'Beyond Blue'
Forms a dense tuft of bluer-thanblue leaves that remain blue all
season. Spikes of tan flowers in
early summer. Excellent for mass
planting, edging, or in the rock
garden. Clumps are easily divided
in early spring, and this should be
done every 2 to 3 years.

30cm

40cm

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hakonechloa macra
A very beautiful perennial grass
forming a cascading mound of
gracefully arching, bright, richgreen leaves that ripple in the
slightest breeze.

60cm

60cm

4

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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$32.00 2 Gallon
M22)
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Hakonechloa macra 'AlboStriata'
Forms a low mound of arching
stems, with cascading layers of
narrow leaves striped with green
and creamy-white. The graceful
effect is similar to a dwarf bamboo.
Hakonechloa macra 'All Gold'
The foliage is completely golden.
Cascading foliage resembles
falling water. Marvelous beside a
pond. Try combining it with darker
foliage plants like a Heuchera.

Spreading

Hakonechloa macra 'Aureola'
Foliage is stunning variegated
yellow, white and green, turning
intense pinkish-red in fall. Grows
best in partial to full shade.

Clumping
Mounding

Helictotrichon sempervirens
Blue Oat grass looks like a
miniature water fountain, with its
densely packed leaves gently
spraying upward and arching back
downward at the tips. This species
displays spiky, blue-gray foliage
that will draw your attention all
season long.

Mounded

Height

Width

30cm

30cm

30cm

Zone Price

4

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

4

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

30cm

30cm

4

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22

Imperata cylindrica 'Red Baron'
Foliage bright red in early summer
and remains until autumn.

60cm

45cm

60cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$24.99 2 Gallon
M22)

Miscanthus floridulus
'Giganteus'
A very tall upright grower with dark
green blades. One of the last
miscanthus to bloom mid to late
Fall. Flowers are white and 50cm
long.
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Upright,
Clumping

2m

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)
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Miscanthus giganteus 'Alligator'

$27.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

Status

New

$47.00 5 Gallon
(B22)

Miscanthus o. purpurascens
Flame Grass features bold plumes
of coral-pink flowers rising above
the foliage in late summer. The
silver seed heads are carried on
showy plumes displayed in
abundance from early fall to late
winter. Its grassy leaves are green
in colour. As an added bonus, the
foliage turns a gorgeous copperybronze in the fall.

Clumping

Miscanthus s. Bandwidth
This variety has broad, bright gold
bands running along the length of
rich, green leaf blades. Useful as a
specimen, in the border, or for
mass planting.

Clumping

1.5m

1.2m

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

90cm

90cm

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

Miscanthus s. 'Little Kitten'
Narrow leaves are soft and slightly
pendulous producing a lush foliage
clump, turning gold in fall. Blonde
flower spikes just inches above the
plant remain through the winter.
Great single specimen.
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Mounded

90cm

90cm

5

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Miscanthus s. 'Little Zebra'
Ease of maintenance and reliable
bloom makes this one of the most
popular ornamental grasses on the
market. Though it looks like
'Zebrinus' with its distinctive gold
banding, this variety is shorter,
more upright, and keeps its color
all season.
'Little Zebra' flowers reliably every
year in late summer, even when
the weather is unusually cool. The
lovely reddish purple plumes are
held about 30cm above the
foliage, changing to a creamy tan
colour in winter.

Height

Width

1.2m

90cm

Zone Price

5

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

Miscanthus s. 'Oktoberfest'
This variety has wide green foliage
with white midribs; an upright
cascading habit that is quite
symmetrical; copper plumes rise
above in fall over purplish-red
foliage and produce creamy-tan
seed heads; great winter interest.

Clumping

2.1m

1.2m

4

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Miscanthus s. 'Silberfeder'
This variety has large silvery-white
flowers over an arching mound of
dark green leaves. The foliage
dries and turns a light tan shade
for the winter. Useful as a
specimen, in the border, or for
mass planting.

Clumping

1.5m

1m

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Miscanthus s. 'Variegatus'
A gracefully arching ornamental
grass, with gorgeous dark green
blades highlighted by creamy
white stripes. Shimmery, silverwhite plumes dance atop the
foliage mound in the fall. A great
choice for textural contrast in
perennial or shrub beds.

Clumping

1.8m

90cm

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(PWB22)

New
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$27.00 2 Gallon
(BWB22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)
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Miscanthus sinensis 'Huron
Sunrise'
Green leaves with silver mid-ribs
form beautiful clumps, the most
outstanding feature of this new
cultivar is its flowers. In late
summer, a profusion of full,
burgundy plumes sweep the sky.

Upright
Clumping

Miscanthus sinensis 'Morning
Light'
Forms a graceful, upright mound
of narrow green foliage, each leaf
neatly edged in creamy-white.
Clumps have a sturdy, compact
habit, well suited to the smaller
garden. Coppery-pink plumes
appear in late fall.

Upright
Clumping

Miscanthus sinensis 'Strictus'
Horizontal bands of green and
yellow. Feathery beige plumes.

Upright,
Clumping

Height

1.5m

Width

1m

Zone Price

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)
1.2m

90cm

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)
1.5m

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)

Molinia caerulea 'Variegata'
Variegated Moor Grass. Foliage is
green and white striped.

Clumping
Upright Arching

45cm

60cm

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Ophiopogon planiscapus
'Nigrescens'
Noted for its purplish-black leaves,
bell-shaped pink flowers and
globular bluish-black berries.
Unusual foliage gives rise to
additional common names of black
mondo grass and black lilyturf for
this cultivar.

Mounded

47cm

47cm

6

$16.99 per plant
(I22)
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New
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Panicum 'Hot Rod'
This cultivar goes from blue to red
faster and earlier than any other,
the upright foliage starts out bluegreen and then turns to deep
maroon earlier in the season than
most Switch Grasses, the maroon
colour intensifies as the season
progresses.

Upright
Clumping

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

1m

90cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Panicum v. Prairie Winds
'Apache Rose'
A sturdy, durable ornamental
grass that withstands adverse
weather conditions. Grey-green
leaves form a strictly upright,
dense clump. Rose-coloured
flower panicles and leaf tips in fall.

1.2m

75cm

4

$27.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Panicum v. Prairie Winds
'Cheyenne'
Forms a dense, upright clump of
blue-green leaves that turn wine
red in early summer. Purple flower
panicles appear just above the
foliage in late summer.

90cm

45cm

4

$27.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Panicum v. Prairie Winds 'Totem
Pole'
'Totem Pole' forms a very upright
column of steel blue foliage and
powdery blue stems. In early fall,
the top of the clump explodes with
golden seed panicles. The narrow
base of the plant makes it an ideal
candidate for small spaces in the
garden that need height and
vertical structure.

1.8m

1m

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Panicum v. 'Purple Tears'
This delightful switchgrass has a
narrow, upright habit and is topped
with purple seed heads in summer.
The foliage is a light green colour
that persists through the summer.
It is tough and adaptable.

1.2m

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

$27.00 20cm pot
(M22)

60cm

4

$22.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)
$48.00 5 Gallon
(M22)
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Panicum v. 'Ruby Ribbons'
Wide, blue-green spring foliage
matures into a gorgeous burgundy
fall colour. Beautiful plumes extend
from late summer into winter.
Upright form is valuable as a
single specimen or as a low, finely
textured screen.

Height

Width

Zone Price

1.2m

90cm

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

New

Panicum virgatum 'Blood
Brothers'
Forms an upright, slightly vaseshaped mound of green-blue
leaves, the tips developing bloodred tones by midsummer that get
better through the autumn. Sprays
of small reddish flowers develop
into tan seed heads by late fall.
Remains sturdy and attractive well
into winter.

Upright
Clumping

1.2m

90cm

4

$27.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

Panicum virgatum 'North Winds'
This selection forms a tall, narrow
mound of olive-green leaves,
bearing airy heads of tiny green
flowers in late summer. Fall colour
is golden, fading to tan. Usually
attractive in the garden all winter
long.

Clumping
Narrow Upright

1.5m

1m

4

$22.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Pennisetum a. 'Burgundy
Bunny'
A miniature version forming an
upright clump of narrow, green
leaves bearing small, tufted, cream
flower plumes in late summer. The
leaves show red colour in summer
but by fall are completely red,
lasting until frost.

Clumping
Mounding

Pennisetum a. 'Hamln'
An attractive grass highlighted by
fluffy, buff-coloured plumes that
arch above the lush, green
fountain of foliage. In the fall, the
foliage turns a lovely golden russet
colour.

Mounded
Clumping
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Status

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

30cm

30cm

4

$22.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

60cm

60cm

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Pennisetum a. 'Lemon Squeeze'
A brilliantly coloured ornamental
grass that’s perfect for contrast in
your sun garden. ‘Lemon Squeeze’
behaves like other Fountain Grass
but boasts chartreuse gold leaves.
One of the best for vigor that we’ve
seen in gold-leafed Pennisetum
with absolutely no burning in the
sun. Copper panicles appear
above the foliage in midsummer
and provide additional interest to
this three seasons grass.

Height

Width

Zone Price

90cm

75cm

5

$27.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

90cm

45cm

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M21)

New

Schizachyrium s. 'Standing
Ovation'
Spikey bluish-green stems and
leaves transition to a sizzling
display of oranges, reds, yellows,
and purplish-browns in the
autumn. Also provides winter
interest before cutting back in early
spring to make way for new
growth.

Upright
Clumping

Schizachyrium s. 'Twilight Zone'
Possesses a nearly iridescent
silvery mauve purple cast all over
the whole plant beginning in
midsummer. It retains these eerily
beautiful tones through fall when
brighter purple highlights appear
on the flower stems. The attractive
foliage forms a strictly upright,
narrowly columnar clump that is
about half as wide as it is tall.

Upright
Clumping

1.2m

60cm

3

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Sporobolus heterolepsis
The leaves form gently rounded
hummocks of silver green in the
spring and summer with delicate
sprays of seed above. The golden
colour of the leaves in fall can
persist through much of the winter.

Mounding

60cm

45cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Daylilies
More than 50 varieties of the best
daylilies with a great range of size,
colour and bloom time. These
plants have strong stems and high
bloom counts and are a must have
for all sunny gardens.
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Status

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$21.99 3 Gallon
(WH22)
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Hemerocallis 'Big Blue'

$16.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hemerocallis 'Ruffled Apricot'

$16.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Paeonia 'Bowl of Beauty'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia 'Bunker Hill'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia 'Catharine Fontijin'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia 'Dr. Alexander Fleming'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia 'Duchesse de Nemours'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia 'Felix Crousse'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia itoh 'All That Jazz'

$89.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Paeonia itoh 'Bartzella'

Paeonia itoh 'Belle Toulousaine'
Large, vibrant pink, fully double,
mildly fragrant blooms on strong
stems rise above a lush deep
green foliage.

$89.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

Paeonia itoh 'Cora Louise'

Paeonia itoh 'Creme a L'orange'
Light yellow petals flush pink to
create a unique peach colour as
the bloom unfurls. First blooms are
on the terminal end of the branch,
accompanied by side blooms as
the season progresses. The single
to semi-double flowers are quite
large but are supported on strong
branches. Characteristic of Itoh
Peonies, the plant remains an
upright mound with attractive
green foliage well into fall.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

$89.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

Paeonia itoh 'Dark Eyes'

Paeonia itoh 'Duchesse De
Lorraine'
Fragrant, bright yellow, double,
dense bomb-like blooms on strong
stems rise above a lush deep
green foliage. Truly the first fully
double yellow Itoh peony.

Status

70cm

80cm

3

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

$179.99 3
Gallon (B22)

New

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New
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Paeonia itoh 'Gordon E
Simonson'
Being twice the size of other Itoh
Peony blooms, the bold fuchsia
coloured petals and bright yellow
centers are a standout in the
garden. The sturdy stems that are
characteristic of the Itoh hybrids,
are strong enough to hold these
massive blooms upright without
staking. With a long blooming
season from spring to early
summer, the attractive green
foliage on the upright mounding
form maintains through fall. Plant
with the eyes, or buds, of the roots
1-2” below the soil line in moist,
well-drained soil. Easy care and is
deer resistant.
Paeonia itoh 'Haleigh's
Hallelujah'
Large, double, flowers are cream
flushed with pink and feature a
pink picotee edging. Some flowers
may have a few petals with dark
reddish purple streaks.
Paeonia itoh 'Hillary'
Large semi-double blooms feature
pink petals that age to cream, with
a contrasting maroon-red eye and
yellow tuft of stamens.
Paeonia itoh 'Julia Rose'

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Mounded

90cm

90cm

4

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

90cm

90cm

4

$89.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$89.99 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Paeonia itoh 'Pink Double
Dandy'
Semi to fully double blooms
emerge a rich lavender-pink and
mature to soft pink. Tufty yellow
stamens peak out from the center.
Characteristic of Itoh Peonies,
sturdy branches support the large
blooms without the need for
staking. A mounding plant whose
green foliage stays attractive
through fall, until winter die-back.
Plant with the eyes, or buds, of the
roots 1-2” below the soil line in
moist, well-drained soil. Easy care
and is deer resistant.
Paeonia itoh 'Scarlet Heaven'
Scarlet Heaven is considered one
of the best red flowering peonies
on the market! A single row of
deep scarlet petals surround
golden yellow stamens on the
large flowers. Strong branches
support the large blooms without
staking required. The red bloom
colour in the garden lasts from late
spring to early summer.
Paeonia itoh
'Scrumdidleumptious'
Creamy and showy yellow blooms
have a pink blush and pink edging.
The flowers bloom at the terminal
ends and down the sides of strong
and sturdy branches, staying
upright without added support.
Each plant can yield up to 50
mildly fragrant blooms per year.

Height

Width

Zone Price

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

Mounded

90cm

90cm

3

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

90cm

90cm

3

$108.00 3
Gallon (I22)

New

Paeonia 'Kansas'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Paeonia l. 'Coral Charm'

$39.99 2 Gallon
(B22)
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Status

New
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Paeonia l. 'Coral Sunset'

Paeonia lactifolia 'Athens'
The Patio Series produces
peonies for containers featuring
strong stems and upright flowers.
They are suitable for, but not
limited to, containers and were
specially selected for their
compact growth habit and ease of
flowering in pots or gardens. This
particular selection has semidouble, bright pink flowers with a
yellow centre appearing in spring.

$39.99 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

70cm

70cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New

Paeonia lactifolia 'Dublin'
This particular selection has large,
single white flowers with a yellow
centre appearing in spring.

60cm

30cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New

Paeonia lactifolia 'Kiev'
This particular selection has
single, dark pink flowers with a
cream centre appearing in spring.

50cm

70cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New

Paeonia lactifolia 'London'
This particular selection has fully
double, frilly, raspberry-pink,
flowers appearing in spring.

50cm

50cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New

Paeonia lactifolia 'Madrid'
Gleaming white blooms filled with
buttery-cream ruffles.

30cm

80cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New

Paeonia lactifolia 'Moscow'
This particular selection has semidouble, orange red russet flowers
with a yellow centre appearing in
spring.

60cm

60cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New

Paeonia lactifolia 'Oslo'
This particular selection has
single, cranberry-pink flowers with
a yellow centre appearing in
spring.

60cm

60cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

New
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Upright/Mounde
d

Status
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Paeonia lactifolia 'Rome'
This particular selection has fully
double, frilly, lavender-pink flowers
appearing in spring.

60cm

60cm

3

$43.00 25cm pot
(WB22)

Paeonia tenuifolia ‘Plena’
Fernleaf Peonies are very special
and unique specimens, a must for
the perennial collector. This
selection forms a low, bushy
mound of very finely divided green
leaves, bearing small double
crimson-red flowers that seem to
float above the foliage. Perfect for
edging or in a sunny rock garden.
Flowers appear earlier than the
more common hybrid Garden
Peonies. Plants may go summer
dormant in warm regions,
especially the first season or two.

30cm

40cm

2

$69.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

50cm

60cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

Hosta 'Abiqua Drinking Gourd'
Deeply cupped powder blue
leaves. Hosta of the Year 2014.

Size

Medium

Zone Price

Status

New

$22.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

Hosta 'Afterglow'

Hosta 'Age of Gold'

Hosta 'Alligator Shoes'

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Large

62cm

145cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Hosta 'Angel Falls'

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Status

New

$34.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

Hosta 'Aquamarine'

Medium

37cm

75cm

3

$32.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'Arctic Blast'

Small

30cm

57cm

3

$19.99 2 Gallon
(R22)

New

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'Atlantis'

Hosta 'August Moon'

Medium

Hosta 'Autumn Frost'
Forms a medium sized mound of
showy, frosty blue leaves with
extra wide, bright yellow margins.
The margins lighten to creamy
white.

50cm

105cm

3

$39.99 5 Gallon
(WB22)

New

25cm

50cm

3

$28.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Awakening Angel'

Medium

37cm

Hosta 'Bam Bam Blue'

Large

72cm
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150cm

3

$16.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

3

$29.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Hosta 'Banana Kid'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Hosta 'Bedazzled'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta 'Beet Salad'

Small

27cm

55cm

3

Hosta 'Beyond Glory'

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Hosta 'Big B'
Vigorous grower that forms an
upright mound of uniquely
corrugated foliage. The nearly
round leaves are dark green and
slightly shiny. Leaves fold
downward to create a domed
affect.

Large

60cm

75cm

3

$29.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Big Daddy'
Large vigorous deep blue
puckered leaves, white flowers.
Leaves are 37.5cm long by 25cm
wide.

Large

65cm

122.5cm

3

$13.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Blue Angel'
Leaves are deep blue-gray colour;
heavily corrugated and of thick
substance. Leaves are 40cm long
by 30cm wide.

Large

Hosta 'Blue Elf'

Miniature

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

New

$39.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)

75cm

217.5cm

3

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
$49.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

20cm

35cm

3

$27.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Size

Height

Hosta 'Blue Hawaii'
Upright vase-shaped blue hosta
displays blue corrugated leaves
with the classic heart-shaped leaf.
White flowers top the clump.

Large

75cm

Hosta 'Blue Mouse Ears'
Small round gray-green leaves are
comprised of a substance so thick
you have feel it to believe it. A
must have hosta for the collector
and rock garden enthusiast.

Dwarf

Hosta 'Blueberry Muffin'
It forms a medium sized mound of
large, blue, rounded leaves that
are rugose and puckered in
unusual patterns. Late in the
season, the foliage transitions to
green. Attractive light mauve
speckles appear on the petioles.

Medium

35cm

90cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Hosta 'Blueberry Waffles'
Forms a giant mound of unruly and
puckered blue foliage. Leaves are
intensely corrugated. Very
attractive leaves have a thick
coating of wax for a great blue
colour. Leaves cup and fold so no
two leaves are alike.

Large

75cm

170cm

3

$21.99 2 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Bridal Falls'
This large hosta forms an
attractively rounded mound of
cascading green leaves with pale
yellow to creamy white margins.
The heart-shaped leaves are
edged in pretty pie crust waves
and have deeply impressed veins.
The more mature this hosta is, the
better it looks.

Large

65cm

120cm

3

$33.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Brother Stefan'
Large, heavily corrugated gold
leaves with a wide dark green
margin. Near white flower top the
thick leaves.

Large

55cm

87.5cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(MWH22)
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Width

105cm

Zone Price

3

Status

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

12.5cm

22.5cm

3

$8.50 (WB22)
$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

$33.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Width

Zone Price

Hosta 'Cameo'
is a mini hosta is a reverse sport of
'Pandora's Box'. Small, round,
green leaves with creamy white
margins jet towards the midrib.
Purple flowers.

Miniature

15cm

22.5cm

3

$27.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Captain Kirk'
Wider dark green leaves with
heavier substance distinguish this
sport of 'Gold Standard' from its
parent. The golden leaf center
contrasts nicely with the darker
margin. Pale lavender flowers top
the fast growing clump in
midsummer.

Large

75cm

90cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Hosta 'Carry On'

Medium

30cm

3

$27.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Hosta 'Catherine'

Hosta 'Celtic Dancer'

Medium

40cm

3

Hosta 'Christmas Candy'

Hosta 'Coast to Coast'
Coast to Coast’ is a giant, solid
gold hosta that makes a striking
specimen in the shade garden. Its
foliage emerges gold in spring and
turns lighter gold with a bit more
sun exposure in the summer
months. As the leaves mature,
they become thick and puckered
with wavy edges and have nearly
white undersides.
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Large

90cm

90cm

3

Status

$29.99 20cm pot
(M22)
$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Zone Price

Status

Hosta 'Colored Hulk'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Hosta 'Con Te Partiro'

$14.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta 'Cool as a Cucumber'

$21.99 1 Gallon
(MR22)

New

Hosta 'Curly Fries'
Agave-looking leaves are stiff as a
board. 'Curly Fries' is the most
unique hosta to be introduced in
some time. Best grown in half a
day of sun, its highly ruffled narrow
leaves emerge yellow and then
fade to near white. The scape is
deep purple, topped with lavender
flowers. It makes a great container
plant or grows very well in the
garden.

Small

Hosta 'Dancing Queen'
‘Dancing Queen’ emerges bright
yellow and remains yellow all
season long. The large leaves
have a prominent pie crust edge,
adding even more pizzazz to this
colourful hosta.

Medium

Hosta 'Dark Star'
Emerges in spring with blue-green
leaves and a nice yellow margin.
In summer the leaves are a shiny
dark green with a cream margin
that often streaks towards the
midrib. The thick leaves have wavy
margins that add to the beauty of
this hosta.

Medium
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13cm

41cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)
$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

40cm

75cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)
$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

52cm

130cm

3

$19.99 2 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Hosta 'Designer Genes'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

Status

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Hosta 'Devon Green'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'Dream Weaver;

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Hosta 'Emerald Ruff Cut'
Slightly shiny, oval and tapering,
heavily rippled leaves are golden
yellow with a dark green margin. It
grows somewhat upright forming
an attractive cascading mound.

Medium

60cm

50cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Empress Wu'
Huge 45cm, thick dark-green
deeply impressed veined leaves
form a strong upright mound habit.
It has showy pale reddish violet
flowers in early mid-summer. You
can use this as a species hosta,
conversation piece, a border, or as
a good background for other
plants.

Very Large

127cm

274cm

3

$36.00 2 Gallon
(MR22)

Hosta 'Essence of Summer'

Medium

Hosta 'Fire and Ice'

$49.99 5 Gallon
(M22)

57cm

140cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$16.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.
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Hosta 'Fire Island'
The brilliant yellow leaves of 'Fire
Island' are accented by light red
petioles with red coloration
extending into the base of the
leaves. Although the intensity of
the foliage lessens into the
summer, the intense spring effect
more than earns its keep in the
garden. Lavender blooms top the
clump in summer.

Small

35cm

85cm

Hosta 'First and Ten'
New giant hosta from Doug
Beilstein that forms an impressive
mound of blue-green foliage. Huge
heart-shaped leaves have deep
veins and the tips point out from
the clump. The large blue-green
leaves are slightly cupped with
nice rippled margins .New giant
hosta from Doug Beilstein that
forms an impressive mound of
blue-green foliage. Huge heartshaped leaves have deep veins
and the tips point out from the
clump. The large blue-green
leaves are slightly cupped with
nice rippled margins.New giant
hosta from Doug Beilstein that
forms an impressive mound of
blue-green foliage. Huge heartshaped leaves have deep veins
and the tips point out from the
clump. The large blue-green
leaves are slightly cupped with
nice rippled margins.

Large

80cm

125cm

3

$24.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta 'Fluted Fountained'

Medium

55cm

115cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

50cm

75cm

3

$15.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

Hosta 'Forbidden Fruit'
Tetraploid form of H. Orange
Marmalade'. Thick leaves have
glowing yellow-orange centers
setoff by a wide blue-green border.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Zone Price

3

Status

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$22.00 1 Gallon
(MWH22)
$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
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Hosta 'Fragrant Blue'
Frosty blue foliage; fragrant
flowers; slug resistant.

Medium

20cm

30cm

Hosta 'Frank Lloyd Wright'

Medium

57cm

Zone Price

Status

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

3

$29.50 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta 'Fuzzy Dice'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta 'Golden Meadows'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'Great Expectations'

$27.00
(B22)

1 Gallon

Hosta 'Great White Whale'
Cream-margined sport of
'Humpback Whale'. Very large
mound of corrugated and wavy
foliage. Leaves blue-green in
spring and the margin is barely
noticeable. The margin becomes
more dramatic as the season
progresses.

Large

90cm

100cm

3

$26.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Guacamole'
Apple green, heart shaped leaves
with irregular bluish edge. White
flowers and very fragrant.

Large

45cm

75cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
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New

$39.99 5 Gallon
(WB22)
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Hosta 'Guardian Angel'

Status

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Hosta 'Hadspen Blue'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hosta 'Half and Half'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'Hands Up'
Very thick upright dark green
leaves with a good visible yellow
margin, good tetraploid sport of
'Praying Hands'.

Small

35cm

3

Hosta 'Hudson Bay'

Hosta 'Humpback Whale'
A massive mound of corrugated,
heart-shaped, blue-green leaves.
Bluest in Springtime.

Large

1m

2.1m

3

$34.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hosta 'Island Breeze'
Wide, dark green margins stand in
sharp contrast to the bright yellow
centers in early spring. As
summer approaches, the centers
become more chartreuse when
plants are grown in heavier shade
or lighter yellow if they are grown
in more sun. Like ‘Paradise Island’,
this one also has showy red
speckled petioles that bleed up
into the leaves.

Medium

30cm

45cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New
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$27.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$35.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Hosta 'Jade Cascade'

Large

75cm

150cm

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'June'
This lovely sport of 'Halcyon' has
gold leaves bordered by a blue
and green shaded margin. The
light center will bleach to creamywhite in bright light. Unlike many
light centered hostas this one has
great substance. Stands out in any
garden!

Medium

30cm

75cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'June Spirit'
This hosta forms a distinctive
mound of shiny leaves with wide,
deep green margins and
chartreuse centers that turn yellow
in summer if planted in part sun.

Medium

35cm

65cm

3

$26.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Kingsize'
Large and shiny dark-green
leaves. A sport of the famous
"biggest" Hosta 'Empress Wu.

Large

120cm

Hosta 'Komodo Dragon'
Forms a large mound 210cm of
heart-shaped gray-green leaves.

Large/Specimen

76cm

Hosta 'Lakeside Banana Bay'
Small, a sport of 'Lakeside Meter
Maid', round very shiny broad
folded leaves with bright yellow
centers and apple green edges,
white to lavender flowers bloom
mid summer.

Small

25cm

Hosta 'Lakeside Cupcake'
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Width

Zone Price

Status

New

New

$33.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

3

$21.00 3 Gallon
(R22)

210cm

3

$29.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

30cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Hosta 'Lakeside Little Tuft'

Hosta 'Lakeside Paisley Print'
One of the very best hostas to
come from Mary Chastain! This
stunning hosta produces heartshaped leaves with very wide,
wavy, green margins. The narrow,
creamy white markings in the
center of the leaves shoot out from
the cream colored petioles in a
feathery pattern. Its thick
substanced leaves make the
perfect background for the cream
scapes that carry the light lavender
flowers in midsummer.

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Small

25cm

75cm

3

Hosta 'Lakeside Spruce Goose'

New

$28.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Hosta 'Liberty'
This mid-sized selection has thick
leaves of matte green, with a
contrasting wide, streaky border of
yellow that later changes to
creamy white. Early summer
flowers are lavender. An
outstanding specimen selection,
with very thick leaves and good
slug resistance.

Medium

Hosta 'Lothar the Giant'
Another great, large specimen
hosta; slug resistant and richly
coloured.

Large

60cm

125cm

3

$25.00 4 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Loyalist'
A sport of the famous H. 'Patriot'
with reverse variegation; leaves
have deep green margins and
nearly pure white centers that are
not prone to melting out. Leaves
have heavy substance; possibly a
tetraploid

Medium

45cm

60cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
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Status

45cm

90cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$28.00 1 Gallon
(BM22)
$35.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Size

Hosta 'Mad About Blue'
Intensely blue-green leaves;
broadly ovate blade shape; thick
substance.

Medium

Height

Width

45cm

98cm

Zone Price

3

Hosta 'Manhattan'

$22.00
(R22)

Status

4 Gallon

$16.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

New

Hosta 'Maui Buttercups'
One of the very best yellow
hostas. Bright gold, 12.5cm,
rounded leaves are deeply cupped
and corrugated. They are of
heavy substance and demonstrate
good slug resistance.
Near white flowers.

Small

25cm

35cm

3

$29.99
(M22)

Hosta 'Mighty Mouse'
This small but mighty hosta is a
variegated sport of the award
winning Hosta 'Blue Mouse Ears'.
In spring, the rounded leaves of
heavy substance are blue-green
with a bright creamy yellow
margin. By summer, the leaves
transition to grey-green with a
creamy white margin. Incredible
substance.

Small

20cm

30cm

3

$28.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Mini Skirt'
This petite and flirty hosta forms a
miniature mound of very wavy,
thick, blue-green leaves with
creamy yellow margins in spring.
In summer, the center turns more
green and the edge lightens to
creamy white. Pale lavender
flowers with deeper purple stripes
appear closely packed together on
short, very proportionately sized
scapes in early to midsummer.

Miniature

13cm

33cm

3

$28.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Minnesota Wild'
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2 Gallon

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Zone Price

Status

Hosta montana
'Aureomarginata'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'Moonstruck'

$22.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Hosta 'Munchkin Fire'
Short and narrow leaves hold their
bright yellow colour all season
long. Since the leaves are so
narrow, there isn’t a prominent leaf
base, and the leaves simply taper
to become part of the petiole.

Small

17cm

37cm

3

$27.00
(B22)

1 Gallon

New

Hosta 'Neptune'
The narrow wedge-shaped leaves
are bright glaucous blue and they
hold their colour well. As the
season progresses they turn more
blue-green. The heavily rippled
leaves are of good substance,
displaying some slug resistance.

Large

60cm

117cm

3

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hosta 'Olive Bailey Langdon'
Gold margins; blue green center;
heavily corrugated; thick
substance.

Large

70cm

Hosta 'Olympic Glacier'

Medium

Hosta 'Olympic Gold Medal'

Medium

Hosta 'Olympic Silver Medal'
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$47.00 5 Gallon
(R22)

150cm

3

$14.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

37cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

37cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$24.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Status

Hosta 'Orange Star'

$22.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Hosta 'Orion's Belt'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Hosta 'Paradigm'
Beautiful gold leaves with
streaked, blue-green margins;
variegation pattern intensifies later
in the spring.

Medium-large

50cm

90cm

3

$34.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hosta 'Patriot'
This outstanding medium-sized
selection has mid-green leaves
with bold, streaky white margins.
Lavender flowers appear in July.

Medium

55cm

120cm

3

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$39.00 5 Gallon
(WB22)
$49.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Paul Glory'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Hosta 'Pizzazz'
This mid-sized selection forms a
wide, dense mound of blue-green,
cupped leaves with wide, yellow
streaky margins in spring which
change to creamy-white as the
season progresses. Leaves are
corrugated and thick providing
good slug resistance.

Medium

45cm

100cm

3

$11.99 3 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Pocket Full of Sunshine'
This cute small hosta grows
quickly to form a compact clump of
thick, rugose, distinctly cupped
leaves that are yellow with broad,
deep green margins at maturity.
The centers of the leaves are
chartreuse in spring and brighten
as the season progresses.

Small

22cm

47cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)
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New

$26.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
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Zone Price

Hosta 'Powder Blue'

$19.99 2 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Prairie Sky'
It forms a tight clump of powdery
blue, lightly cupped leaves of thick
substance and it keeps its showy
colour all season long.

Medium

Hosta 'Praying Hands'
The upright narrow leaves of this
hosta give it an unusual look like
no other hosta. Each green leaf is
rolled and folded into a tube
shape. Displaying the prominent
veins on the back of the leaf. A
thin white margin borders the
outside margin of the leaf. Leaves
are 17.5cm long by 5cm wide.

Small to
Medium

35cm

90cm

3

Status

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

40cm

75cm

3

$16.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Hosta 'Queen of the Seas'

$24.99 2 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Rainbow's End'
This yellow-centered sport of
'Obsession' features very thick,
rubbery like dark green leaves with
a lighter central flare. The bright
yellow center become white by
summer.

Small

27.9cm

53.3cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Rainforest Sunrise'
Each thick gold leaf is margined by
a nice dark green edge.

Small

25cm

41cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Red Hot Flash'
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$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Hosta 'Red October'

Hosta 'Regal Splendor'
A superb creamy gold-edged
version of 'Krossa Regal', with
blue-green foliage surrounded by
gold margins on this stunning,
upright, vase-shaped variety.

Large

1m

1m

3

Hosta Shadowland 'Diamond
Lake'

Status

$16.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Hosta shadowland 'Seducer'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Hosta 'Silly String'
This unique hosta has narrow blue
leaves with intensely wavy
margins. The leaves are the most
blue in spring; as the season
progresses the leaves become
more blue-green. Pale purple
flowers top the plant for a perfect
package.
Hosta 'Smooth Sailing'

Hosta 'Spartacus'
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Medium

3.5cm

70cm

3

$32.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

60cm

112cm

3

$22.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Size

Hosta 'Stained Glass'
A sport of the well known Hosta
‘Guacamole’. Displays its
variegation early in the Spring, a
bright, brilliant gold with a green
edge throughout the season.
Vigorous grower, prominent veins
gives the leaves a ‘stained glass
window’ effect.

Medium

Height

Width

50cm

90cm

Zone Price

3

$15.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

Hosta 'Strawberry Surprise'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

Hosta 'Sugar Daddy'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

Hosta 'Sum and Substance'
Shiny light green/gold, enormous
leaves. Extremely slug resistant.

Status

Large

90cm

150cm

3

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)
$49.99 5 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Sun Mouse'

Miniature

Hosta 'Sun Worshipper'
Leaves emerge bright yellow in
spring and hold the colour well.
The leaves are slightly wavy and
held on red petioles. Can handle
some sun but there is a fine line of
too much sun which bleaches out
the leaf.

Small

25cm

55cm

Hosta 'Tears of Joy'
This little sport of 'Tiny Tears' has
green leaves that are twisted and
folded when they emerge.
Vigorous grower that is good for
the front of the shade garden and
miniature collections. Unique
flowers have small purple petals
but long anthers.

Miniature

10cm

32cm
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$28.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

3

$24.00 1/2
Gallon (R22)

New

3

$24.00 1/2
Gallon (R22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Hosta 'The King'

$32.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hosta 'The Razor's Edge'

$12.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta tokudama 'Flavocircinalis'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Hosta 'Touch of Class'
This new hosta, the tetraploid form
of hosta 'June', emerges in the
spring with intense blue leaves
with a gold flame in the leaf center.
The leaves have an incredible
thick substance.

Medium

17.5cm

40cm

3

$29.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

Hosta 'T-Rex'
One of the largest leaved hosta.
The enormous bluish leaves can
be witnessed after the plant
matures which might take 3 or 4
seasons.

Large

100cm

200cm

3

$13.99 2 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Tripple Ripple'

Medium

50cm

135cm

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

New

Hosta 'Tropical Dancer'

$22.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Hosta 'Urchin'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Hosta 'Velvet Moon'
Dark green leaves with a very wide
yellow border, sport of 'Abiqua
Moonbeam'.

Large

50cm

Hosta 'Viking Ship'

Large

70cm

180cm

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(R22

New

Hosta 'Viking Treasure'

Large

60cm

180cm

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$27.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

3

New

$29.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Hosta 'Vulcan'

Hosta 'Waterslide'
This beautifully ruffled hosta is a
thrill to behold! Blue, rippled leaves
hold their colour all season long.
Lavender flowers appear on
proportionate flower scapes.

$19.99 1 Gallon
(PWB22)

Status

Medium

37cm

75cm

3

$35.00 20cm pot
(M22)
$38.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Hosta 'Wheee'
Extremely ruffled, cream colored
margins extend from the tip of
each green leaf all the way down
the petiole to the crown. This
ruffled margin is evident even in
the juvenile stage of the plant.
The leaves of this medium sized
hosta are of excellent substance,
making them slug resistant in the
landscape.
Hosta 'White Linen'
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Large

70cm

60cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

$24.99 1 Gallon
(R22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Hosta 'Wiggles and Squiggles'
A unique looking hosta that lives
up to its fun name! Bright yellow
leaves are very long and thin and
notable for their incredibly wavy
margins. It forms a low, wide habit
that really highlights the "wiggly"
edges. Leaves will be more
chartreuse green in more shade:
for best yellow colour, plant in a
site with morning sun and
afternoon shade. Lavender
flowers.

Small

20cm

60cm

3

$29.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Hosta 'Wishing Well'
Its huge leaves emerge slowly,
exhibiting a unique cupped,
rippled, corrugated texture. They
unfold slowly as they mature.
Since they are of thick substance,
the leaves are more slug resistant.

Large

57.5cm

95cm

3

$25.00 3 Gallon
(R22)

Hosta 'Wonderful'
Very small mound of wavy yellow
leaves. Leaves emerge bright
yellow and become more
chartreuse as the season
progresses.

Miniature

7.7cm

15cm

3

$22.00 1/2
Gallon (R22)

New

$19.99 1/2
Gallon (WH22)

New

$38.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hosta 'Wrinkle in Time'

Hosta 'Wu-La-La'
Like the popular ‘Empress Wu’, but
with an attractive margin! Bluegreen leaves have striking applegreen margins. Give the plant
about 5 years to reach full
maturity. Violet flowers.
Hosta 'Yellow Polka Dot Bikini'
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Large

1.2m

1.8m

3

Status

New

$57.00 5 Gallon
(M22)

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Height

Width

Adianthum pedatum (Northern
Maidenhair)
Very delicate, fan-shaped fronds.
Stems are shiny and black, with
light green lacy leaves. Slowly
spreads to form a rounded
medium-sized clump.

60cm

60cm

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Asplenium scolopendrium
Has an unusual, almost tropical
appearance, with wide leathery
green fronds that are strapshaped. Plants form a low clump,
best suited to the rock garden or
for edging in a moist woodland
garden. Excellent drainage is
required, and a limestone-based
soil is best, rather than acidic.

30cm

30cm

2

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Athyrium 'Godzilla'
Dramatic silvery fronds stretch out
proudly, making quite a brilliant
display in even the shadiest spots.

1m

1m

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Athyrium n. 'Crested Surf'
Looks similar in colour to a
traditional Japanese Painted Fern,
but the tips of the fronds are
double crested. A vigorous, taller
variety that can fit the middle of the
border. Perfect for moist, shady
areas of the garden.

55cm

75cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

45cm

45cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Athyrium nipponicum 'Pictum'
Silver-grey fronds, dusty purple
center, purple-red veins.

Size

Zone Price

Status

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Clumping

New

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Matteuccia struthiopteris
One of earliest to appear in the
spring. Large, vase-shaped fern
with fresh beautiful looking foliage.
One of the best.
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Vase

180cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Polystichum acrostichoides
Native to Eastern North America,
the Christmas Fern is one of the
most familiar and widely grown
garden ferns. Plants form a tidy,
low to medium-sized clump of
dark-green, leathery fronds,
remaining evergreen in most
regions. Adapts well to many
garden situations, preferring a rich,
moist soil. Tolerates summer heat
and humidity. Easy and reliable.

Size

Height

Width

30cm

30cm

Zone Price

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Roses

Iris cristata
Open star-shaped, lavender blue
flowers with a yellow and white
beard in April to May. Flowers are
held on short stalks slightly above
foliage. Short, bright green, swordlike foliage. Iris cristata prefers rich
moist to average, well-drained soil
in part shade.

Status

New

Pending

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Iris cristata 'Powder Blue Giant'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Iris cristata 'Tennesse White'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$22.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Iris pallida 'Albo Variegata'
Eye-catching cream to white and
blue grey striped foliage. Fragrant
well formed lavender blue flowers.
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15m

45cm

30cm

4

3
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Height

Width

Iris pallida 'Aurea Variegata'
It forms a low clump of sword-like
leaves, with golden-yellow and
grey-green stripes running
lengthwise, remaining nearly
evergreen in mild winter regions.
Fragrant lavender-blue flowers
appear in early summer. Excellent
for cutting. Plants must have
excellent drainage.

55cm

30cm

3

$22.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Iris pseudata 'Yarai'
One of the first pseudatas to
bloom! This tall plant will bring
height to your garden with a
unique peach blend flowers that
have deep purple veining. The
standards have more deep purple
colouring. Prominent yellow signal.
Excellent vigor and healthy foliage
compared to other Iris of its class.
Pseudata Iris are a cross between
Iris pseudocorus and Iris ensata
"pseudata" is combination of both
names.

65cm

1.2m

4

$24.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Iris pumila 'Tickety Boo'

$24.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Iris sibirica 'Blueberry Fair'

$22.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Iris sibirica 'Tipped in Blue'

$22.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$24.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Iris versicolor 'Purple Flame'
Iris versicolor 'Purple Flame' Blue
Flag offers eye-catching contrast
with deep, eggplant purple foliage
and bright purple and yellow
blooms from late spring to early
summer.
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Size

90cm

60cm

Zone Price

3

Status
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Water Plants

Acanthus spinosus
This species forms a clump of
deeply cut and rather spiny darkgreen leaves, bearing upright
spikes of hooded, mauve and
white flowers in summer. It is the
most thistly-looking of any of the
various forms available.

Status

Not
Availabe
2022
90cm

90cm

5

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Achillea 'Desert Eve Terracotta'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Achillea 'Firefly Amethyst'

$21.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Achillea m. 'Sassy Summer
Lemon'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Achillea m. 'Sassy Summer
Sangria'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Achillea m. 'Sassy Summer
Silver'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Achillea m. 'Sassy Summer
Taffy'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Achillea 'Moonshine'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Achillea p. 'Peter Cottontail'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Actaea rubra
Red baneberry is a circumboreal
species that inhabits rich, moist
forests throughout Ontario. It is an
attractive wildflower, whose shiny
red fruits make it a great addition
to the native plant garden. There is
a much less common white-fruited
form (Actaea rubra var. neglecta).
The fruits of both forms are
poisonous. Native Americans
made much use of the roots in
herbal medicine and as a ritual
plant.

$31.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Actaea simplex 'Hillside Black
Beauty'
Perhaps the blackest form to date.
Arching wands or spikes of
fragrant pale-pink flowers rise
above the clump of lacy foliage in
early fall. In cool summer areas
this will grow well in sunny sites,
otherwise choose a part-shade
location, protected from hot
afternoon sun.

150cm

Actea 'Chocoholic'
This lovely native cultivar adds
wonderful texture, colour, and
height to the shade garden. From
late summer through early fall,
fragrant bottlebrush flowers dance
above the bronze purple foliage.
They are a rich mauve-pink colour
when they open and lighten to
white as they age.

1.2m

Agastache 'Blue Fortune'

75cm

3

$29.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$34.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

87cm

4

$29.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$34.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

$19.25 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Size

Ajuga 'Burgundy Glow'
Creamy-white,rose and dark green
foliage provides a bed for short
spikes of blue flowers.

Ground Cover

Ajuga Feathered Friends
'Cordial Canary'
Gold foliage, blue flower.

Groundcover

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Ajuga Feathered Friends 'Fierce
Falcon'
Glossy purple leaves.

Groundcover

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Ajuga Feathered Friends 'Parrot
Paradise'
Tri-coloured leaves.

Groundcover

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Ajuga reptans 'Bronze Beauty'

$5.99 (WB22)

New

Alcea ficifolia 'Las Vegas'
This hardy species of hollyhock
has decorative lobed leaves that
are borne all the way up the
stems, leaving little bare stem at
the base. ‘Las Vegas’ is a bit
shorter than the species, standing
about 1.8m tall in bloom.

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Alcea Spotlight 'Mars Magic'

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Alcea Spotlight 'Sunshine'

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Height

Width

10cm

50cm

Zone Price

3

Status

$5.99 (WB22)
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Allium 'Blue Eddy'
Named for its attractive, pinwheellike rosettes of blue-grey to greygreen foliage which resemble
“small swirling eddies of water”. It
forms a very compact clump of
strongly swirling leaves which
range a bit in colour depending on
the season and sunlight.

Size

Height

Width

20cm

20cm

Zone Price

4

Allium 'Medusa'

Status

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Allium 'Millenium'
Compact upright clump of glossy,
thick, green leaves with 5cm rosepurple ball clusters appearing just
above the foliage on strong stems
in mid to late summer. Easy to
grow. Leaves have a slight onion
smell when crushed. Flowers are
attractive to butterflies.

40cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Allium 'Summer Beauty'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Allium 'Summer Peek-a-Boo'

Amsonia 'Blue Ice'
A shorter, more compact version
of Blue Star exhibiting deeper
lavender blue flowers above
glossy willow leaves. Very
floriferous. The foliage of Amsonia
Blue Ice will turn warm golden
yellow in the fall.
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$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

30cm

4

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Amsonia hubrechtii
Tall arching stems with long
narrow leaves give this plant a
very delicate and graceful
appearance, terminal clusters of
light blue flowers bloom late spring
to early summer, bright golden
yellow foliage in the fall adds
spectacular color to the garden,
slow growing but very long lived
perennial.

Size

Height

Width

90cm

Zone Price

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Amsonia 'String Theory'

Amsonia t. 'Storm Cloud'
In spring as incredibly dark stems
emerge from the ground. Olive
green leaves have silver veins.
Star-shaped, periwinkle blue
flowers appear atop of the wide,
mounding, shrub-like habit.

Status

1m

105cm

4

$24.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

$24.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

Anemone 'Curtain Call Pink'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Anemone Fantasy 'Pocahontas'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Anemone h. 'Pamina'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Anemone 'Honorine Jobert'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Anemone 'Lucky Charm'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Anemone 'September Charm'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Anemone tomentosa
‘Robustissima’
Most hardy and vigorous
anemone, earliest to bloom, forms
attractive clumps with single pink
flowers.

105cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Anemone 'Whirlwind'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Anemone 'Wild Swan'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Aquilegia canadensis

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$21.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Aralia cordata 'Sun King'
An excellent complement to hostas
and woodland perennials, ‘Sun
King’ emerges mid-spring with
bright gold leaves held on nicely
contrasting reddish brown stems.
If given at least a few hours of sun
a day, the foliage will remain
yellow all summer. In heavier
shade, the foliage ranges from
chartreuse to lime green.
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90cm

90cm

3

$24.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$32.00 2 Gallon
(BM22)
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Arenaria montana
A little alpine or rock garden plant
which forms a low evergreen
cushion of dark green foliage;
bears loads of large white flowers
later in spring through early
summer; great for edging paths,
between flagstones, or in the rock
garden

Size

Height

Width

5cm

10cm

Zone Price

$5.99 (WB22)

New

Arisaema triphyllum

$28.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Armeria maritima 'Bloodstone'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Armeria maritima 'Splendens'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

4

$16.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

4

$22.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Artemisia s. 'Silver Mound'
Bright silver lacy mounded foliage
is great for edging. Artemisia are
prized for their silver leaves and
excellent texture. Artemisia Silver
Mound is one of the most popular
silver foliage plants.

25cm

Aruncus 'Chantilly Lace'
A part-shade loving perennial that
produces beautiful sprays of lacy,
cream-coloured flowers. A similar
look to Astilbe, but more drought
tolerant.

80cm
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1m

2

Status

$26.00 20cm pot
(M22)
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Size

Aruncus dioicus
Aruncus dioicus is a fantastic
native with large, fine textured
feathery blooms in late Spring.
Though closely related to Spiraea,
Goat's Beard more closely
resembles a giant Astilbe. When
happy Aruncus can be a
formidable garden plant, reaching
a spread of 1.8m or more. It is
lovely when used at woods edge
and it can provide a dense screen
beneath a high canopy.
Asarum canadense
Wildflower that performs equally
well in the shaded garden. Grown
for its foliage as the flowers are
rather inconspicuous. Large
roundish leaves.

Groundcover

Height

Width

1.5m

1.8m

15cm

Zone Price

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

2

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Asclepias i. 'Cinderella'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Asclepias i. 'Soulmate'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Asclepias t. 'Hello Yellow'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Asclepias tuberosa
Late to break dormancy, prefers
drier and well-drained soil, vibrant
orange flowers are a magnet for
butterflies, attractive seed pods
are used in floral arrangements.
Prized perennial for attracting
butterflies. Flowers are long lasting
and bloom early to mid-summer.
Plants do not like to be
transplanted and should be
allowed to "naturalize".
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25cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Aster 'Grape Crush'

Status

$17.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

$25.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Aster 'Pink Crush'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

$25.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Astilbe c. 'Spotlight'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Astilbe chinensis x 'Delft Lace'
Exciting new variety with deep
blue-green waxy foliage with a
silver overlay, strong reddish
stems add colour and bear more
open panicles of delicate peachpink flowers, coarse foliage and
strong stems similar to Visions
with the softer delicate blooms of
Peach Blossom.

70cm

Astilbe 'Happy Spirit'
Late, the dark red stems of this
Astilbe stand out against its pure
white flowers that will mature to
cream, blooms appear in late June
to July over glossy, deep green
foliage.

50cm

Astilbe 'Hot Pearls'
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3

$17.99 1 Gallon
(M21)
$24.99
(M21)

35cm

4

2 Gallon

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Astilbe 'Ice Cream'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Astilbe j. 'Montgomery'
Has full plumes of deep cherry red,
over a bushy mound of elegant,
lacy green leaves.

Astilbe j. 'Red Sentinel'

55cm

45cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Astilbe j. 'Rheinland'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Astilbe 'Radius'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Astrantia 'Burgundy Manor'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Astrantia major 'Roma'

$29.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Width

Zone Price

Astrantia major 'Vanilla Gorilla'

Baptisia australis
Plants form a tall, bushy clump of
grey-green foliage, with long
spikes of pea-like flowers, in
shades of violet-blue.

$29.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

90cm

90cm

3

Baptisia 'Blue Bubbly'

90cm

Baptisia bracteata v. leucophaea
Cream false indigo is an exquisite
perennial, 60cm. tall with a wide,
bushy habit. The branches
cascade under the weight of the
sometimes 30cm long flower
spikes.

60cm

90cm

4

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

Baptisia 'Blueberry Sundae'
Deep indigo blue flowers much
more vibrant than B. australis and
a perfect plant habit are the key
features of this new variety. An
excellent floral display occurs in
late spring to early summer.

Status

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)
$38.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

60cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Baptisia 'Burgundy Blast'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Baptisia Decadence 'Sparkling
Sapphires

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$38.00 2 Gallon
(BM22)

Baptisia Decadence 'Vanilla
Cream'
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$38.00 2 Gallon
(BM22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Baptisia 'Grape Taffy'

$38.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Baptisia 'Honey Roasted'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Baptisia 'Lemon Meringue'
It forms an upright, vase-shaped
mound of attractive blue-green
foliage topped with long, charcoal
stems which carry the lemon
yellow flowers in late spring to
early summer.

90cm

90cm

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)
$38.00 2 Gallon
(BM22)

Baptisia 'Pink Lemonade'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)
$37.00
(B22)

Baptisia 'Pink Truffles'

Bergenia 'Miss Piggy'
Jumpstart your garden after the
snow melts! Bright pink flowers top
thick, dark green, glossy leaves. A
great foliage plant after it is
finished blooming.
Brunnera m. 'Jack Frost'

45cm

4

New

2 Gallon

$38.00 2 Gallon
(BM22)

New

$24.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Brunnera m. 'Jack of Diamonds

$26.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$32.00 20cmpot
(M22)

Buddelia 'Grand Cascade'
Unlike the typical Butterfly Bush,
the panicles on this flowering
shrub cascade downward, similar
to the look of weeping willow or a
bridal wreath spirea. Light
lavender purple flower panicles are
enormous at 35cm long and 10cm"
thick.

Upright

1.8m

2.4m

5

Buddelia Lo & Behold 'Ruby
Chip'

Buddleia 'Blue Chip Jr.
Knee-high to standard Butterfly
Bushes, Blue Chip Jr. is the next
generation of the Lo & Behold®
series. Its youthful energy supplies
non-stop blooming from midsummer to frost. Long violet-blue
flower spikes on sturdy stems.

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

1m

1m

5

Buddleia 'Crown Jewels'

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Buddleia 'Dark Dynasty'
Rich royal purple, fragrant flowers
are borne on branched panicles
from late summer into early fall,
just in time to feed the migrating
Monarchs passing through.

1m

1m

5

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Buddleia Humdinger 'Magenta
Munchkin'
Extremely floriferous with masses
of long wands of fuchsia-red
flowers with a lighter centre on
each individual flower over
medium green foliage.

75cm

105cm

5

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Size

Buddleia 'Miss Molly'
Sangria-red summer flowers
attract butterflies and
hummingbirds. Compact. Fragrant
and deer resistant.

Upright

Height

Width

1.5m

1.5m

Zone Price

5

Buddleia 'Miss Pearl'

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Buddleia 'Miss Ruby'
Brilliant rich pink summer blooms.

1.2m

1.2m

4

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Buddleia 'Miss Violet'
Compact plant with vibrant flower
color, but with loads of dark
purple-violet summer flowers.

1.2m

1.2m

4

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Buddleia 'Prince Charming'

Buddleia 'Pugster Blue'
Pugster Blue® - it's a whole new
look for butterfly bush. This
compact plant reaches just 60cm
tall and wide but has the large, full
flowers normally seen on a much
larger plant. It blooms non-stop
from early summer through frost
with true-blue flowers, each with a
tiny yellow-orange eye in the
center. Thanks to thick, sturdy
stems, the Pugster® series offers
vastly improved hardiness and
winter survival over other types of
dwarf butterfly bush.
Buddleia 'Pugster Pink'
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Status

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

60cm

1m

5

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Buddleia 'Pugster White'

Callirhoe involucrata
Commonly known as Poppy
Mallow or Wine Cups, Callirhoe
involucrata is a native wildflower
that decorates the garden with a
summer-long display of bright
magenta-pink flowers. A sprawling
grower, Callirhoe involucrata's long
branches spread out across the
ground to create a colourful mat of
flowers and foliage. Drought
resistant perennial plant.

Status

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

12cm

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Campanula c. 'Pearl Deep Blue'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(BWB22)

New

Campanula c. 'Pearl White'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Campanula c. 'Rapido Blue'
Plants form a low, cushion-shaped
mound of small green leaves, with
loads of up facing, open blue bells
appearing in late spring through
late summer. Will continue
blooming for weeks if spent
blossoms are regularly removed.

15cm

Campanula c. 'Rapido White'
Plants form a low, cushion-shaped
mound of small green leaves, with
loads of up facing, open white
bells appearing late spring through
late summer. Will continue
blooming for weeks if spent
blossoms are regularly removed.

15cm

Campanula 'Dickson's Gold'
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75cm

10cm

4

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

10cm

4

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Size

Height

Campanula glomerata 'Freya'
A hardier selection and super
bloomer , forms dense compact
mounds of dark green foliage, starshaped purple flowers bloom in
terminal clusters and all along the
axils of the sturdy upright stems,
excellent branching habit, blooms
earlier than other glomerata.

40cm

Campanula p. 'Blue Waterfall'
Plants form a spreading patch of
small green leaves, bearing loads
of starry violet-blue flowers
beginning in late spring and
blooming for weeks on end.

15cm

Width

45cm

Zone Price

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Status

Caryopteris c. 'Dark Knight'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Caryopteris icana Pavilion 'Pink'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

$16.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Chelone glabra
Chelone glabra, or white
turtlehead, is a herbaceous
species of plant native to North
America. Its native range extends
from Georgia to Newfoundland
and Labrador and from Mississippi
to Manitoba. Its common name
comes from the appearance of its
flower petals, which resemble the
head of a tortoise.
Chelone l. 'Hot Lips'

1m

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Coreopsis grandiflora 'Sunkiss'
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$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Coreopsis 'Jethro Tull'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Coreopsis Lil Bang 'Daybreak'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Coreopsis Lil Bang 'Red Elf'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Coreopsis verticillata 'Zagreb'
Threadleaf Coreopsis forms a
spreading clump of very delicate,
ferny foliage. This compact
selection bears loads of starry
golden-yellow daisies, from early
summer into the fall.

Cornus canadensis
One of the more refined hardy
groundcovers, with incredible
white flowers in spring and red
berries in fall; very particular about
its siting, needs moist, well-drained
organic and acidic soil and shade.
Crocosmia x 'Lucifer'
The hardiest variety, dark bronze
stems with flaming red flowers.
Grow in full sun. Where hardy,
they produce large clumps of
narrow swordlike foliage with long
arching flowering stems.
Spectacular colour when in bloom.
Protect with additional mulch in
northern climates.
Delphinium Dark Blue Black Bee
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30cm

30cm

4

New

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$25.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Groundcover

20cm

87cm

60cm

1

$8.99 (WB22)

5

$13.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$25.00 2 Gallon
M22)

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Dianthus 'Black Cherry Frost'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Dianthus 'Fire and Ice'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Dianthus 'Paint the Town
Magenta'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Dianthus 'Paint the Town Red'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$35.00
(B22)

1 Gallon

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Dicentra 'Pink Diamonds'
Two-tone pink flowers are
produced above fern-like bluegreen foliage all season long.
Long Blooming

45cm

45cm

4

Dicentra s. 'Alba'

Dicentra s. 'Goldheart'
Vivid golden foliage on large open
plants can be used for contrast
and to brighten darker shade
gardens. Traditional heart-shaped
pink flowers dangle from long
wands above the leaves. Perfect
for woodland gardens and under
larger shade trees.

90cm

60cm

3

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Dicentra 'Valentine'
Arching spikes of elegant cherryred, heart-shaped blooms with
white tips held on dark burgundy
stems. Blooms late spring to early
summer.

60cm

60cm

2

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
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New
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Digitalis 'Arctic Fox Rose'

Zone Price

$16.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

Status

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Digitalis p. 'Dalmatian Creme'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Digitalis p. 'Dalmatian Peach'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Digitalis p. 'Dalmatian Purple'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Digitalis p. 'Dalmatian Rose'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$21.00 1/2
Gallon (R22)

New

Dodecatheon m. 'Aphrodite'
An outstanding hybrid selection of
a native North American
wildflower. This forms a low
rosette of rounded leaves, bearing
upright stems of bright magentapink flowers with a yellow centre.
Flowers are easily twice the size of
other selections, with flared-back
petals that give each blossom a
star-like or rocket ship
appearance. Prefers a moist to wet
site. This will go dormant and
disappear by mid summer, so do
not disturb the area

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

45cm

30cm
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Echinacea 'Cheyenne Spirit'
Expect a vibrant colour range in
rich shades of orange, scarlet,
rosy-red, purple, cream, tomatored and golden yellow.

Size

Height

Width

60cm

75cm

Zone Price

4

Status

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Echinacea 'Double Scoop
Cranberry'

$26.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Echinacea Eye Catcher 'Canary
Feathers'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Echinacea Eye Catcher 'Coral
Craze'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Echinacea 'Kismet Raspberry'

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Echinacea 'Kismet Red'

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Echinacea 'Kismet Yellow'

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Echinacea Lakota 'Fire'

$27.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Echinacea 'Magnus'
Larger, more vibrantly coloured
flowers than the species. From a
central brown cone the rose-pink
petals are held flat, rather than
drooping like the species.

Size

Height

Width

90cm

60cm

Zone Price

3

Status

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Echinacea 'Parrot'

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Echinacea 'Playful Meadow
Mama'

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Echinacea 'Purple Emperor'

$28.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Echinacea purpurea

$22.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Echinacea purpurea 'PowWow
White'
Well branched with large pure
white blooms with yellow
centers.This is an adaptable plant
that is tolerant of drought.

60cm

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

Echinacea purpurea 'PowWow
Wild Berry'
Large 7cm flowers are deep rosepurple which do not fade, plants
are compact and exhibit
exceptional basal branching for
greater flower production, also
blooms continuously without
deadheading.

60cm

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Height

Width

Echinacea 'Ruby Star'
Larger, more vibrantly coloured
flowers than the species. From a
central brown cone the deep
carmine-pink petals are held flat,
rather than drooping like the
species. Coneflowers bloom in
summer and fall.

90cm

45cm

Echinacea Sombrero 'Baja
Burgundy'
Large, single flowers with
overlapping deep, rich burgundy
petals surrounding a large, brown
cone.

45cm

55cm

4

$27.00 1 Gallon
(BWB22)

New

Echinacea Sombrero 'Salsa Red'
Large, single flowers with bright
red overlapping petals surrounding
a large brown cone.

45cm

55cm

4

$27.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Echinacea 'Sunny Days Ruby'
Over-sized double, ruby colored
flowers with a heavy crown count
that provides support for profuse
flowering without flopping.
Saturated color has little to no
color shift as the flowers mature.

45cm

60cm

4

$22.00 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Epimedium rubrum
Shade-garden plant, excellent for
edging or groundcover, and
deserving much wider use in our
gardens. In this selection, plants
form a bushy mound of dark green
leaves, bearing sprays of cherryred flowers in mid to late spring.

20cm

30cm

4

$26.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Eryngium p. 'Jade Frost'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Eupatorium m. 'Gateway'

$32.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Size

Zone Price

3

Status

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)
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Width

Zone Price

Eupatorium maculatum

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Euphorbia 'Bonfire'
Chartreuse yellow bracts float
above uniform mounds of dark
leaves. Foliage maintains a red
colour all season. Nice for front
border.

30cm

Filipendula Rubra Venusta
This selection of Meadowsweet
forms a sturdy, upright bush with a
bold appearance. Large heads or
panicles of deep pink flowers
appear in summer, against deep
green lacy foliage. Stunning
towards the back of a moist
border, and especially nice at the
waterside. Good for cutting.

180cm

120cm

Geraniuim s. 'Max Frei'

25cm

25cm

New

5

$18.99 1 Gallon
(PWB22)

3

$15.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$14.99 1/2
Gallon (P22)

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Gaillardia aristata 'Arizona Sun'

Gentiana c.'Blue Cross'
This Gentian sets itself apart from
the species by its intense blue
violet flowers on compact, durable,
drought resistant plants. From
midsummer into early fall, clusters
of small, 4-petaled flowers open
and bloom at the nodes. At each
node, the spoon-shaped leaves
meet at angles to form a cross,
thus the name Cross Gentian.

Status

4

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)
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Size

Geranium 'Biokovo'
Vigorous groundcovering
capabilities, 'Biokovo' will look
good all season with little
maintenance. In late spring, white
flowers with pink sepals begin to
appear and continue to bloom
sporadically all summer long. The
fragrant, glossy green leaves take
on reddish tints in fall.

Groundcover

Height

Width

25cm

30cm

65cm

Geranium 'Rozanne'
Best new introduction for
continuous summer bloom, huge
5cm saucer- shaped violet-blue
flowers with white centers,
attractive deep green foliage with
lighter chartreuse marbling, plants
are vigorous and quickly spreading
yet remain compact and under
control, better heat tolerance
allows for continuous summer
bloom.

40cm

Geum chiloense 'Red Dragon'
Fully double bright scarlet flowers
bloom early spring on tall
branching stems, provide
adequate moisture and protect
from strong afternoon sun.
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3

Status

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)
$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Geranium p. 'Boom Chocolatta'
Dark bronze leaves are topped
with blue-purple flowers on an
upright habit. Use it as a contrast
to green-leafed perennials in the
garden.

Geranium x cantabrigiense
'Crystal Rose'
This selection forms a low,
spreading, compact mat of
fragrant, dark-green leaves,
bearing clusters of long-lasting,
bright magenta-pink flowers, late
spring through late summer.
Foliage develops an orange tint in
fall with the onset of cooler
temperatures. Excellent container
plant, as a groundcover, in the
rock garden and for edging.

Zone Price

75cm

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Groundcover

30cm

50cm

4

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

30cm

45cm

4

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Geum triflorum
Geum triflorum is a North
American native prairie plant.
Perhaps its most distinguishing
feature is not the reddish pink to
purplish, nodding, globular flowers
that bloom in late spring, but the
fruiting heads which follow.

Size

Height

Width

45cm

30cm

Zone Price

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Status

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Gypsophilia p. 'Summer
Sparkles'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Helenium autumnale ' Salud
Embers'

$19.99 1 Gallon
B22)

New

Helenium 'Fuego'
New dwarf Helenium with bright
red and yellow bi-color flowers.
Plants remain compact and
flowers are held nicely above the
foliage, excellent branching for
continuous bloom all summer.

52cm

4

Helenium 'Gold Bicolor'

Helenium 'Salsa'
New dwarf Helenium with deep red
flowers. Plants remain compact
and flowers are held nicely above
the foliage, excellent branching for
continuous bloom all summer.
Heliopsis h. 'Bleeding Hearts'
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$18.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

$17.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

52cm

4

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Width

Zone Price

Heliopsis helianthoides

$17.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Status

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Heliopsis 'Sunstruck'

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Honeymoon 'French
Kiss'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Honeymoon 'Paris in
Pink'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Honeymoon 'Sandy
Shores'

$36.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Honeymoon Spanish
Flare'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$36.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$34.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus 'Ice N' Roses
Rosado'
This impressive new hybrid has
perked up the traditional drooping
flowers of hellebores with blooms
facing outwards, and even
upwards, to greet the spring. A
delightful cool-season bloomer, a
wonderful addition to lightly to
deeply shaded beds.
Helleborus 'Ivory Prince'
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60cm

60cm

4
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Width

Zone Price

Status

Helleborus Wedding Party
'Blushing Bridesmaid'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Wedding Party
'Confetti Cake'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Wedding Party
'Flower Girl'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Helleborus Wedding Party
'Wedding Bells'

$36.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Black Forest Cake'
Deep purple, almost black foliage
is topped with spikes of cherry-red
flowers in late spring.

15cm

30cm

4

$27.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Heuchera 'Black Pearl'
Forms an incredibly dense habit of
shiny, jet black leaves with
scalloped, ruffled edges. Each
10cm leaf has rosy purple
undersides, revealed with the
intense ruffling of the leaves.
Oldest leaves have a slight silver
overlay.

25cm

45cm

4

$24.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.99 20cm pot
(M22)

Heuchera 'Black Sea'

$27.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Heuchera 'Forever Purple'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Zone Price

Status

Heuchera 'Forever Red'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Heuchera 'Grande Amethyst'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Heuchera 'Northern Exposure
Amber'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Northern Exposure
Black'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Northern Exposure
Lime'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Northern Exposure
Purple'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Northern Exposure
Red'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Northern Exposure
Sienna'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Obsidian'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Status

Heuchera 'Peachberry Ice'

$26.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Heuchera 'Silver Gumdrop'

$21.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Heuchera 'Sunrise'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Heuchera 'Timeless Glow'

$21.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Heuchera 'Timeless Night'

$21.00 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Heucherella Fun and Games
'Red Rover'

$29.99 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Heucherella 'Hopscotch'

$29.99 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Heucherella 'Pink Fizz'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heuchera 'Winter Joy'
Bright lime foliage with a fantastic
ruffling
Great colour all year.
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Size
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Zone Price

Status

Heucherella 'Pumpkin Spice'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heucherella 'Solar Eclipse'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Heucherella 'Sweet Tea'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Hibiscus 'Ballet Slippers'

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'Blackberry Merlot'

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'Brandy Punch'

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'Cherry Punch'

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'Cinnamon Grappa'

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'French Vanilla'

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New
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Hibiscus 'Holy Grail'
This is truly a special Hardy
Hibiscus. Incredibly dark, nearblack foliage hold 20cm deep red
flowers. Use as a focal point to
your garden and be delighted in
mid to late summer.

1.5m

1.5m

4

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'Perfect Storm'
A naturally compact selection that
works well in large containers.
Large 20cm, white flowers with a
red eye are produced all over the
dense, rounded clump of deep
black-purple maple-like leaves.

1.2m

1.2m

4

$34.00 2 Gallon
(B22)

New

Hibiscus 'Starry Starry Night'

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Hibiscus 'Summer Carnival'

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

Hibiscus Summerific 'Berry
Awesome'
Huge 20cm, ruffled, lavender pink
flowers with a cherry red eye are
produced all over the densely
compact, shrub-like clump of
attractive midnight green foliage.
Hibiscus Summerific 'Cranberry
Crush'

Size

120cm

135cm

Zone Price

4

Status

$31.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

$24.99 1 Gallon
(WH22)

New

$31.00 2 Gallon
(WB22)

Hibiscus 'Vintage Wine'
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Iberis 'Snowflake'

Kniphofia hirsuta 'Fire Dance'
This is a particularly hardy strain,
forming clumps of grassy greygreen leaves that remain
evergreen in milder regions. Taller
stems in summer hold large spikes
of flowers in a combination of
scarlet and yellow.

45cm

45m

Status

$17.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

4

$15.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

3

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Lamium m. 'Purple Dragon'
Forms dense spikes of deep
purple flowers, attractive crisp
silver leaves with rich green edges
adds colour to any shady garden,
a robust grower.

Groundcover

10cm

Lamium maculatum 'Pink
Pewter'
This selection forms a spreading
patch of small silver leaves with a
narrow green edge. Clusters of
soft salmon-pink flowers appear in
spring, then continue off and on
until fall. Fairly tolerant of dry
shade, once established.

Groundcover

15cm

30cm

3

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Lamium maculatum 'White
Nancy'
This selection forms a spreading
patch of small silver leaves with a
narrow green edge. Clusters of
pure white flowers appear in
spring, then continue off and on
until fall. Fairly tolerant of dry
shade.

Groundcover

15cm

30cm

3

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

45cm

45cm

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Lavandula a. 'Essence Purple'
Producing a profusion of bright
blueberry coloured flower spikes
for many weeks.
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Lavandula a. 'Hidcote Blue'

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Lavandula a. 'Munstead'

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

New

Lavandula angustifolia 'Super
Blue'
This strain has grey-green foliage
with rich, deep blue flower spikes
appearing on short stems.
Excellent winter hardiness and
heat and humidity tolerance.

25cm

25cm

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Lavandula i. 'Phenomenal'
It forms a very uniform, dense
mound of silvery green foliage
topped with tall wands of rich
lavender purple flowers which are
much darker than ‘Provence’.

60cm

1.2m

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Lavandula 'Sensational'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Leucanthemum s. 'Becky'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Leucanthemum s. 'Snowcap'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$24.99 2 Gallon
M22)

Lewisia l. 'Little Peach'
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Size
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Zone Price

Lewisia l. 'Little Plum'

Liatris kobold (Blazing Star)
Thick mauve spikes of blooms.
Dwarf variety that is fairly drought
tolerant and long lasting.

$23.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

60cm

2

Status

New

$26.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

Ligularia 'Bottle Rocket'

$33.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Ligularia d. 'Britt-Marie
Crawford'

$26.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Ligularia s. 'The Rocket'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Limonium latifolium

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Lobelia cardinalis
Flowers are vibrant red. Needs
rich, humus and medium to wet
soils to grow.

1m

3

$5.99 (WB22)
$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Lychnis 'Orange Gnome'

$15.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Monarda d. 'Pardon My Pink'

$24.99 20cm pot
(M22)

New
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Height

Width

Monarda didyma Balmy 'Lilac'
Boldly coloured, shaggy purplelilac flowers bloom in abundance
atop a compact plant with very
dark green, fragrant minty-basilscented foliage. Resists powdery
mildew better than others.

25cm

25cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Monarda didyma Balmy 'Pink'
Boldly coloured, shaggy pink
flower heads bloom in abundance
atop a compact plant with very
dark green, fragrant minty-basilscented foliage. Resists powdery
mildew better than others.

25cm

25cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Monarda didyma Balmy 'Purple'
An abundance of vibrant reddish
purple, shaggy flowers top a
compact plant with very dark
green, fragrant minty-basil-scented
foliage.

25cm

25cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Monarda didyma 'Grand
Marshall'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Monarda fistulosa

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

Monarda Sugar Buzz 'Berry
Taffy'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Monarda Sugar Buzz 'Blue
Moon'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Monarda 'Jacob Cline'
Very tall, produces exceptionally
large 5" deep red flowers with dark
red bracts, mildew resistant.
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Item Description

Size

Nepeta f. 'Purrsian Blue'
Periwinkle blue flowers are
coddled by dark purple calyxes
just above the aromatic foliage
from early summer into early fall.

Height

Width

35cm

45cm

Zone Price

$24.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Nepeta 'Neptune'

$24.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Opuntia humifusa

$22.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Origanum 'Drops of Jupiter'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$16.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Papaver nudicaule 'Champagne
Bubbles Yellow'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Papaver o. 'Beauty of Livermere'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

Pachysandra t. 'Green Carpet'

Papaver nudicaule 'Champagne
Bubbles Scarlet'
Tons of cheerful red crepe-paper
flowers will bloom for several
weeks in spring. Prefers hot days
with cool nights; compact growth
habit with shorter flower stems.
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Papaver o. 'Prince of Orange'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Papaver o. 'Queen Alexander'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

Papaver o. 'Royal Wedding'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Penstemon digitalis 'Dark
Towers'
Wonderful glossy bronze-red
foliage with complimentary 2cm
flowers. Blooms July -August.
Penstemon 'Onyx and Pearls'

82cm

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$28.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Penstemon 'Pocahontas''

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Perovskia a 'Blue Steel'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Perovskia a 'Little Spire'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Item Description

Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Perovskia a 'Rocketman'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Perovskia a 'Sage Advice'

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Perovskia a. 'Denim n Lace'
Doesn’t get too tall, has stronger
stems and a more upright habit
than most older varieties. Lacylike, bright sky blue flowers are
held on amethyst calyxes.

70cm

85cm

4

$25.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Persicaria a. 'Firetail'
The Mountain Fleeceflowers are
widely used in European gardens,
and now becoming more familiar
here in North America. Plants form
a tall, spreading clump of leathery
green leaves, bearing long spikes
of poker flowers beginning in
midsummer, right through the fall.
This selection features crimsonred spikes, over a tall and bushy
clump. Give this plant elbow room.
Wonderful for massing in moist
areas. While this plant is a steady
spreader, it is not considered to be
invasive in any way.

1.2m

1.2m

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Persicaria polymorpha
It forms a big, bushy mound of
large green leaves, in mid-summer
bursting into bloom with masses of
white flowers held in tapering,
fluffy spikes. This is a well
behaved, clump-forming perennial,
great to use at the back of a
border.

Large

1.2m

1m

4

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Phlox d. 'Blue Moon'
This impressive little native is just
perfect for your woodland garden.
Phlox Blue Moon has outstanding
larger over-lapping flowerheads of
beautiful rich blue violet.

Groundcover

30cm

40cm

3

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Phlox p. 'Backlight'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

Status

New

$26.00 20cm pot
(M22)

Phlox p. Bambini Candy Crush
Large flower heads of pink and
white pinwheel blossoms.

$16.25 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Phlox p. 'Blue Paradise'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Phlox p. Early Start 'Pink
Improved'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Phlox p. Early Start 'Red'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Phlox p. Early Start 'White
Improved'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

Phlox p. Ka-Pow 'Pink'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Phlox p. 'Opalescence'
Light pink flowers have dark pink
eyes and form defined panicles.
Dark green leaves. One of the very
best for disease resistance; a
care-free plant.
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Item Description

Size

Phlox p. 'Ulraviolet'
Dark magenta violet flower
panicles produced over bright
green foliage. Better disease
resistance than typical Phlox.

Phlox 'Rocky Road Magenta'
Looking for a spring groundcover
that can withstand the dryness of a
rock garden? Enter Rocky Road
Phlox! These alpine plants are
used to growing on slopes, so you
know they can take the drought.
With bright, vibrant colours, these
will certainly be the belles of the
garden in springtime! Compared to
Phlox subulata, these have a more
compressed growth habit and
spread more slowly in the
landscape, especially the first year
in the ground. 'Rocky Road
Magenta' has magenta purple
flowers with a small, darker eye.

Height

Width

80cm

80cm

Zone Price

4

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Status

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

Groundcover

15cm

1m

4

Phlox s. 'Amazing Grace'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Phlox s. 'Pink Sparkles'
A beautiful groundcover with
incredible flowering performance in
spring. Soft, baby pink flowers.

Groundcover

20cm

70cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Phlox s. 'Ruby Riot'
A beautiful groundcover with
incredible flowering performance in
spring. Reddish pink flowers.

Groundcover

20cm

70cm

3

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Phlox s. 'Spring Blue Improved'
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Item Description

Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Phlox s. 'Spring White'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Platycodon g. 'Pop Star Pink'

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

Podophyllum peltatum

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Polygonatum falcatum
'Variegatum'
The graceful, arching stems of
Solomon's Seal add an exotic
touch to the shade garden and are
often described as being
architectural. This selection has
green leaves edged with creamywhite and dangling white bell
flowers in late spring.

45cm

60cm

4

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Potentilla 'Monarch's Velvet'
Forms a clump of strawberry-like
leaves, bearing upright stems of
rich, raspberry-red flowers with a
black centre for weeks on end.

30cm

30cm

4

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

Primula v. 'Belarina Amethyst
Ice'
Violet blue flowers with white
edge. Double blossoms.

20cm

30cm

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Primula v. 'Belarina Pink Ice'
Clusters of double, white flowers
with a pink blush, which age to a
soft lilac shade, over green lettucelike leaves. Compact and longblooming.

20cm

30cm

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Pulmonaria 'Pretty in Pink'
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Pulmonaria 'Spot on'

$24.00 1 Gallon
(BM22)

New

Pulmonaria 'Twinkle Toes'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$21.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Rodgersia pinnata 'Superba'
Dramatically textured foliage
makes a bold architectural
statement. Huge plumes of pink
flowers appear in summer. Prefers
filtered light but can tolerate full
sun where moisture is available.
Leaves emerge in spring with a
bronze tint.

1.2m

1.2m

4

Rudbeckia 'American Gold
Rush'

$26.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Rudbeckia fulgida 'Goldstrum'
Black Eyed Susan. Summer and
fall blooming, beautiful goldenyellow flowers with black eye.

75cm

4

$16.99 1 Gallon
(M22)
$25.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Sagina subulata
Familiarly known as Irish moss,
Sagina subulata is a mossy
evergreen ground cover that grows
to demure heights of only about
.5cm. With its bright green foliage
and tiny white springtime blooms,
the plant is ideal for planting in
small areas such as the spaces
between pavers or flagstones.

Ground Cover

1cm

15cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Sagina subulata 'Aurea'
Popular groundcover plant, this
forms a very low moss-like carpet
of bright neon-yellow foliage.

Groundcover

1cm

15cm

3

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Size

Height

Width

Zone Price

Status

Salvia 'Indiglo Girl'

$25.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

Salvia n. 'Caradonna'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(MWB22)

New

Salvia n. 'May Night'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Salvia n. 'White Profusion'

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Salvia nemorosa 'Marcus'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

salvia p. Fashionista 'Midnight
Model'

$18.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$22.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Sanguisorba officinalis 'Little
Angel'
This compact, variegated plant is
the perfect choice for those looking
for a container plant or a small
scale plant for the front of the
border. Tiny, deep green leaves
have creamy white margins that
form a dense, petite clump of
foliage. Bright green stems hold
long, oval-shaped rosy red flower
panicles – reminiscent of
matchsticks – that pop out the top
of the plant.
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Width

Zone Price

Status

Sedum 'Autumn Joy'

$26.00 2 Gallon
(R22)

New

Sedum 'Frosted Fire'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(R22)

New

Sedum 'Mr. Goodbud'

$17.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Sedum 'Prima Angelina'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Sedum 'Pure Joy'

$27.00 20cm pot
(M22)

New

$29.99 2 Gallon
(M22)

Sedum Sunsparkler 'Angelina's
Teacup'

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Sedum Sunsparkler
'Dazzleberry'

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Height

Width

Sedum Sunsparkler 'Dream
Dazzler'
A sport of Plum Dazzled, colourful
tri-coloured leaves emerge in
spring with collage of pink, white
and purple, then in full summer
sun, the centers turn dark purple
with hot pink edges, masses of
magenta-pink flowers in early fall.

37cm

45cm

3

$23.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

sedum Sunsparkler 'Firecracker'
Large pink flower heads and
mounding, bright cherry red foliage
that doesn't fade in the heat.
Drought tolerant variety.

10cm

45cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Sedum Sunsparkler 'Lime
Twister''

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Sedum Sunsparkler 'Lime
Zinger''

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Sedum Sunsparkler 'Plum
Dazzled'
This newest addition to the
SunSparkler® brand of hardy,
groundcover Sedums boasts dark
plum-purple foliage which is 40%
darker than its 'Dazzleberry'
sibling. Plum Dazzled will bloom 23 weeks later as well.
Sedum Sunsparkler 'Wildfire'
A sport of 'Firecracker', bold
foliage makes this selection a
standout with shiny, red leaves
that are edged with a contrasting
hot-pink, this edge will turn
pumpkin-orange in the fall, plants
will branch heavily and form a
dense mat of foliage colour.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

Size

Groundcover

Zone Price

Status

15cm

45cm

3

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

15cm

45cm

4

$21.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New
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Sedum takesimense 'Atlantis'

$16.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

Status

New

$22.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

Sedum 'Thundercloud'

Silene x 'Rollie's Favorite'
Cross between Lychnis and
Silene, attractive dark green basal
foliage produce long stems of rich
pink flower clusters, blooms late
spring through the summer.

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

25cm

3

Sisyrinchium 'Lucerne'
Spiky, dark green, grass-like
foliage gives way to bright
purplish-blue, star-like flowers.
Though they bloom the heaviest in
late spring and early summer, the
plants may continue to bloom
sporadically all summer long.
This is a great little plant for
accents along walkways or in
rockeries. It has a very unique
look. Though it looks like it
belongs to the grass family of
plants, it is actually a relative of the
Iris family.
Stachy's m. 'Hummelo'
Forms very attractive clumps of
glossy green puckered foliage.
Sturdy spikes of rose-lavender
flowers bloom midsummer. A
perfect canopy of bloom with
exceptionally bright colour.
Stachy's 'Summer Crush'

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

50cm

45cm

4

New

$17.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$14.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$25.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

$19.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Stokesia l. 'Mary Gregory'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

Stokesia laevis 'Honeysong
Purple'
Forms neat mounds of deep green
foliage with large fringed flowers.
Spectacular plants when in bloom
mid-summer. Use as edging or
near the front of the border.
Neatly mounding plants with deep
green foliage, large 7.5cm royal
purple flowers with red tinged
centers.

38cm

Stokesia levis 'Peachie's Pick'
Named for the person that found
this plant and not the flower colour,
fringed flowers are lavender blue
with whitish centers, plants are
more compact and neatly
mounding, extremely floriferous.

35cm

5

Status

New

$16.99 1 Gallon
(P22)
$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

5

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

Thalictrum a. 'Nimbus Pink'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Thalictrum a. 'Nimbus White'

$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$25.00 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Thalictrum 'Black Stocking'
This selection produces rather tall
clumps, with near-black stems that
bear huge clusters of bright
lavender-magenta flowers in
midsummer.
Thymus praecox ‘Coccineus’
This flat-growing Thyme features
fragrant dark green leaves,
smothered by bright magenta-red
flowers in early summer.

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

120cm

60cm

4

$29.99 2 Gallon
(B22)

Groundcover

2cm

30cm

3

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Thymus pseudolanuginsus
A durable herb with aromatic
leaves, perfect for filling between
stepping stones or as a waterwise
groundcover. Creates a low, lush
mat of soft green foliage.

Groundcover

Zone Price

7cm

30cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Thymus serpyllum 'Elfin'
Spectacular ornamental herb with
purple blooms and tiny evergreen
leaves. Great for filling between
stepping stones as it will tolerate
light foot traffic.

2.5cm

20cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Tiarella 'Cutting Edge'
Has finely dissected green leaves
with a dramatic dark burgundy
center and a nicely rounded habit.
In early spring, creamy
bottlebrush-like flowers cover the
entire plant. It has a clumping
habit, meaning it is well-behaved
and won't take over take over your
garden. '

15cm

40cm

4

$29.00 1.5
Gallon (M22)

New

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Tiarella 'Fingerpaint'

Status

Tiarella 'Sugar and Spice'
Dramatic, lacy leaves with painted,
heavily marked centers are seen in
summer to winter. Lightly fragrant,
spring flowers are uniquely
"frosted with pink with a white. The
shiny leaves appear to be
lacquered.

20cm

30cm

4

$24.00 1 Gallon
(M22)

New

Tradescantia a. 'Sunshine
Charm'
This selection forms a mound of
grassy-looking leaves of a bright
golden-yellow to chartreuse shade.
Lovely mauve-purple triangular
flowers appear in early summer for
several weeks, standing out well
against the bright foliage. Plants
should be trimmed back hard
when blooming ends, to rejuvenate
the foliage and encourage repeat
bloom in late summer.

50cm

50cm

4

$22.00 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Tricyrtis 'f. 'Samurai'

$19.99 1 Gallon
(M22)

Trollius europaeus 'Superbus'
Yellow flowers. Very dark green
foliage.

60cm

Vernonia lettermanii 'Iron
Butterfly'
A selection from Dr. Allan
Armitage. Late summer brings
vivid purple flower clusters that are
butterfly magnets! Foliage is
narrow, fine and adds a beautiful
texture; tolerant of hot dry
locations.

1m

1m

Status

New

3

$14.99 1/2
Gallon (P22)

4

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

$29.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

New

Vernonia 'Summer's Swan Song'
This vigorous native hybrid has
dark purple flowers and attractive
olive-green foliage held on red
stemmed tips. A nicely compact
Ironweed.
Veronica 'First Match'
Attractive dark pink addition to the
First collection. Long flowering.

40cm

45cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Veronica l. 'First Glory'
Fantastic new compact variety for
smaller spaces. Royal blue flower
spikes emerge from bright green
foliage to add fabulous texture and
colour to the summer garden.

50cm

45cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

Veronica l. 'First Lady'
This forms a low mound of
attractive deep green foliage,
bearing numerous spikes of pure
white flowers starting in early
summer and continuing for weeks

30cm

45cm

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New
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Veronica l. 'First Love'
This forms a low mound of
attractive deep green foliage,
bearing numerous spikes of
glowing fluorescent-pink flowers
starting in early summer and
continuing for weeks
Veronica p. 'Georgia Blue'
The rich blue flowers of Veronica
Georgia Blue smother the lush
backdrop of deep green glossy
foliage. The flowers have white
eyes and the leaf tips are tinged
with burgundy and copper
overtones. Burgundy tones will
intensify during the cooler months.
Great for a slope, even in the
south. An impressive evergreen
groundcover.

Groundcover

Height

Width

30cm

45cm

20cm

Zone Price

4

$17.99 1 Gallon
(WB22)

New

4

$18.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

$15.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New

$17.99 1 Gallon
(B22)

New

Veronica 'Royal Candles'

Veronicastrum virginicum
Culver's Root can offer a strong
upright accent to any perennial
garden or prairie/savanna. It's an
elegant unbranched plant,
reaching heights of 1.5m with
candelabra-like spikes of white
flowers that open from the bottom
up mid-summer. The small white
flowers densely packed together
can sometimes take on a purple
hue; the contrast of these flowers
against the dark green foliage is
stunning.

1.5m

Zauschneria 'Orange Carpet'
This forms a low-growing mat of
small green leaves, bearing a riot
of small scarlet orange trumpet
blooms from mid summer into the
autumn. Flowers are attractive to
hummingbirds and butterflies. An
excellent choice for the sunny rock
garden.

25cm

©Rideau Woodland Ramble Inc.

1m

Status

3

$27.00 2 Gallon
(M22)

50cm

4

$15.99 1 Gallon
(P22)

New
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Gardens Canada - Live the
Garden Life
Gardens Canada - Live the
Garden Life, coffee table book.
This curated book highlights some
of Canada’s most popular and
admired gardens and garden
trends and innovations, from coast
to coast.

$39.99

The Ramble at 20
The Ramble at 20 tells the story of
the evolution of Rideau Woodland
Ramble from the ice storm of 1998
through to 2020.Spectacular
images of the gardens and the
nursery will be a great memory of
your visit to the Ramble.

$49.40

The Ramble, The Gardens of
Rideau Woodland Ramble
This glossy 21 page picture book
walks you through the gardens of
Rideau Woodland Ramble,
through the seasons. Its a great
keepsake for your visit to the
Ramble

$39.99
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Status

New
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